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NOVEL METHODS AND SELF-REINFORCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR
ASSESSMENT AND PREVENTION OF MECHANICALLY ASSISTED CORROSION
IN MODULAR TAPERS
Eric S. Ouellette

Abstract
Novel methods for assessing the electrochemical and micromechanical performance of
modular tapers were evaluated, and self-reinforced composite materials were developed for their
potential to prevent the onset of mechanically assisted corrosion in modular taper devices.
A study of the seating and taper locking mechanics of modular taper samples was
conducted, and the effect on taper engagement strength of seating load, loading rate, taper
moisture, and taper design/material combination was studied. The load-displacement behavior
was captured during seating, and the subsequent pull off load was correlated to seating
displacement, seating energy, and seating load. The primary factor affecting taper engagement
strength was seating load, and loading rate and design/material factors did not have a significant
impact on the quality of the taper engagement.
Next, the effect of variation of 7 different design, material, and surgical factors on the
fretting corrosion and micromechanical behavior during incremental cyclic fretting corrosion
testing was examined using a design of experiments matrix. Seating load and head offset length
were the most influential factors affecting fretting corrosion, with low seating loads and high
head offsets giving rise to increased currents during sequentially incremented cyclic loads.
Poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) fibers were produced, and the effects of varying draw
down ratio, molecular weight, and post-spinning treatment on the structural and mechanical
properties of the fibers were studied. Highly drawn fibers showed the highest increase in

molecular orientation and mechanical properties. PEEK fibers were then utilized in the design
and fabrication of self-reinforced composite PEEK (SRC-PEEK) thin film composites, and selfreinforced composite ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (SRC-PE) produced from
Spectra fiber was also introduced. Pin on disk studies were employed to understand the potential
of both of these SRC materials to effectively insulate CoCrMo/Ti6Al4V alloy interfaces during
cyclic fretting motion at contact stresses similar to those that might be experienced in modular
taper junctions. SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE reduced fretting currents by approximately two orders
of magnitude as compared to metal-metal interfaces, and sliding mechanics for SRC-PEEK lined
samples were similar to metal-metal interfaces, while SRC-PE samples created a much lower
COF at the interface.
Finally, SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE gaskets were created to sleeve the trunnions of modular
tapers and insulate the head from the trunnion. Cyclic fretting corrosion techniques were
employed to assess the ability of SRCs to reduce or prevent the onset of fretting corrosion in the
modular taper junction. In a set of three short-term tests assessing the effects of incremented
cyclic loads, frequencies, and working electrode potential, SRC lined samples prevented the
onset of fretting corrosion and had significantly lower currents than severely corroding metalmetal samples. In long-term million cycle cyclic fretting corrosion testing, the SRC gaskets did
not experience failure at any point throughout the test and did not allow for the onset of
corrosion currents. Inspection of the gaskets following all testing confirmed that the SRC
gaskets withstood the high contact stresses and abrasive fretting motion experienced during the
cyclic tests performed, indicating that SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE may be suitable candidates as
new materials to prevent the onset of fretting corrosion in modular taper junctions.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Total Hip Replacement
Since the time of Sir John Charnley’s first total hip arthroplasty procedure in 1958, the
number of procedures carried out annually has continued to grow, and it is now estimated that
over a million total hip arthroplasties are performed each year(1). That figure is expected to
double within the next two decades. Hip replacement procedures are performed to treat
symptomatic end-stage osteoarthritis, osteonecrosis, femoral neck fracture, and dysplasia of the
hip. Of these causes, osteoarthritis accounts for over 90 % of procedures performed(1).
Rheumatoid arthritis, which at one time represented a significant percentage of indications for
arthroplasty, now accounts for only 1%(2). To this day, the total hip replacement remains one of
the most successful methods of treating advanced conditions of the hip which contribute to
significant pain or loss of mobility. In many respects, it has performed unlike any other device
before it as a means of restoring quality of life.
Typical hip replacements consist of several basic components. Generally, these can be
viewed as femoral components and acetabular components. Early prostheses would have
consisted of a singular femoral component, comprising a stem, neck and head. Femoral
components were traditionally monobloc pieces machined or cast of stainless steel or cobaltchromium-molybdenum alloys. Acetabular components were generally comprised of a single
polymeric socket, which was made from poly(tetrafluoroethylene), or Teflon, in the early days of
development, but soon was replaced with ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE)(3). Components of these early designs were cemented into place using poly(methyl
methacrylate), commonly referred to as bone cement. Generally, the procedure arrived at by
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Charnley in the early 1960s is similar to what is performed today. The head and neck of the
femur is resected, exposing the proximal medullary canal which is reamed to appropriate size to
receive the femoral component. The acetabulum is correspondingly reamed to receive the
acetabular component. Traditionally, the cement mantle would be formed by the surgeon with
simple hand-packing of the cement, and little preparation of the bone surface. A great deal of
work has been dedicated to the improvement of cementation techniques and bone preparation for
optimal bone-cement and cement-prosthesis interfacial properties(4).
These early prostheses, while successful, suffered a series of common failure modes. It
was quickly realized that Teflon, chosen for its low friction properties, produced highly toxic
wear particles which resulted in the need for revision due to severe bone lysis and severe adverse
tissue reaction(5),(6). Femoral component fracture was also common due to the prevalent
occurrence of bone resorption about the proximal region of the stem, causing increased bending
moment in the stem, and leading to fatigue failure(7). Failure of the cement mantle was often
related to loosening of the implant, with hoop stresses generated by the subsidence of the tapered
femoral stem acting to split the cement mantle over time(8). Devices that did not suffer fatigue
failure or toxicity issues often realized other modes of failure that were a result of the limitations
of monobloc design. Surgeons were at a disadvantage in restoring full function and anatomy due
to the limitations in design variation that could be utilized in the arthroplasty. Leg length,
femoral offset, version, and abductor tension often suffered post-operatively due to the lack of
customizability of the implants available(9). The complications brought about by the sub-optimal
restoration of anatomy were influential in bringing about some of the most significant changes in
implant design of the last several decades.
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1.1.1 Modern Hip Implants and Modularity
Since the 1960s, innumerable advances and iterations of the total hip replacement have
been brought to bear, yet the essence of the device remains the same. Teflon was exchanged for
ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE)(5), ceramic, and metal-metal bearing
surfaces(10). By the late 1970s, a new method of cementless fixation was commonly used,
whereby a porous coating of alloy atop the cast metal was press-fit into the intermedullary space
and thought to prompt boney ingrowth, or osseointegration, into the surface of the implant(4),(11)–
(13)

. These and other modifications continue to evolve, but are of less significance to the scope of

this thesis.
One of the most notable and significant changes in implant design came with the
incorporation of modularity, the metal-metal example of which was first introduced by Weber in
1971(14). There are currently three general types of modular interfaces to be found on an implant:
proximal, mid-stem and distal(15). Proximal modularity encompasses several different examples
of tapers, including, head-neck and neck-stem tapers(14). The most common of these tapers, and
the one which is seen on the vast majority of modern implants, is the head-neck taper. The most
common construction is one in which a male trunnion is press-fit into place within a female
taper, or bore(16). The seating of the head onto the trunnion leads to its compression which, in
combination with the expansion of the taper bore and frictional interaction, leads to the
interlocking of the two pieces.
Whereas significant limitations existed in the use of monobloc stems with regard to
restoration of original leg length, offset, and version, modularity made fine-tuning of the
prostheses possible(9),(14). Indeed, it is possible to achieve such restoration of function through
the use of customized implants based off of CT imaging and CAD design, or by careful pre28

operative determination of how much material must be resected and how deep the stem must be
inserted into the medullary canal(17). However, the ability to choose an off-the-shelf prosthesis
which could be customized and assembled in situ reduces pre-operative planning, allows for
unexpected variations in the procedure, and allows for less invasive surgical methods leading to
expedited rehabilitation time(14),(18).
Additionally, modularity allowed for the optimization of materials in the areas of the
device where they would best perform. Common examples of material combinations include a
Titanium alloy (such as Ti6Al4V) stem, a Cobalt-Chromium-Molybdenum alloy neck, and a
ceramic or Cobalt Chromium head. Titanium is often the material of choice for stem
components as it has a relatively low modulus of elasticity as compared to Cobalt-ChromiumMolybdenum, but is high strength and is able to achieve osseointegration(19). Cobalt-ChromiumMolybdenum is the only alloy material still used for femoral heads, but ceramic is also a
common option, and both are utilized for their superior wear resistance(10).
A sizable list of other advantages to modularity have been documented in the literature.
Easier facilitation of revision surgery by removal of only one part is one such example. Removal
of just the head at the head-neck junction for cases of wear, adjusting head offset, or mounting a
new head compatible with a revision of the acetabulum are easily facilitated, while retaining
bone stock and fixation of the stem implanted in the primary arthroplasty(20),(21). Reduction of
hospital inventory costs are often cited as being and attractive benefit to the modular approach
from an economic standpoint. Modular head-neck junctions allow for many different sized
heads of different materials, with different offsets, to be fitted to a single neck assuming a
compatible taper design. Likewise, the stem-neck taper allows for multiple neck angles and
different materials to be used without the need for additional stems. To illustrate the diversity
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which can be generated with just one implant system, the M/L Taper Kinectiv stem (Zimmer,
Warsaw, Indiana) allows for 32 different combinations of stem, neck, and head to be assembled
from the same system design, cutting down on number of implants, transportation, and
instrumentation(14).

1.2 Limitations of the Modern Modular Hip Implant
While the benefits to the modular concept of implant design are broad and clear, it must
be noted that modular design is not without risk, and seemingly inherent flaws. One of the most
significant risks introduced by the incorporation of modularity in hip arthroplasty, or any
orthopedic implant for that matter, is mechanically assisted corrosion of the alloy surfaces at the
modular junction.

1.2.1 Corrosion of Biomedical Alloys
Before proceeding in detail in the description of mechanically assisted corrosion of
modern modular implants, a brief description of the governing electrochemistry will be
presented. The corrosion of metals is a reduction-oxidation (re-dox) reaction, which can be
described through two half-cell reactions. These are, not surprisingly, the reduction half-cell and
the oxidation half-cell, shown below in equation [1-1].
M → M 𝑛+ + 𝑛e−
2H2 O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH −

(anodic)

(cathodic)

[1-1]

At equilibrium conditions, these two half-cell reactions find themselves in balance. The
driving force for these reactions can be described in terms of two thermodynamic forces, the
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Gibbs free energy for oxidation (ΔGox) and the Gibbs free energy for the reverse reaction,
reduction (ΔGred), which at equilibrium, results in the following:
ΔGred = −∆Gox

[1-2].

From eq. 1, the anodic reaction results in a buildup of excess negative charge within the
metal, in a similar fashion to a capacitor. This results in an electrical energy which can be
expressed as nFE, where n is the valence of the ion, E is the potential across the interface, and F
is Faraday’s constant (96,500 coul mol-1 of electrons). For equilibrium conditions, this results in
the Nernst equation:
𝑛𝐹𝐸 = −∆Gred

or

𝑅𝑇

[Ox]

𝐸 𝑒𝑞 = 𝐸 𝑜 + 𝑛𝐹 ln [[Red]]

[1-3](22),

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, and [Ox] and [Red] are the activities of
the oxidized and reduced forms of the half-cell reaction. Eeq is the half-cell equilibrium
potential, and E˚ is the potential of the half-cell when the activities of the oxidized and reduced
forms are equal to one another(22). Although this expression describes a half-cell reaction at
equilibrium, it is important to understand that there is still a current density, known as the
exchange current density, which exists across the surface, and arises from the continual oxidation
of metal into metal ion and reduction of metal ion back to metal. These exchange current
densities are not zero, but rather their net current density is zero at equilibrium. This can be
explained with the Butler-Volmer equation, and shown via a typical Evan’s diagram. The
Butler-Volmer equation states:
𝑖 = 𝑖𝑜 (10𝜂/𝛽𝑎 − 10𝜂/𝛽𝑐 )
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[1-4](22) .

Here, i is the current density, io is the exchange current density, η is the overpotential, or the
eq

deviation from the equilibrium potential (E − EM ), and βa and βc are the anodic and cathodic
Tafel slopes for the given half-cell reaction(22). This can typically be visualized with an Evans
diagram, shown in Fig. 1-1. Here, the terms of the Butler-Volmer equation are plotted as voltage
versus Log10 of the current density.
-0.3
-0.35

Voltage (V vs. SCE)

-0.4
-0.45

Anodic

-0.5

Cathodic
Net Current

-0.55
-0.6
-0.65
-0.7
1.E-07

1.E-06

1.E-05

Log10 (current density) (μA/cm2)
Figure 1- 1 Evans diagram depicting the anodic reaction, cathodic reaction, and the net current density as a
function of voltage for a hypothetical metal half-cell reaction. Adapted from Gilbert (22).

At the equilibrium Nernst potential, the net current density goes to zero, while it can be seen that
the exchange current densities for the anodic and cathodic reactions remain at some non-zero
current density. However, this example only shows the Evans diagram for a single half-cell.
When multiple half-cells take place, one must consider both, writing the Butler-Volmer equation
for each. According to the mixed potential theory, the total anodic and cathodic currents must
balance for all anodic and cathodic processes(22). In other words, the voltage that the metal takes
on shifts to the point where the sum of the metal oxidation and oxygen reduction currents are
zero. This is depicted in Fig. 1-2, which shows an Evans diagram where two half-cell reactions
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are plotted. As the anodic and cathodic currents balance, the system reaches its open-circuit
potential, and the current density for the associated oxidation and reduction reaction is icorr.
1
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eq
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Voltage (V vs. SCE)
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Reduction

𝑖oM
1.E-09

1.E-07

1.E-05

1.E-03

1.E-01

Log10 (current density) (μA/cm2)
Figure 1- 2 Evans diagram of hypothetical metal and oxygen half-cell reactions. As the sum of metal
oxidation and oxygen reduction currents reach zero, the open circuit potential of the system is realized.
Adapted from Gilbert (22) .

The examples discussed above assume that there are no thin oxide films present on the
metal surface, which introduce an additional kinetic barrier to corrosion reactions. Of course,
one of the defining attributes of the titanium, cobalt-chromium, and stainless steel alloys used in
orthopedic devices are their thin passive oxide film. Thin oxide films are typically on the order
of 1-4 ηm in thickness, and can take several chemical forms(23). The most common titanium
oxide is TiO2, and can be found on many of the common titanium alloys used and particularly on
Ti6Al4V. On cobalt-chromium and stainless steel alloys, chromium-based oxides are typically
found(24). These oxides act to reduce the reactivity of the alloys, which otherwise would have a
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fairly electronegative (and therefore, reactive) surface, resulting in increased resistance to
corrosion(19),(22),(25)–(28). However, thin oxide films are susceptible to damage and possess a set of
ultimate properties like any other material. It is abrasion and damage of oxide films in the
biological environment which increases the kinetics, and allow for accelerated corrosion of the
reactive underlying alloy(19),(22),(23),(29)–(33). Abrasion and spontaneous repassivation of the oxide
layer that brings about these accelerated corrosion conditions, and the study of how medical
alloys corrode under these abrasive conditions has become a topic of many modeling, retrieval
and in vitro studies(23),(26)–(28),(30)–(32),(34)–(46).

1.2.2 Mechanically Assisted Corrosion
It turns out that oxide abrasion, repassivation, and accelerated corrosion and damage are a
common occurrence in implanted medical devices. Since the inception of modular design in
total joint arthroplasty, and particularly in total hip arthroplasty, cases of severe corrosion of the
modular taper have been discovered as a significant factor leading to the failure of implants. The
phenomenon has come to be known by many names, including fretting corrosion, tribocorrosion,
and mechanically assisted crevice corrosion (MACC). All reference the idea that both
electrochemical and mechanical factors are involved in creating the accelerated corrosion
conditions that are now known to occur in vivo.
Mechanically assisted crevice corrosion of modular tapers has become a welldocumented phenomenon in modern modular taper junctions. Despite the multitude of clinical
and experimental evidence of fretting corrosion in modern tapers, the issue persists. Since the
introduction of the concept, fretting corrosion and its impact on the longevity of devices, the
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health of local tissue, the quality of the bond between prosthesis and bone, and clinical outcomes
as they are affected by corrosion has been widely studied(29),(30),(38),(39),(42),(43),(47),(48).

1.2.2.1 Fretting Corrosion in Retrieval Studies
Gilbert et al. brought to bear the consequences of fretting corrosion in vivo in 1993,
publishing a retrieval study encompassing 148 implants of similar and mixed alloy couples. All
implants were retrieved for primary reasons other than corrosion, such as pain without loosening,
loosening without pain, dislocation, infection, and others(49). A strong correlation between
severity of corrosion and implantation time was found for both similar and mixed metal cases.
Forms of corrosion were varied across samples. They included preferential dissolution of cobalt,
fretting, and pitting, were seen in mixed and similar metal cases. In the case of only mixed
metals, the formation of a thick (10-15 μm) plate-like layer of a Ti-Cr-Mo interfacial phase and
interdendritic corrosion were found. And finally, in only similar metal cases, intergranular
corrosion near grain boundaries which were Molybdenum- and Silicon- rich was observed(49).
This study concluded by hypothesizing the idea of mechanically assisted crevice corrosion
(MACC), which postulated that the onset of corrosion processes in the crevice-like geometry of
the taper was brought about by cyclic loading of the taper junction, and consequently sufficiently
high shear stress to fracture the oxide layers of the head and neck surfaces. MACC was thought
to be a process which, through limitations in diffusion of solution to the crevice, would result in
deoxygenation and acidification of the solution in the crevice, breakdown of oxide, and the
transition of the alloy surface from a passive oxide film to the underlying active metal, thus
perpetuating severe corrosion conditions in the crevice and influencing a multitude of clinical
consequences which were later investigated(33),(47),(48),(50),(51).
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Since Gilbert et al. published their findings and introduced the concept of mechanically
assisted corrosion, a number of retrieval studies have been published which have linked failure
of implants to evidence of corrosion or corrosion-related phenomena. Brown et al. investigated
78 implants that were retrieved for primary reasons other than corrosion. However, a large
number of implants were found to have severe modular corrosion scores of 8, from implantation
times as little as 12 months or less spanning up to implantation times of nearly 100 months.
Further, examination of the taper junctions, which consisted of both same- and mixed-metal
combinations of CoCrMo and Ti6Al4V, showed that there was preferential corrosion of the
proximal superior and distal inferior portions of the taper. This result was consistent with in vivo
loading conditions, suggesting that the areas which saw the greatest bending moments were also
those which were most likely to show more severe fretting corrosion damage(26).
Similarly, Goldberg et al. conducted a multi-center retrieval of over 200 implants that
were retrieved between 1985 and 1996(42). As with Brown et al., material combination was once
again considered, as was metallurgical state. However, consideration was also given to the effect
of flexural rigidity on the resulting corrosion and fretting scores. First, it was found that mixed
alloy head-neck tapers resulted in more severe corrosion than similar alloy (CoCrMo-CoCrMo)
tapers. Second, lower flexural rigidity was more likely to result in severe corrosion, supporting
the finding that mixed alloy (e.g., less rigid Ti6Al4V stems) gave rise to more severe corrosion.
Finally, in agreement with Brown et al., medial and lateral regions of stems had higher corrosion
scores when stems were scored by quadrants(42). This emphasizes the importance that mechanics
plays in the fretting and corrosion behavior of modular tapers.
More recent studies have been conducted investigating the effect of similar factors on
corrosion, but unfortunately, results do not always agree between studies. Kop et al. found that
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CoCrMo components showed higher severity of corrosion than did Titanium components, in
direct contrast to the findings of Goldberg et al.(43) Higgs et al. found results in agreement with
Goldberg in reference to influence of mixed materials on severity of corrosion, but contradictory
to Goldberg, it was found that longer neck moment arms were also associated with increased
taper damage in retrieved devices(39). These examples are certainly not exhaustive of
contradictory results in the literature, but they show that definitive conclusions cannot always be
drawn from retrieval studies that are limited by the number of implants available, variations in
model/materials of implant, variations in surgical technique from time of implantation, and
variations in patient lifestyle, comorbidity, and any number of other discernable factors which
may influence results.

1.2.2.2 In Vitro Fretting Corrosion Test Methods
While the concept of mechanically assisted corrosion is not new, it remains a complex
problem. Retrieval studies are valuable in that they indicate clinically relevant issues, but
unfortunately, they ultimately offer evidence in hindsight. The development of predictive
capabilities, and the ability to assess the relationship of various design, material, and surgical
factors through a short-term, high throughput test in the study of fretting corrosion and design of
the next generation of modular prostheses is a challenge of paramount importance in the
orthopedic community. Efforts have been ongoing for nearly twenty years to demonstrate the
phenomena seen in vivo in controlled laboratory settings.
Several efforts have been aimed at a fundamental understanding of the fretting corrosion
behavior of medical alloys(23),(28),(31),(32),(40). Generally, these experiments consist of some pin and
disk geometry, and an applied normal load coupled with a linear or angular displacement,
resulting in oxide abrasion and the initiation of fretting corrosion.
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Recent work in this lab has reported the development of such a system, wherein a pin of a
given alloy with a conical tip (with a tip radius of approximately 0.5 mm- 1 mm), fixed to a six
axis load cell, is brought in contact with a small exposed area of an alloy disk. The pin and disk
(working electrode) are immersed in phosphate buffered saline, paired with a counter and
reference electrode and wired to a potentiostat which controls the voltage of the working
electrode, and pin and disk are brought into contact and displaced cyclically relative to one
another. Displacement is measured via a differential variable reluctance transducer (DVRT) in
contact with the pin. Current generated from the abrasion of the pin and disk can then be
measured, and mechanical data can be correlated to the current generated throughout the test.
In one study conducted with this system, two similar metal couples (Ti6Al4V-Ti6Al4V
and CoCrMo-CoCrMo) and one mixed metal couple (Ti6Al4V pin and CoCrMo disk) were held
at fixed potential, and allowed to undergo fretting across a large range of loads. One of the
primary findings from this study was that different alloys and combinations of those alloys go
through regimes of fretting motion over a range of loads(31). These are: full slip motion, partial
slip, and a full sticking regime which begins at sufficiently high contact stress where the two
surfaces can no longer translate relative to one another(31). As the three couples were fretted over
the range of loads, it was found that fretting currents were at a maximum during the partial slip
regime, which also corresponded to a maximum work done in a single fretting cycle, but began
to decrease as the couples approached full-stick conditions and work done per cycle decreased
accordingly(31). Finally, it was found that the contact stress that corresponded to the maximum
observed current and work done per cycle was lowest for the Ti6Al4V-Ti6Al4V couple (and that
maximum currents observed were higher for Ti6Al4V-Ti6Al4V than the other two couples),
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highest for the CoCrMo-CoCrMo couple, and the Ti6Al4V-CoCrMo behaved more closely to
the all-CoCrMo couple(31).
Similar studies have been conducted observing the effects of varied potential on the same
metal couples. It was found that the potential the couple is held at greatly affects the corrosion
behavior, and generally, as the voltage is increased to higher anodic potentials vs. Ag/AgCl, the
fretting currents rise dramatically over their magnitude from fretting at OCP conditions(32).
These systems have been designed in varying complexity, but ultimately do not capture
the in vivo type of behavior that is found in the full prostheses. More applied experiments have
been geared toward simulating physiologic loading conditions in actual devices (or modified
modular taper coupons) and directly measuring the currents arising during cyclic loading events.
Some studies have successfully captured the electrochemical response through cyclic loading
tests(27),(45). Recently, more complex studies have been conducted, which have attempted to
characterize the motion of the head relative to the trunnion with various displacement sensing
methods as it undergoes cyclic loading(29),(35),(37),(52). As the nature of the fretting corrosion
process is a product of both electrochemical and mechanical events, a better understanding of
their linkage is imperative to understanding fretting corrosion behavior and developing
predictive capabilities. Until now, there has not been a test system or method which was capable
of simultaneously monitoring corrosion currents and micromotion at the head-neck interface.
The development of this system and incremental cyclic fretting corrosion test protocol
were recently reported(53). This test, and the large amount of information captured in each test of
a single taper allow the direct relation of the evolution of currents to the cyclic loads being
applied, and more importantly, the relative motion of the head on the trunnion and how that
motion translates to the rise and fall of fretting currents during a single loading cycle.
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Additionally, information about the subsidence (additional seating) of the head onto the trunnion,
average peak-to-peak amplitude of fretting motion, and load required to initiate fretting currents
(onset) were all captured. Preliminary work using this test apparatus and method was geared
toward validation of the test itself. While it presented a rich dataset and yielded results that were
previously unattainable, the full power of the test was not realized. Work presented in this thesis
utilized the incremental cyclic fretting corrosion test in conjunction with a powerful design of
experiments approach to develop a test matrix, varying 7 design, material, and simulated surgical
factors of modular tapers across a set of 32 taper samples.

1.2.3 Factors Affecting the Corrosion Performance of Implants
Preliminary work utilizing incremental cyclic fretting corrosion (ICFC) testing, among
other bodies of work in the literature have sought to elucidate the main factors which influence
micromotion at the taper junction or corrosion performance of implants as a whole. Several
factors have already been mentioned, including: material combination, head offset, neck
moment arm, surface roughness of taper components, taper geometry, initial moisture in the
taper, and others(26),(27),(35),(37),(41),(42),(45),(49),(52),(54). ICFC work presented in this thesis, and in
conjunction with earlier validation work for the ICFC test method have produced results that
suggest that the conditions by which femoral heads are initially seated onto the trunnion is one
of, if not the primary factor in governing short-term fretting corrosion behavior in in vitro
experiments.

1.2.3.1 Influence of Seating on Micromotion and Fretting Corrosion
Generally, there has been little investigation of the influence of seating and assembly of
modular connections as compared to other facets of implant design, manufacture, and
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performance. Much of the early reference to the effect of seating on corrosion performance must
be inferred from in vitro fretting corrosion studies. Still, these studies did not directly address
the effect of seating in any systematic manner, and statistical conclusions were not drawn with
reference to how the seating affected the corrosion performance of the implant.
Gilbert et al. examined the fretting corrosion behavior and micromotion at the head-neck
interface of stainless steel or CoCr stems coupled with CoCr heads during cyclic loading(35).
They found that SS/CoCr interfaces exhibited more corrosion than CoCr/CoCr interfaces, and
also found that wet assembly of tapers resulted in onset of fretting currents at lower loads, but
that dry assembly did not prevent fretting corrosion. Micromotion amplitudes during cyclic
loading were found to range from 0-25 µm. Unfortunately, this study did not investigate any
effects of the assembly conditions other than moisture on the fretting corrosion behavior. It also
was not able to assess micromotion in conjunction with electrochemical testing. More recent
studies have addressed this deficiency.
Mali et al. recently published a study which sought to evaluate the fretting corrosion
performance of two groups of tapers through an incremental cyclic fretting corrosion test(53).
Electrochemical and micromechanical data were simultaneously collected, and for the first time,
data regarding the fretting motion of the head relative to the neck on the superior and inferior
faces of the implant could be directly correlated to the rise and fall of current as oxide was
abraded and repassivated during the course of a single loading cycle. It was found that high
amplitude of micromotion at the interface generally gave rise to the highest fretting currents for a
given cyclic loading magnitude. Further, the seating load seemed to be a predictor of how much
micromotion the interface would experience. Seating loads of 100 N resulted in higher degrees
of micromotion and these samples also experienced higher fretting currents, with many also
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experiencing onset of fretting currents at lower cyclic loads than samples seated at 4,000 N.
Unfortunately, this study yielded neither a detailed understanding of how different seating
factors such as geometry, material, initial moisture, load, and loading rate affected the mechanics
of seating as it occurs nor an understanding of the taper connection strength immediately
following seating.
There have been some studies made of the seating of femoral heads onto femoral neck
tapers. For example, Heiney et al. determined the mean impaction force delivered during seating
by a group of surgeons and residents, and modeled a drop-weight impaction test after these
results. Based on several impaction forces, they found that as impaction force increased, so too
did the extraction force upon head pull-off(55). Similar results were reported by Pennock et al.,
who also studied the effect of dry versus wet conditions of the taper during seating, and found
that the introduction of wet contaminants created unpredictable taper connection strength(56).
Rehmer et al. examined the pull-off forces for a number of head/stem combinations and various
push-on and impact seating loads. Their results agree well with Heiney, and found a range of
extraction loads from about 36% to 68% of the seating load, depending on material combination
and seating procedure(57). Finally, other studies have looked at the effect of potential biological
contaminants on the taper connection strength. Lavernia et al. found that contamination of tapers
with blood and fat resulted in significantly reduced extraction forces for the same seating forces
as compared to clean, or even contaminated tapers that had been wiped clean(58). These studies
all evaluate the effect of seating load or other factors on the taper connection strength. However,
there has not yet, to the authors’ knowledge, a systematic study of the effects of design
parameters, taper moisture, seating load, and loading rate. Moreover, the investigation of the
behavior of the taper junction as it is seated is something that has yet to be published, and may
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yield insight as to the reason that certain design and seating conditions exhibit higher or lower
taper connection strength.
A portion of the work in this thesis seeks to understand the behavior of femoral head
seating mechanics through a methodic study of taper design differences, seating loads, loading
rates, and taper moisture conditions that heretofore has not been fully investigated. Additionally,
this work is aimed toward providing further insight into the fretting corrosion behavior of
modular tapers that has been recently published, in an effort to explore one of many factors
which govern the corrosion performance of an implant device.

1.3 Orthopedic Polymers
Polymers have been incorporated into orthopedic devices for decades. The most
common orthopedic polymer is ultra-high molecular weight poly(ethylene) (UHMWPE). It was
first introduced in early iterations of the Charnley low friction hip arthroplasty as the acetabular
bearing surface(5). More recently, a newer polymer has gained traction as a candidate for
biomaterial applications demanding high strength and wear properties. Poly(ether ether ketone),
having been only first synthesized in the late 1970s(59), has quickly become a popular choice as
both a bearing surface, and as a structural material, which can be incorporate neat or in fiber
filled composite forms.

1.3.1 Poly(ether ether ketone)
Poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) is a thermoplastic polymer. PEEK was first confirmed
to be biocompatible in the 1980s, and since that time has enjoyed increasing utilization as a
polymeric biomaterial. It has been successfully used in aerospace and automotive applications
for years in its neat and composite forms, offering a high strength-to-weight ratio. It became
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available to the orthopedics industry at a time when interest was growing in the development of
so-called “isoelastic” hip stems, which were intended to align more closely in stiffness with
native bone than typical alloys could(60). By the late 1990s, PEEK had become widely used and
was the most popular high-performance thermoplastic for replacing metal implant
components(61). Much of PEEK’s popularity can be attributed to its structural and mechanical
properties, and some discussion of these properties provides the impetus for the processing
methods undertaken in this work.

1.3.1.1 Morphology of PEEK
PEEK is a semi-crystalline thermoplastic polymer. It consists of an aromatic backbone
with two ether and one ketone group in every repeat unit. The monomer structure for PEEK is
shown in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1- 3 Monomer structure of PEEK.

Its morphology was first presented by Blundell and Osborn(62),(63). Structural and physical
properties of PEEK are presented in Table 1-1. PEEK crystallizes in an orthorhombic structure,
with the backbone of the polymer chain running along the c-axis of the crystallite. The c-axis of
the unit cell is comprised of three aryl groups. Some basic structural and thermal properties for
PEEK are listed in Table 1-1.
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Properties of PEEK
Lattice Parameters (ηm)
a 7.75
b 5.86
c 10.0
Crystalline fraction
Crystal Density (kg/m3)
Amorphous density (kg/m3)
Main Chain Bond Angle
Tg (˚C)
Tm (˚C)

0.3-0.35
1400
1265
125˚
144
335

Table 1- 1 Properties of PEEK (59),(62).

With a melting temperature of 335 ˚C, and glass transition temperature of 144 ˚C, PEEK is well
below its glass transition and in the glassy state at physiologic temperature.

1.3.1.2 Mechanical Properties of PEEK
The mechanical properties of PEEK have led to its classification as a high performance
polymer. Some mechanical properties are outlined in Table 1-2 below.
Mechanical Properties of PEEK
4
Modulus (GPa)
Tensile Strength (MPa) 93
93
Yield Stress (MPa)
30-40%*
Strain-to-failure (%)
Table 1- 2 Mechanical properties of PEEK. *strain-to-failure is highly dependent on the grade, or
molecular weight, of PEEK (59).

PEEK’s modulus and strength are high compared to most other neat polymers, and this makes it
an attractive choice for orthopedic applications as it is nearer to the modulus of bone than the
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common alloys. The strength of PEEK is also high compared to typical semi-crystalline
polymers, which typically exhibit strengths of 50-60 MPa. Its strain-to-failure is comparable
with most semi-crystalline polymers.
Perhaps the most important properties of PEEK that suit it to the high-demand
biomaterials applications for which it has been selected recently are its fracture, fatigue, and
wear properties. PEEK typically exhibits a fracture toughness of about 4.5 MPa m-1/2(64), a high
value of toughness relative for most un-reinforced polymers. This can be increased by the
incorporation of various fillers, the most popular of which for biomaterials applications tends to
be carbon fiber. Fatigue properties are equally favorable. It has been reported that neat PEEK
can withstand about 70% of its static tensile strength to run-out (1E6 cycles) in a cyclic fatigue
test with R=0 at ambient conditions, with similar results reported by others(65),(66). As one of the
other primary applications for PEEK in the last two decades, alternative bearing surfaces demand
superior wear properties. Neat PEEK has wear properties that are generally better than
UHMWPE, with the added benefit that the wear particles are not cytotoxic(59). Carbon fiber
reinforced PEEK (CFR-PEEK) is often a material of choice in these situations as it demonstrates
very low wear rates in addition to low coefficient of friction(59),(67). However, outside of the
context of bearing surfaces, the influence of orientation on PEEK’s wear behavior has also been
investigated. Neat PEEK has wear properties that are generally better than linear UHMWPE,
with the added benefit that the wear particles are not cytotoxic(59). With increasing draw ratio,
the wear rate reduces when the plane of wear is either normal or parallel to the plane of
drawing(68),(69), and the ability to improve wear properties of PEEK without additives may be an
attractive prospect for biomaterials applications.
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1.3.2 Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE)
UHMWPE is the classical orthopedic polymer. It has seen the most widespread use as a
bearing surface, ranging from some of the earliest modern hip implants(3),(5), and branching out to
almost every other joint arthroplasty such knees, shoulders, and intervebral disk. It does not
possess the same impressive mechanical properties as PEEK, but was originally an attractive
choice because of its very low coefficient of friction.

1.3.2.1 Morphology of UHMWPE
Polyethylene is a very simple olefin polymer. It consists of a carbon backbone with two
hydrogens single-bonded to each carbon atom. The repeat unit of polyethylene is shown in
Figure 1-4 below.

Figure 1- 4 Repeat unit of polyethylene.

UHMWPE is a semi-crystalline polymer, and typically exhibits a crystalline fraction of
40-75% depending on processing conditions(70). UHMWPE typically exists in an orthorhombic
structure, similar to PEEK(71). As with PEEK, the backbone of the chain runs along the c-axis of
the unit cell. The unit cell parameters and other relevant structural properties are shown in Table
1-3. UHMWPE sits above its Tg at physiologic temperature, giving increased chain mobility to
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amorphous regions of the polymer. However, even the smallest crystallites within typical
UHMWPE do not tend to begin melting until at 60 ˚C, so there is little chance of any transitional
behavior in the body, and as such, UHMWPE is stable in vivo(70).

Properties of UHMWPE
Lattice Parameters (ηm)
a

0.74

b

0.493

c

0.255

Crystalline fraction

0.39-0.75

Density (kg/m3)

935

Main Chain Bond Angle 112˚
Tg (˚C)

-160

Tm (˚C)

137

Table 1- 3 Structural and thermal properties of UHMWPE (70),(71).

1.3.2.2 Mechanical Properties of UHMWPE
UHMWPE is not typically considered a high-performance thermoplastic in its bulk
isotropic form. However, certain qualities have made it one of, if not the most suitable polymer
for its typical application as a bearing material. Some general mechanical properties are listed in
Table 1-4. Notably, UHMWPE possesses substantial ductility, which is an attribute of its
molecular weight and physical state at ambient conditions.
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Mechanical Properties of
UHMWPE
0.8-1.6
Modulus (GPa)
39-48
Tensile Strength
(MPa)
21-28
Yield Stress (MPa)
350-525%
Strain-to-failure (%)
Table 1- 4 General mechanical properties ranges for UHMWPE used in biomedical applications (70) .

Another important property of UHMWPE is its low coefficient of friction. On most dry
surfaces, the sliding coefficient of friction for UHMWPE is about 0.1(72). While this is not as
low as Charnley’s original bearing choice of Teflon, it is lower than many other material
combinations, and combined with the initial realization that its wear properties were significantly
better than Teflon, this led to the adoption of UHMWPE as the primary bearing material of total
hip arthroplasty for many years(70).
While UHMWPE is without question the most popular polymer used in bearing
applications, it has not been without its flaws. It may be true that virgin UHMWPE performs in
wear much better than Teflon, however, it was quickly realized that this too performed less than
optimally. Significant clinical issues typically arose due to the toxicity of wear particles causing
bone resorption, implant loosening, and osteolysis(67),(73). The vast majority of research on
UHMWPE has been focused on improving its wear properties to reduce the production of toxic
wear particles in the joint space. Much of this work has been focused on crosslinking or
impregnation with various additives, but some studies have examined the effect of structural
changes on the wear of polyethylene(74).
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1.4 Polymeric Fibers
Fibers spun from polymeric materials have enjoyed innovation and implementation in
engineering applications for decades(75). Indeed a number of industries are heavily dependent on
synthetic textiles, for clothing, abrasion resistant fabrics, flame retardant fabrics, medical sutures,
structural composites, filtration systems, and many more applications. From the orthopedic
materials perspective, the most attractive quality of a synthetic polymer is typically in its
enhanced structural and mechanical properties. To better understand the potential of polymer
fibers in the orthopedics setting, a brief description of the types and physics of fiber spinning is
required.

1.4.1 Forming Synthetic Fibers
The goal in producing a fine fiber from a polymer is to optimally exploit the theoretical
primary bond strength of the atoms along the backbone of the polymer. Indeed, this concept is
not new. It was recognized in the late 1950s that a fully extended single polymer chain would
exhibit very high stiffness along the chain axis, in cases with a modulus of 100 GPa or more(76).
There are many synthetic polymers that can form such fibers. These include poly(ethylene),
poly(ethylene terephthalate), poly(propylene), poly(ether ether ketone), many nylons,
poly(methyl methacrylate), poly(aramid), poly(styrene), and other more specialized polymers.
To form a polymer fiber, the material must be in a molten state or in solution with an
appropriate solvent. The primary force acting on the polymer or solution is a tensile stress that is
delivered by mechanically drawing it in a single direction. Typically, this is achieved by some
sort of roller drawing down an extruded filament of melt or solution. The drawing that is
induced on the filament is performed at a significantly higher rate than that at which it is initially
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extruded, generating the aforementioned stress. The stress developed in the molten filament acts
to align the polymer chains along the fiber axis, and the entanglements between chains allow for
the transmission of that stress along the filament and continue to elongate rather than break off.
This process is shown in Figure 1-5.

Figure 1- 5 Cartoon depicting the continual extension of polymer chains in an extensional flow, such as
observed in the fiber spinning process. Note that perfect alignment is not achieved, but as more drawing is
imparted, chains align more closely with the filament axis.

During drawing, a number of changes occur in the filament. As mentioned, the chains
within the flow of molten polymer tend to align along the axis of drawing. This typically leads
to enhanced crystallinity, and may cause polymer to take on other crystalline structures from
what is found in the isotropic material(71),(77),(78). Other times, it may simply result in slight
differences in lattice dimensions. However, the structural changes that are typically induced are
most accessibly understood through the enhancement achieved in the ultimate properties of a
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material. For example, UHMWPE exhibits properties as shown in Table 1-4 in its isotropic bulk
form. However, a highly drawn fiber of UHMWPE may exhibit a tensile modulus of up to 100
GPa, and tensile strength of over 3 GPa, and with significant reductions in strain-to-failure from
what is typically seen in bulk UHMWPE(79).
While the principal mechanisms are similar across many different fiber spinning
approaches, there a minute differences in the processes themselves which make them better
suited to one material or another. PEEK is typically melt-spun, while UHMWPE must be put
through a process known as gel-spinning. Fibers of PEEK and UHMWPE, and the processes to
produce them, are described in detail below.

1.4.2 PEEK Fibers
PEEK fibers are typically produced by melt-spinning. When melt-spinning, the stock
polymer begins in some sort of hopper. It is then melted either in a column containing one or
more screws to mix and propel the melt, or can be melted in a simple reservoir, and propelled
from above with a plunger. The molten polymer is then ejected through a die with one or
perhaps hundreds of apertures which are typically round in shape and may be on the scale of 1-2
mm in diameter. The extruded melt is pulled down from the die and either can be drawn directly
to a take up drum(80) or passed over a series of heated gaudets(81),(82). In either case, the initial
drawing from the die results in a vast extension of the molten filament(s). This is the part of the
process that results in the initial orientation of polymer chains within the filament. During the
initial draw-down, the filament cools rapidly. Depending on crystallization kinetics, the drawing
may result in increased orientation but lower crystallinity if the filament cools faster than the
material can form crystallites. If the filament is wound directly to a take-up drum at this point,
then the process is over. However, most industrial set-ups and some larger laboratory set-ups
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include the secondary step where additional solid-state drawing is imparted onto the fiber. This
can be achieved by running the fiber from one drum spinning at the initial draw-down velocity,
to another drum spinning at a higher velocity, imparting strain on the fiber. This is typically
performed at elevated temperature, above the Tg of the material to prompt crystallization and
further chain alignment. From there, filaments are wound onto a collecting drum.
PEEK fibers are typically produced in this way. Until now, melt-spun PEEK fibers have
not been extensively investigated for their potential in biomedical applications. Several studies
discuss the structural changes and mechanical enhancements in PEEK fibers over typical bulk
PEEK. Karacan characterized structural properties of as-spun and drawn PEEK fibers using Xray diffraction and optical microscopy techniques(83). Song et al. correlated changes in
birefringence, crystallinity and mechanical properties with draw ratio of PEEK fibers(84). Everall
et al. showed methods for calculating crystallinity in uniaxially oriented PEEK fibers using
polarized Fourier transform Raman spectroscopy(85). Often, the focus has been on the
characterization of structural and mechanical properties for such end-applications as co-mingled
PEEK/carbon fiber multifilaments for fabricating CFR-PEEK composite materials. Upon
processing of reinforced composites wherein PEEK becomes the matrix phase of the material,
the structural and mechanical enhancements gained in the spinning process are lost upon melting
and recrystallization of the polymer amongst its reinforcement. It is believed that melt-spun
PEEK fibers could be candidates for numerous end applications. These may include exploitation
of the PEEK fibers’ enhanced mechanical properties and structure in self-reinforced composites,
and particularly as hot compacted thin films as a means of mitigating the effects of fretting
corrosion in modular tapers of total hip replacement devices. These materials for these potential
applications would differ from the traditional PEEK matrix-based composite materials because
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they are intended to be solely comprised of PEEK and utilize PEEK fiber as a reinforcing phase
within a matrix of PEEK, thus allowing for enhanced mechanical properties while also taking
advantage of its biocompatibility and familiarity as an approved biomaterial.
A portion of this thesis is aimed elucidating the mechanical, thermal, and structural
properties of melt-spun PEEK fibers. Fibers were fabricated according to a range of spinning
and post-processing conditions that were subsequently characterized. A number of techniques
were employed including differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to observe the effect of
processing on Tg and Tm, Wide angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) to observe crystallinity, crystal
size, and crystalline orientation, and tensile testing to determine how mechanical properties
varied with respect to spinning and post-processing conditions. The fabrication and study of
PEEK fibers serves to demonstrate their potential to be tuned to a range of structural and
mechanical properties, such that they might find use in a wide range of biomedical and
orthopedic applications upon further development.

1.4.3 UHMWPE Fibers
Oriented poly(ethylene) has been studied extensively over the latter half of the twentieth
century. Substantial work has been published by I.M. Ward of the University of Leeds and his
many colleagues and students. Some of the earlier work studied melt-spun high density
polyethylene, and the effects of amount of drawing in fiber spinning or cold-drawing postspinning on monofilament properties and structure(86)–(88). A major breakthrough occurred with
the introduction of a process known as gel-spinning. This allowed UHMWPE to be spun into a
high strength fiber for the first time, as its molecular weight is otherwise so high that it cannot be
melt-spun by conventional methods(89). These fibers are marketed under the trade name
Dyneema in the UK and Spectra in the US. They typically exhibit a modulus of 90-116 GPa
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(depending on the specific grade) and strengths of 2.6-3.3 GPa(90). To understand how such high
performance fibers can be achieved, and explanation of the gel-spinning process is needed.
Gel-spinning works, in principal, very similarly to melt-spinning. A polymer is ejected
from a fine die, drawn down, and subjected to heated solid-state drawing. However, there are a
few important differences that allow for poly(ethylene) of such a high molecular weight to be
subjected to the significant flow and high deformation that is imparted in such a process. First,
UHMWPE is dissolved in decalin at elevated temperature to form a solution. The solution is
next extruded through a capillary at a temperature of 130 ˚C and pulled down into a cooling bath
to quench the solution forming a “gel” filament. This filament is then drawn through a heated
chamber of air at 120 ˚C and drawn to a draw ratio of over 30 and where the solvent is
volatilized, resulting in a highly oriented UHMWPE fiber(91).
UHMWPE fibers have seen success in biomedical applications to date. Dyneema Purity
fibers are a biomedical and implantable grade of the Dyneema/Spectra family and were
introduced in 2004(79). The most notable usage is in sutures for orthopedic procedures including
attachment of tendon to bone, or other areas where a high strength to volume ratio is highly
desirable. Other areas of application include cables for spinal stabilization procedures, and
incorporation into a polyurethane bearing material intended for meniscus replacement(79).
Dyneema Purity fibers have also been introduced into cardiac devices as reinforcement for
cardiac catheters and catheter balloons(79).

1.5 Self-Reinforced Composite Materials
One of the most notable innovations that has been developed using highly oriented
polymer fibers are self-reinforced composites. These have also been referred to in the literature
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as homocomposites, all-polymer composites, single-polymer composites, etc. Self-reinforced
composites (SRCs) have found implementation in a number of interesting applications, from
ballistic armor, to helicopter radar domes, to soccer shin guards, to automotive undershields(89).
Relatively little has been published on SRC materials for biomedical applications, however, there
are a few examples. The most extensive study of SRCs for biomedical applications was
conducted in this lab, exploring the possibility of using self-reinforced composite poly(methyl
methacrylate) (SRC-PMMA) as a pre-coating material for femoral stems. The aim was to
produce a stronger, more fracture resistant, stable bond between the prostheses and the cement
mantle to reduce instances of mechanical loosening and the complications that come with it(92)–
(95)

. Other examples include self-reinforced composite poly(ethylene) (SRC-PE) for articular

surfaces in joint replacement, aimed at reducing the wear rate of the UHMWPE in areas of
primary articulation(96). Processing of SRCs has been studied extensively, and some introduction
of the typical methods that have been developed is needed.

1.5.1 Processing of SRC Materials
A SRC is a composite material whose entire composition is of a single polymeric
material, and where (in most cases) the matrix phase of the composite is derived from the
reinforcing fibers which reside within its construction. Simply put, SRCs are fabricated via a
sintering process of sorts, of polymeric fibers which become bonded to one another. This
analogy, while simple, is not entirely descriptive of the process which results in an SRC material.
SRCs have been produced in a number of ways. Early attempts were primarily
conducted with poly(ethylene). UHMWPE fibers were uniaxially arranged and intermingled
with isotropic HDPE powder and compression molded at a temperature that would allow for
melting of the HDPE resin but not the UHMWPE fibers, whose melt temperature was
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appreciably higher than the isotropic and lower molecular weight HDPE(97). Others have
included submersion of fibers in low-density poly(ethylene) (LDPE) solutions prior to
compression molding, and incorporation of brominated UHMWPE fibers as the reinforcing
phase(98),(99). All of these approaches were ultimately aimed at improving the interfacial
properties between the reinforcement and matrix. Ultimately, the process known as hot
compaction has become the most common and effective method for producing SRCs.
Hot compaction was developed at the University of Leeds primarily by I.M. Ward and
co-workers, in an attempt to produce poly(ethylene)/poly(ethylene) composites. During hot
compaction, fibers or oriented tapes are arranged in a woven or uniaxial array, and heated under
appropriate pressure to the point where just a thin layer of the surface of each fiber is able to
melt. The melted fraction eventually become the matrix phase of the composite, all without the
addition of any powder or resin to the fiber layup(89). There is a somewhat complex timetemperature-pressure relationship that must be exploited to achieve an optimally compacted
material. Ward et al. used the protocol shown in figure 1-6, originally using melt-spun HDPE
fibers. The layup is held in a compression mold or between two platens at a relatively low
pressure to provide constraint to the fibers. While this holding pressure is applied, the
temperature is raised to the vicinity of the melt temperature of the fibers (which is typically
higher than the melt temperature of the same material in isotropic bulk form). Once the
compaction temperature is reached, the pressure is rapidly increased to cause optimal
incorporation of the fibers and minimize voids within the material. After a brief period at the
compaction pressure, the pressure is returned to the holding pressure as the mold is cooled.
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Figure 1- 6 Typical hot compaction scheme performed by Ward and co-workers. A low holding pressure is
applied to lightly constrain fibers as the temperature is risen to the compaction temperature, at which point
the pressure is increased to the compaction pressure to improve fiber bonding. Finally, the temper ature is
reduced while the mold is held at the reduced holding pressure.

During cooling, the fraction of molten material at the fibers’ surfaces recrystallizes,
thereby bonding the fibers together and creating a coherent and chemically homogenous
interface. Extensive research has been published investigating composite materials produced in
this manner, and of several different materials(87),(100)–(108). While this approach may be the most
common, it is not the only protocol by which hot compacted SRCs have been successfully
produced.
Another method has been shown where a more simplified pressure-time relationship is
used. Rojanapitayakorn et al. used a single compaction pressure at which their pre-heated mold
was held at for the entire processing time to achieve optimally compacted optically transparent
self-reinforced poly(ethylene terephthalate)(109). The mechanical properties of SRCs compacted
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in such a way seem to agree well with the trends which are well-documented by Ward and coworkers, where modulus tends to decrease as a function of processing temperature, and structural
observations show that a sharp decrease in crystalline orientation most often corresponded to a
complete melting and relaxation of the polymer chains throughout the bulk of the fibers. Work
presented in this thesis related to SRCs of PEEK and UHMWPE has been performed utilizing
this simplified compaction scheme.

1.5.2 Biomedical Applications of Self-Reinforced Composites
Until now, self-reinforced composite materials have seen little practical implementation
in the medical sector. One approach has utilized self-reinforced poly(lactic acid) (SRC-PLA) as
a resorbable fracture fixation device(110). However, there is very little, if any, published work
investigating PEEK as a potential SRC material, and not within the biomedical context. SRC-PE
has been investigated much more thoroughly, but still relatively little has been aimed at
implementing the material into medical devices. Given the fact that PEEK and UHMWPE are
well-known and popular biomaterials, the motivations to explore the potential for SRCs derived
from these materials are multi-faceted.

1.5.2.1 Development of SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE: Economic Motivation
From the perspective of economic practicality, the introduction of new materials into the
biomedical space can be costly and prolonged. PEEK and UHMWPE are well-known to be
biocompatible, and grades of these materials approved for implantation are readily available.
The long-term attractiveness of any processing modifications to these materials would likely be
increased due to the less expensive routes through which the materials would need to progress to
become approved for implantable use.
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1.5.2.2 Development of SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE: Design Motivation
The complex and prevalent issues associated with fretting corrosion of modular junctions
in orthopedic implants have prompted motivated the investigation potential solutions to this
issue. It has been clearly shown that modularity offer numerous benefits to the patient, the
surgeon, and the healthcare institution. Exploration of materials which can offer insulation of the
components joined at the modular junction but which can also withstand its rigorous mechanical
environment is one of the areas of focus in this thesis.
Work in this lab has resulted in the development of a class of materials referred to as thin
film self-reinforced composites. Thin film SRCs are SRCs which are derived from a thin lay-up
of uniaxially arranged fibers. Typically, the fibers are arranged in a thickness of about 2 fiber
diameters, nominally, such that the resulting composite is also in that thickness range. This is
typically on the order of 100 μm. The processing of thin film SRCs is similar to what others
have reported for thicker SRC materials. The fiber lay-up is placed in a heated mold, and then
processed via hot compaction techniques. The processing time, temperature, and pressure profile
can all be manipulated in similar fashion. Preliminary work in this lab indicated that the single
pressure protocol presented by Rojanapitayakorn et al. was sufficient to yield a composite
sample which had apparently good bonding between fibers, while retaining some of the original
fiber properties(109). It was also found that thin film SRCs could easily be fabricated from both
PEEK and UHMWPE Spectra fibers, in proximity to their respective melt temperatures and with
sufficient holding pressure to constrain the fibers during compaction.
A range of mechanical, thermal, and structural characterization techniques have been
performed on these materials to understand how the thermomechanical process of hot
compaction affects the resulting composite. Comparisons were also made of how those
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properties relate to the original fiber properties as well as typical bulk properties of the materials
from which the fibers and SRCs were derived. Beyond the typical palette of polymer
characterization techniques used to investigate these materials, the tribo-electrochemical
performance of these materials was of particular interest. This was assessed via two primary
methods. In the first, a pin-on-disk fretting corrosion test system was used to evaluate the
fundamental electrochemical and mechanical behavior of metallic pin and disk couples insulated
with thin film SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE materials situated between them. This was compared to
the electrochemical and mechanical behavior of metallic pin and disk couples where no thin film
SRC was present at the metal-metal interface. Secondly, cyclic fretting corrosion test methods
were used to determine the ability of thin film SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE to prevent the onset of
corrosion currents in a simulated total hip arthroplasty modular head-neck taper. A variety of
testing conditions were investigated to determine the ability of the thin film SRCs to prevent
onset of corrosion at high cyclic loads, high frequency of loading, a range of voltages, and
performance during long-term million-cycle electrochemical fatigue testing. These test methods
also monitored the mechanical environment at the head-neck modular junction and allowed for
the direct correlation between a wide range of mechanical and micromotion events and the
corresponding electrochemical activity.
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2. Aims and Hypotheses
The objectives of this thesis are twofold. First, a comprehensive state-of-the-art
understanding is presented of the design, material, mechanical, and surgical factors that influence
fretting corrosion. Secondly, this thesis aims to develop and evaluate self-reinforced composite
materials which are intended to perform as barriers to the tribological and mechanical events that
give rise to fretting corrosion in modular taper junctions of total joint arthroplasties. To that end,
specific aims, technological goals, and hypotheses are described in more detail here.

2.1 Design, Material, and Surgical Factors Governing the
Seating Behavior and Connection Strength of Modular Tapers
Specific Aim: The aim of this study was to understand the influence of seating load,
seating loading rate (quasi-static vs. quasi-impact loading regimes), and initial moisture on the
seating mechanics and pull-off strength for two groups of tapers representing relatively high and
low susceptibility to fretting corrosion. First, the load-displacement behavior of the head as it is
seated onto the trunnion was monitored. Secondly, the seating subsidence and work or energy of
seating will was determined from load-displacement behavior. Finally, the pull-off load to
separate heads from trunnions were determined in a separate test.
Hypotheses: Seating load will have the largest influence on the outcomes assessed. A
low seating load will result in low seating subsidence, energy, and pull-off load, where a higher
seating load will result in larger subsidence (the head will be pushed further onto the trunnion),
energy, and pull-off load. It is not anticipated that the loading rate or initial moisture will have
such wide-sweeping and consistent effects on the seating energy, displacement or pull-of
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strength as the seating load. The movement of the head during seating may differ depending on
sample type, loading rate, or moisture.

2.2 Design, Material, and Seating Load Effects on In vitro
Corrosion of Modular Head-Neck Tapers
Specific Aim: The aim of this study was to assess the short-term corrosion performance
of 32 distinct modular tapers through incremental cyclic fretting corrosion (ICFC) testing. Seven
design, material, and assembly factors were systematically varied between one of two conditions
representing “high” and “low” values for each parameter. The factors that were varied were:
seating load, head offset length, material combination, taper diameter, taper roughness, angular
mismatch, and engagement length. Primary factors influencing the electrochemical and
micromechanical behavior, and the strength of their correlation, were determined by regression
analysis.
Hypotheses: The primary factors which will strongly influence the fretting corrosion
behavior are seating load and head offset length. Low seating loads will result in poorly engaged
tapers, allowing for substantial subsidence and micromotion events to occur, triggering large
amounts of oxide abrasion and subsequent increase in fretting current. Conversely, high seating
loads will result in well-engaged tapers which do not allow for such mechanical events and
minimize fretting currents during ICFC testing. Larger head offset lengths will result in higher
bending moments at the taper, and due to the resulting increase in micromotion, will then cause
increased corrosion response. Lower head offsets reduce the bending moment at the taper, and
will not cause as much fretting current.
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2.3 Production and Characterization of Melt-Spun Poly(Ether
Ether Ketone) Fibers
Goal: To produce PEEK fibers with enhanced structural and mechanical properties,
understand the processing-structure-property relationship associated with them, and characterize
these properties with the intent of developing self-reinforced composite materials derived from
them.
Specific Aim: A lab scale melt-spinning system was designed and built, and melt-spun
PEEK fibers of varying draw-down ratio and relative molecular weight were produced. Thermal,
structural, and mechanical properties were studied to understand the effect of variation in the
thermomechanical process of fiber spinning and post-spinning treatments such as annealing and
heated solid-state drawing.
Hypotheses: For the initial fiber processing conditions examined, molecular weight and
post-spin treatment (thermal and heated solid-state drawing) will play a greater role in the
resulting mechanical and structural properties, whereas the differences in amount of drawing
during initial spinning will not have a significant effect on properties. Solid-state drawing of
fibers will significantly increase mechanical properties and crystalline orientation, while the
annealing will result in the greatest increase in crystallinity and crystal size over as-spun fibers.

2.4 Characterization and Fretting Corrosion Performance of thin
film SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE
Goal: To produce thin film SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE materials which would be of
sufficient mechanical strength to effectively insulate biomedical alloy interfaces in modular taper
junctions and withstand the demanding mechanical conditions which exist in these devices.
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Specific Aim: This study investigated the potential to produce thin films of SRC-PEEK
and SRC-PE. Material characterization was performed to determine mechanical and structural
properties of SRCs as compared to their respective fibers and bulk isotropic material. DSC,
tensile testing, and WAXS gave insight into the structure-processing-property relationships in the
fabrication of thin film SRCs. Pin-on-disk fretting corrosion experiments were performed to
assess the electrochemical performance of alloy couples insulated with thin film SRCs.
Hypotheses: Mechanical properties of SRCs will be higher than bulk isotropic material.
Structural differences between the bulk, fiber, and SRC form of materials will be primarily
responsible for the differences in mechanical properties. Pin-on-disk electrochemical testing will
show that SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE will reduce fretting corrosion currents significantly over
metal-metal couples.

2.5 Self-Reinforced Composite Gaskets for Prevention of
Mechanically Assisted Corrosion in Modular Head-Neck
Junctions
Specific Aim: The potential of thin film SRC-PEEK and SRC-UHMWPE as a gasket for
modular tapers of total hip replacements to reduce or eliminate the effects of mechanically
assisted corrosion was investigated. Cyclic fretting corrosion tests of modular tapers fitted with
SRC gaskets was performed to understand if SRC-lined taper junctions improved
electrochemical performance and how their presence affected the micromechanical behavior in
short-term ICFC testing, cyclic testing through a range of frequencies, and cyclic testing at
varying voltage.
Hypotheses: In all cyclic fretting corrosion tests, SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE will prove to
be effective barriers to fretting corrosion, with significantly lower fretting currents than control
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metal-metal tapers. In general, SRC-lined tapers (both PEEK and PE) will show higher
subsidence during seating and cyclic fretting corrosion tests as compared to control tapers.
Increased frequency and anodic voltages will not affect the electrochemical performance of
SRC-lined tapers.

2.6 Long-Term Performance and Damage Analysis of SelfReinforced Composite Gaskets in Modular Head-Neck Junctions
Specific Aim: Short-term test methods were expanded to a long-term, million cycle
cyclic fretting corrosion test at an accelerated test frequency. Similarly to the short-term
methods, load, current, and head displacement data were recorded throughout the test to
understand how SRC gaskets affected electrochemical performance and micromechanics of
modular taper junctions over a more clinically relevant number of loading cycles. The pull-off
strength of SRC-lined and metal-metal taper connections was tested. A comprehensive analysis
of the condition of SRC surfaces was performed to understand the extent of damage imparted
during testing and to observe possible failures of the SRC gaskets.
Hypotheses: SRC gaskets will significantly improve the electrochemical behavior of
modular tapers as compared to metal-metal taper interfaces over million cycle fretting corrosion
tests. Subsidence and micromotion will be similar in magnitude to metal-metal interfaces,
indicating that the micromechanical behavior is not greatly affected by the presence of SRC
gaskets, and furthermore, that any wear of the SRC gaskets during testing is not significant
enough to allow for significant head subsidence. Microscopy of surfaces will correlate with
electrochemical results. I.e., if SRC-lined tapers show consistently low or non-detectable
currents throughout testing, observation of the surfaces should show that there were no failures
of the film or areas which wore through and allowed contact between the head and trunnion
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3. Design, Material, and Surgical Factors Governing the
Seating Behavior and Connection Strength of Modular
Tapers
3.1 Introduction
Implant modularity remains an essential design element in total joint replacements. The
surgical and clinical benefits of self-locking modular taper junctions are numerous and include
flexibility during surgery to select the proper size, material combination and head offset, ease of
revision and ability to mix and match components for optimal performance.
Mechanically assisted crevice corrosion (MACC) continues to be an issue in modular
implants. MACC arises from and is influenced by a complex set of interacting phenomena that
include surgical, design, materials, transport and biological factors(27),(35). There have been
numerous studies, both retrieval and in vitro that have attempted to determine what factors
influence the presence of MACC(27),(35),(39),(42),(44),(45),(49), yet, to date, there is only marginal
consensus of the factors that affect fretting corrosion processes at taper junctions.
Mechanically assisted corrosion has been reported in clinical retrieval studies dating back
to the early 1990s(49). Since then, numerous reports of moderate to severe fretting corrosion in
vivo have been published(30),(36),(38),(39). Some extreme cases of gross trunnion failure have even
been reported as a result of extreme cases of fretting corrosion(44). In vitro efforts have also been
widespread, with several reports investigating the head-neck micromechanical and
electrochemical behavior of modular tapers(27),(35),(37),(52),(53).
While the factors affecting MACC interact in complex and poorly understood ways(53),
there is a significant role to play of the seating engagement of the head on the neck. Frictional
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locking of tapers involves development of internal taper pressure and frictional engagement
across the taper by asperity-asperity contact. This contact occurs on only a few percent of the
nominal area available for engagement due to the hard-hard asperity-asperity interactions. The
extent of engagement and locking depends, amongst other factors, on the surgeon’s technique
(e.g., magnitude of the impaction force)(52),(57), orientation of the impact force, and cleanliness of
the taper interface(58). Design features including engagement length, taper angle, taper
diameter(s), surface roughness, angular mismatch and material combination have all been
implicated to affect the locking engagement of modular tapers and their subsequent performance.
In addition, the MACC performance may be influenced by factors like initial moisture, head size,
bearing couple, head-neck offset, and flexural rigidity(35),(42).
Mali et al., recently published a study which sought to present an in vitro test method to
evaluate the fretting corrosion performance of tapers through an incremental cyclic fretting
corrosion test. Electrochemical and micromechanical data were simultaneously collected, and
for the first time, data regarding the fretting motion of the head relative to the neck on the
superior and inferior faces of the implant could be directly correlated to the rise and fall of
current as oxide was abraded and repassivated during the course of a single loading cycle. It was
found that high amplitude of micromotion at the interface generally gave rise to the highest
fretting currents for a given cyclic loading magnitude. Further, the seating load seemed to be a
predictor of how much micromotion the interface would experience. Seating loads of 100 N
resulted in higher degrees of micromotion and higher fretting currents, with many also
experiencing onset of fretting currents at lower cyclic loads than samples seated at 4,000 N.
The seating mechanics of tapers in vivo are governed by surgeon preference and
performance. Impaction loads and loading orientation, the cleanliness of the tapers, and the
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patient condition are all factors of importance. Heiney et al. determined the mean impaction
force delivered during seating by a group of surgeons and residents, and modeled a drop-weight
impaction test after these results. Based on several impaction forces, they found that as
impaction force increased, so too did the extraction force upon head pull-off(55). Similar results
were reported by Pennock et al., who also studied the effect of dry versus wet conditions of the
taper during seating, and found that the introduction of wet contaminants created unpredictable
taper connection strength(56). Rehmer et al. examined the pull-off forces for a number of
head/stem combinations at various push-on and impact seating loads. Their results agree well
with Heiney, and found a range of extraction loads from about 36% to 68% of the seating load,
depending on material combination and seating procedure(57). Finally, other studies have looked
at the effect of potential biological contaminants on the taper connection strength. Lavernia et al.
found that contamination of tapers with blood and fat resulted in significantly reduced extraction
forces for the same seating forces as compared to clean, or even contaminated tapers that had
been wiped clean(58).
These studies all evaluate the effect of seating load or other factors on the taper
connection strength. However, there has not yet been, to the authors’ knowledge, a systematic
study of the mechanics of seating where the load-displacement behavior during seating is
measured. Such a test may provide insight into the motion of the head on the neck during
seating as well as assess how moisture, seating magnitude or seating rate influence the locking of
the tapers. It is hypothesized that tapers will exhibit different seating load-displacement
behaviors (e.g., seating displacement, seating stiffness, seating energy) which will affect their
locking strength. Understanding the instantaneous movements of head on neck during seating
may also reveal behavior that is not well understood or appreciated.
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Therefore, this work seeks to present a test method for direct measurement of the seating
mechanics (load-displacement-time behavior) of femoral heads onto stem necks. This method
will then be used to understand the relationship between pull-off strength and femoral head
seating mechanics through a systematic study of seating load magnitudes, loading rates, and
taper moisture conditions for two different model taper design/material combinations. Detailed
analysis of the seating curves will include measurements of the seating energy, the seating
stiffness and the seating displacement, and these parameters will be evaluated by way of pull off
strength.

3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1Sample Preparation
Two groups of samples were provided by DePuy Synthes (Warsaw, IN) and consisted of
a cylindrical stem with a trunnion and a standard CoCrMo head with a bore taper. The first
group (G1) consisted of a 9/10 taper with Ti-6Al-4V stem component and a CoCrMo head. The
stem had (non-standard) large ridges machined into the surface that were about 300 m apart and
150 m tall. The head was a standard 32 mm, +12 mm offset, with a ground taper surface. The
second group (G2) consisted of a 12/14 taper with CoCrMo stem and CoCrMo head. The stem
was ground (Ra = 0.3 um) and the head was as a 32 mm diameter with a 1.5 mm offset. These
samples were chosen as two prototypes of tapers across the range of materials, and designs that
might be available. These were not, however, intended to be able to make specific conclusions
related to any one of the design parameters, but rather to explore a range of potential differences
that may arise from the different materials and design elements.
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3.2.2 Seating Engagement Mechanical Test Method
The measurement of the load-displacement mechanics of tapers, during seating, utilized
two non-contact differential variable reluctance transducers (DVRT’s, Microstrain Inc.) which
induce eddy currents on an adjacent target and then detect the response (see Fig. 3-1). DVRT

Figure 3- 1 Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of a modular taper sample mounted for seating, showing
DVRT and loading nose positioning relative to the taper sample.

response is highly sensitive to relative distance of the sensor to the target and outputs a DC
voltage that is proportional to the distance with a resolution down to about 0.5 m. Two
DVRT’s were mounted to the neck component on opposite sides of the head by way of a
plexiglass mount attached by nylon set screws to the stem component. An aluminum annular
ring target embedded in a plexiglass ring was glued to the head component. When the DVRT’s
are brought into proximity (but not contacting) of the target a systematic voltage-distance
function can be obtained to provide relative motion of the head on the neck.
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The DVRT’s were calibrated in situ using a controlled micrometer stage and measuring
the voltage upon approach of the DVRT’s and the target. The distance-voltage relationship was
determined over approximately 2 mm of distance and a fourth order polynomial function was fit
to the data to find the position for any measured voltage. Since the absolute value of the position
was not important, but only how the position changed with seating, the voltage changes (from a
specific starting voltage) could be transduced into displacement.
The neck component was seated vertically into an aluminum base (Fig. 3-1) and the
sample was placed onto an aluminum platform attached to the servohydraulic test frame (Instron
1530, with digital control and Wavematrix software for control).
To start the seating loading, the sample was first brought to a 20 N preload to achieve a
constant initial seating condition, and then the load was applied using a ramp method under load
control at either 100 N/s or 104 N/s up to the maximum load, held there for 5 seconds and then
unloaded at 100 N/s. The load and two DVRT displacements were captured using analog-todigital data acquisition (National Instruments, LabViewTM) at 100 Hz for the 100 N/s tests, and
500 Hz for the 104 N/s tests over the course of seating and written to an AASCII file for later
analysis in ExcelTM.
The two sample groups (G1, G2) were subjected to seating under varying conditions of
load magnitude, loading rate and the presence or absence of moisture. Figure 3-2 depicts the
parameters and specific conditions of seating explored with seating loads of 500, 1,000, 2,000,
and 4,000 N, seating rates of 100 and 104 N/s and either wet or dry taper interfaces.
Five samples were tested for each group (G1,G2), and each loading rate (100, 104 N/s)
(i.e., 20 samples total) were tested. For each load level, starting at the lowest load, the samples
were first tested dry, then wet. Then the next load level was applied and the process repeated.
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This approach was chosen after preliminary tests showed that repeated seating-pull off testing
did not significantly alter the pull off response. This approach does result in progressive
deformation of asperity contacts, however, since each subsequent test engaged different locations
in the head, this was not thought to be a significant problem.

Figure 3- 2 Schematic representation and description of the sample groups, assembly conditions, seating
loads, and seating rates, as well as the measurements obtained for each sample during the study.

3.2.3 Pull off Testing
Immediately following seating at one set of the test conditions, pull off tests were
conducted on an MTS Syntech load frame (Eden Prairie, MN). Assembled head-neck constructs
were mounted in the extraction fixtures shown in Fig. 3-3. At a constant displacement rate of 10
mm/min, the head was extracted from the neck. Peak pull off force to extract the head was
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recorded, and pull off force was used to assess seating performance across the different sample
types and seating parameters.

Figure 3- 3 Schematic (left) and photographic (right) depiction of pull off test fixtures, with modular taper
sample mounted for pull off testing.

3.2.4 Post-test Analysis
Seating displacement data was analyzed in a number of ways. First, load and
displacement vs. time plots were generated to demonstrate the movement of the head relative to
the stem throughout the test. In addition, load-displacement plots were also generated wherein
the loading slope and energy of seating were determined. Pull off loads were correlated to the
seating loads and the energy of seating. The energy of seating, or work performed to achieve
seating of the head, was determined by the area under the load-displacement curve for seating. It
was calculated from the data using a numeric integral of the load-displacement curve obtained
from seating as shown in eq. 1.
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ∑𝑛𝑖=0

(𝛿𝑖+1 −𝛿𝑖 )(𝐿𝑖+1 +𝐿𝑖 )
2
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eq. 1

3.2.5 Taper Image Analysis
Following the completion of all testing, samples were observed with digital optical
microscopy (Hirox, Hackensack, NJ) with 3D imaging capability, and SEM (Jeol 5600, Japan).
Changes in surface topography, damage to surfaces, and other features resulting from testing
were observed.

3.2.6 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses, where applicable, were carried out with three-way ANOVA with
Student-Neuman-Keuls post-hoc analysis, and t-test (p < 0.05). The three factors were loading
magnitude, loading rate and wet vs dry within each group. For intergroup comparisons, when
appropriate, selected data was compared using Student’s t-test with significant at P < 0.05. For
example, comparisons were made between G1 and G2 for the 4000 N seating in terms of pull off
force, seating energy, wet-vs dry, etc.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Seating Mechanics
Fig. 3-4 shows representative plots of the load vs. time and the seating displacement vs.
time for each sensor for a high-rate (nominally 10 kN/s) seating experiment of a G2 dry sample.
The overall test time (Fig. 3-4(a)), and an expanded view of the actual seating portion (at 18.80 s
to 19.05 s) (Fig. 3-4(b)) are shown to provide the details of the seating displacements during the
0.2 s over which seating occurred (4,000 N in 0.2 s is a seating rate of 20 kN/s). In addition, the
time derivative of the seating displacement versus time is shown (Fig. 3-4(c)) which gives the
head seating speed in µm/s. The average sliding speed is around 1,000 µm/s but has an initial
spike of 4,000 µm/s as well as several increases and decreases that are associated with a stick-
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slip type motion. In fact, stick slip, or some sort of chatter or rocking during this seating test can
be seen in the displacements in Fig. 3-4(b). The overall seating displacement was about 220 µm
for a load of 4,000 N over this interval.
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Figure 3- 4 Seating mechanics for 10 kN/s seating test. (a) Displacement vs. time and load vs. time data for
entire seating experiment, showing preload displacement and seating displacement occurring at high loading
rate. (b) Expansion of the seating event, showing stick-slip behavior of head over the 0.2 seconds of
loading. (c) Time derivative of head displacement, showing velocity over the 0.2 seconds of loading.

Fig. 3-5 is an example of seating of a G2 wet sample under slow seating rate to 4,000 N. Here
too, the seating displacements are not smooth, but rather have an initial rapid portion and some
variation in rate with time.
The seating loads can be plotted against the seating displacements in these tests to yield
load-displacement plots for seating, see Fig. 3-6. This graph shows four separate loaddisplacement plots for head seating to 4,000 N for the G1 and G2 samples seating dry and wet at
10 kN/s loading rate. It is interesting to note that the slopes of the load-displacement plots are
different for the G1 and G2 samples and that the seating displacement and seating energies (are
under the curve) are also different for the two samples. There also appears to be an effect of
taper wetness on the seating with increases in seating displacement when seating wet compared
to dry for the same taper design.
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Figure 3- 5 Displacement vs. time and Load vs. time data for a G2 sample seated wet to 4,000 N at the low
loading rate.

Figure 3- 6 Load vs. displacement plots for seating of representative samples undergoing seating at the 10
kN/s loading rate, with various wet/dry and geometric conditions.
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The G2 samples (smooth CoCrMo/CoCrMo 12/14 tapers), whether seated wet or dry,
consistently exhibited a chatter or ratcheting type seating behavior as can be seen in Fig. 3-7. It
can be seen in these examples of G2 seating that there is a stop-start or stick-slip like motion for
each sensor on opposite sides of the taper. Indeed, in some cases the sensor measures a negative
motion indicating that as one side slips it is pivoting on the other causing a slight negative
motion at the sensor (Fig. 7(c)).
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Figure 3- 7 Select load displacement plots for 12/14 tapers seated wet at low loading rates. These plots
highlight the toggling effect seen commonly in 12/14 tapers during seating, where the head ratchets onto the
trunnion as load is increased.
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In addition, there were some cases (G2 samples) where the wet assembly was so wet that
a hydraulic fluid layer developed between the two surfaces of the taper. Fig. 3-8 is an example
of one such test where both sensors detected at the peak load a slower exponential-like
displacement-time response as the fluid was squeezed out from between the two surfaces. When
this occurred, the pull off strength (discussed below) was significant decreased.
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Figure 3- 8 (a) Displacement-Load-Time plot of a representative sample which experienced the hydraulic
effect due to extreme wetting of the taper junction, shown over the initial load and subsequent increase in
seating displacement observed as fluid was pushed out of the junction. (b) Load -displacement
representation of the same sample during seating, showing the entire loading and unloading steps of the test.

3.3.2 Pull Off Strength and Relation to Seating Mechanics
Fig. 3-9 summarizes the average pull off load as a function of seating load for all groups
of G1 (Fig. 3-9(a)) and G2 (Fig. 3-9(b)) samples. There are several features of note in these
plots. First, as expected, the pull off loads increased with seating loads in a linear fashion for all
conditions. The ratio of extraction load to seating load ranged between 0.45 to 0.68 for the G1
tapers (dry vs wet, respectively) and are in between these values for the G2 tapers (range: 0.43 to
0.51, with wet being on the higher end). Second, for the G1 tapers (Fig. 3-9(a)), the pull off
loads for the 4,000 N seating loads were statistically significantly lower for the dry tapers
compared to the wet (P<0.05). Third, the rate of seating did not have a significant effect on the
extraction loads for either G1 or G2 groups for both wet and dry samples. For the G2 samples
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(Fig. 3-9(b)) the low pull off loads for the wet samples at 2,000 N at both rates may likely be due
to the hydraulic effects mentioned earlier, and this needs to be investigated. Again, however,
rate of seating had no effect on pull off load for the G2 samples.

Figure 3- 9 Pull off load vs. seating load for (a) G1 tapers and (b) G2 tapers.
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Fig. 3-10 summarizes the seating energy vs seating load results for these tests. For both
samples groups (G1, Fig. 3-10(a), and G2, Fig. 3-10(b)) the seating energy increases
parabolically with seating load. There is little effect of either wetness or seating rate on the
seating energies in these tests. The biggest differences were seen between the samples, G1 and
G2 (Fig. 3-10(c) and 3-10(d)) where there was less seating energy expended for the G1 samples
compared to the G2 for both dry (Fig. 3-10(c)) and wet (Fig. 3-10(d)) conditions. The
differences between groups G1 and G2 were significant at the 4,000 N seating load for both wet
and dry cases (p < 0.05).
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Figure 3- 10 (a, b) Seating energy vs. seating load for G1 and G2 tapers, respectively. (c, d) Seating energy
vs. seating load for representative G1 and G2 tapers, comparing differences in taper geometry for the same
seating conditions in each case.
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The pull off load versus seating energy relationships are summarized in Fig. 3-11. The
pull off loads vary with the square root of the seating energies. The G1 samples (Fig. 3-11(a))
show that the dry assembled tapers have high seating energies and low pull off loads for the case
of 4,000 N seating loads, while the wet samples show lower seating energy and higher pull off
load for the highest seating load conditions. These differences are not significant in the lower
seating load tests. The G2 samples (Fig. 3-11(b)) show much less differences in behavior, except
for the high variability seen in the 2,000 N samples where hydraulic effects were noted.
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Figure 3- 11 Pull off load vs. seating energy for (a) G1 and (b) G2 taper samples.
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3.3.3 Pull off Strength and Relation to Seating Conditions
Fig. 3-12 summarizes the findings of sample type and dry versus wet conditions on pull
off loads for 4,000 N seating samples. Fig. 3-12(a) shows that G1 tapers require a greater force
to extract the head than G2 tapers (p < 0.05) regardless of loading rate, or initial moisture. Also,
Fig. 3-12(b) shows that whether the taper is wet or dry affects seating. Wet tapers require less
energy to seat and the resultant pull off force is increased about 20% over the dry tapers (p <
0.05), irrespective of geometry or seating rate. These differences were not seen in tapers seated
at loads less than 4,000 N.
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Figure 3- 12 Average pull off load based on (a) taper geometry, averaging all 9/10 and all 12/14 tapers
together, and (b) moisture, averaging all dry and all wet tapers together (p < 0.05).
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3.3.4 Post-test Surface Analysis
Trunnions were imaged following pull off with digital optical microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy. Surface features for G1 tapers showed clear differences between areas of
the trunnion which had engaged with the head and those which were located distal of the mouth
of the head following seating. Both surfaces show deep ridges (about 150 µm), which had been
machined on the trunnion and were one of the defining features of the G1 taper design. Surfaces
of virgin ridges, shown in Fig. 3-13(a) and 3-13(b), show no signs of deformation or abrasion,
and the machining lines of the ridge peak run parallel with the machining lines of the deep
grooves adjacent. This is in contrast to the ridges which had engaged with the head during
seating (Fig. 3-13(c) and 3-13(d)). Signs of engagement between the head and trunnion are clear
on the ridge surface, as there is ubiquitous presence of transverse scratches on the ridge peaks.
SEM imaging in Fig. 3-13(b) and 3-13(d) shows these differences in detail, with post-seating
ridges showing some galling and broadening of the surface. The surface profiles were
investigated with 3D line profiling on the digital optical microscope. The ridge width was found
to be statistically different (p < 0.001), but not the depth.
Optical imaging of G2 trunnions did not show clear signs of head engagement as was the
case for G1 tapers. Upon examination of trunnions in SEM, a few examples were found of
scratches that run transverse to the machining direction (data not shown). These are thought to
be evidence of asperity-asperity contact during seating rather than an artifact from transport or
handling because of the regularity of length over which they appear.
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Figure 3- 13 3D digital reconstructions and SEM micrographs of the deep ridged surfaces of 9/10 tapers.
(a, b) Digital reconstruction and SEM micrograph of ridges which have not experienced seating of the head
over them. (c, d) 3D reconstruction and SEM micrograph following all seating experiments up to 4000 N.
The striations are perpendicular to machine marks atop the ridge in the post -seating example and the parallel
machine marks are still present on the new surface, indicating a high degree of interaction between the
surface of the ridge and the head during seating.

3.4 Discussion
This work demonstrates the ability to capture load and displacement behavior of modular
heads seated onto a trunnion. Such direct measurement of the load-displacement-time behavior
of the seating of tapers has not yet been reported in the literature, and the ability to capture
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displacement of the head has allowed for deeper analysis of the seating event and the effects of
various design, materials or surgical factors were able to be captured.
First and foremost, the pull off loads varied linearly with seating loads. The rate of
seating, over the range investigated here, did not significantly affect the pull off load, but did
appear to influence the seating mechanics. There were significant effects of moisture on the
seating behavior and the pull off behavior of these tapers where, for the most part, at 4,000 N
seating loads, wet tapers had higher pull off loads than dry ones. However, in some cases the
moisture was so significant that a hydraulic interaction arose that reduced the pull off strength
for these samples. Thus, taper moisture, while potentially assisting in the seating engagement,
may be too variable in its effects to be used clinically. It is better for tapers to be assembled dry.
The seating load-displacement plots have several portions to them that are worth
consideration. These include the loading slope, and seating displacement at maximum load, the
energy of seating (i.e., area under the curve), and the chatter or ratcheting observed. The loading
slope of these curves is dependent on several parameters associated with the taper that include
the friction of the interface, the compliance of the taper region (the product of the microgeometry and the modulus of the taper materials), the engagement length, the macro-compliance
(e.g., the head diameter, presence of a skirt, etc.), taper angle, taper mismatch, etc. Thus,
measurements of load-displacement behavior for taper seating can help the designer better
control and assess the factors that influence locking of the tapers.
To better understand the link between taper materials, geometry, and taper angle on the
stiffness of the seating load-displacement plot, an idealized analysis can be performed. If one
assumes a compliant annular ring of material being seated onto a rigid conical taper (See Fig. 3-
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14), then, the seating load, Fim, is related to the pressure across the taper junction, P, the area of
contact, A, the coefficient of friction, μ, and the taper angle as

Fim  P max A(sin    cos  )

Figure 3- 14 Taper compliance concepts, using the example of a thin annular ring on a rigid conical taper.
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By looking at an equilibrium stress analysis in the annular ring resulting from the
pressure, P, at the surface, the relationship between stress and pressure is

 P

r
dr

where r is the radius of the ring, dr is its thickness, and  is the hoop stress in the ring. In
addition, the strain, ε, can be given by

 r 1 2
 
,
r
E
where E is the modulus of the ring,  the Poisson ratio and r is the incremental stretch in the
radial direction associated with sliding a distance , down the taper.

That is,
 r   tan  2 ,

where δ is the seating displacement and /2 is the taper half angle.

Combining these equations to obtain the stiffness, k, of the taper during seating yields:

k

F
E 2drh  
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2
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This equation, while highly idealized, none-the-less provides insight into the parameters

that governs the seating stiffness. These include the effective modulus of the interface, the
coefficient of friction and the geometry of the taper interface associated with the taper angle and
the taper length, h, thickness, dr, and radius, r. It predicts, for example, that a smaller taper
radius would exhibit higher seating stiffness, which was consistent with experimental
measurements.
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The seating energy is linked in part to the seating stiffness, k, and the seating load
applied. After an initial displacement that appears parabolic in the load-displacement plots, the
seating load-displacement curve appears linear and therefore the energy should increase with the
square of the seating load, as was observed in this study. This is because the area under the
curve is proportional to F2/k.
Another observation was that the G2 samples consistently chattered or ratcheted during
seating regardless of whether the tapers were wet or seating at high or low rates. This implies
that either the smooth taper geometry and/or the CoCrMo/CoCrMo couple are the cause of this
difference with the G1 tapers. This study is not able to determine which of these factors is
principally at play (or even if it is a combination of smooth and CoCrMo). However, that tapers
may ratchet during seating is an important concept to discuss. This type of seating motion
during impaction may cock the tapers and limit a full and complete seating during surgery and
may be a factor in the variability of seating that may arise in clinical taper assembly.
To date, there have been no systematic studies of the range of effective taper seating stiffnesses
or their effect on either pull off loads or modular taper corrosion performance. However, these
insights may be helpful in evaluating those factors which may impact how well the taper is
seated and what parameters may influence this. The above analysis does not include the effects
of plastic deformation on the seating and this is another factor that may be important in the
overall performance of tapers.
The load-displacement data presented gives insight as to the behavior of modular heads
as they are seated onto trunnions. The two general regimes of seating, either smooth
displacement of the head, or the significant chatter or toggling motion, seem to be isolated to
either G1 or G2 tapers, respectively. Furthermore, the two regimes of seating seemed to depend
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only on taper design/material, and not whether the taper was dry, wet, or seated at 100 N/s or 104
N/s. It is not possible to entirely isolate design factors incorporated into these two tapers as they
relate to the seating behavior observed. However, it is thought that the surface roughness likely
plays a key role in determining the behavior of the head as it is seated. In the G1 tapers, the
large depth of the ridges, as seen in Fig. 3-13, are such that local stresses surpass the yield
strength of the ridge material easily upon contact of two asperities, and asperity interaction is
frequent. The high local stresses at the site of individual asperity-asperity interactions would
allow for yielding of material with minimal increase in load, resulting in more consistent
displacement as the head is seated. In the G2 tapers, the geometry of the machining ridges are
shallow, and local stresses would not achieve yield as easily, which could result in the “sticking”
of two asperities and the halting of head displacement locally until sufficient increase in load to
achieve plastic deformation of one of the surfaces. Meanwhile, the opposite side of the sample
(i.e., the side measured by the opposite DVRT) may be sliding freely, having not experienced an
asperity interaction, or having just achieved local yielding at such an interaction. Such events
may be what gives rise to the toggling behavior seen in many G2 samples. A secondary
consideration as a contributor to the local stress state during asperity-asperity interaction is the
material of the trunnion. The Ti6Al4V alloy of G1 stems is lower in both modulus and hardness
than the CoCrMo alloy of the G2 stems. This would certainly affect the contact stresses
experienced by two asperities interacting. However, the higher hardness of the G2 stems would
make them less likely than G1 stems to achieve yield at comparable loads. Therefore, the
differences in material properties would influence the yielding behavior in a similar fashion as
the geometric differences, rather than acting as a competing mechanism.
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The behavior of some G2 heads, as shown in Fig. 3-8, should be addressed. The
continual seating displacement for several seconds after reaching peak load, in the 104 N/s
loading rate groups, was noted as an indication of hydraulic effects due to presence of PBS in the
junction. Importantly, this effect was not seen in all samples, and most likely was a result of
slight variation in sample preparation, i.e., the amount of PBS allowed to reside in the taper
before seating. A larger amount of PBS present in the bore of the head typically resulted in this
behavior, whereas a head that had just been moistened without any substantial residual fluid in
the bore of the head did not show the hydraulic effect.
The ratios of pull off loads to seating loads presented are in agreement with the literature
for other taper types and material combinations(57). Interestingly, most other publications
regarding the topic of taper connection strength focus on impact methods to seat heads, whether
from the hammer blow of a surgeon or a calculated impact force delivered by a drop weight
assembly(55),(56). Assembly methods presented here differ in that the maximum loading rate
experienced was two orders of magnitude lower than an impact loading rate. This provides new
insight as to the effects of loading rate over a range that has not been rigorously investigated.
More importantly, the findings presented here that show loading rate as an insignificant factor
are supported by other studies across a broad spectrum of taper designs and fine differences in
taper assembly procedures.
The square dependence of seating energy agrees with the physics of the system in that,
the load-displacement plots (Fig. 3-6) for seating are very similar in appearance to elastic loading
curves. Therefore, just like elastic strain energy is related to the square of the stress divided by
modulus, the seating energy in this case is related to the square of the seating load divided by the
slope of the load-displacement plot (which is roughly constant and one might consider as a
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sliding or engagement stiffness). While it was shown that G2 tapers consistently allow for
higher energy during seating than G1 tapers, the specific reasons for this are not entirely
understood. It is likely that the result is due to myriad factors, including, but not necessarily
limited to: microscopic and macroscopic surface morphology, material combination (i.e.
effective modulus, as per the equation introduced earlier), initial resting position of the head after
placement but before seating, taper radius (again related to the equation for seating stiffness) and
perhaps other factors. What is clear is that for G1 tapers, a wet interface results in lower energy
to seat (p < 0.001), but requires a higher load to separate them head from the neck. The
difference in seating energies between wet and dry tapers was not observed for G2 tapers, but in
comparing the pooled data for average pull off force for all wet tapers to all dry tapers
(regardless of any other factor), the force to separate the head from the neck was still higher for
wet tapers than dry tapers (p < 0.05). This result was not as expected, as it was hypothesized that
an increase in seating energy would correlate to a higher pull off force. This result shows that,
while seating energy can be correlated well with seating loads for various seating conditions, the
relationship between seating load, seating energy, and pull off load is more complex than it may
seem, and likely depends on a number of factors outside the scope of seating conditions. It is
likely that some of the differences in sample materials and surface morphologies are important
here. Possible reasons for this effect may include differences between frictional properties of
hydrated surfaces as compared to dry surfaces. Notably, this result is different than what was
found in the case of tapers contaminated with blood and fat, studied by Lavernia et al., where the
presence of such contaminants resulted in a reduction in the pull off force. The difference could
be attributed to the simplicity of PBS as compared to blood or fat contaminants, preventing it
from acting as a lubricant, or even acting to enhance the taper connection strength. Additionally,
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the hydration of surface oxides by PBS may alter their frictional properties, increasing the
coefficient of friction. Alternatively, the hydration of oxide may change the mechanical
properties, affecting the deformation behavior and contact stresses developed as asperities
interact during the seating process. Unfortunately, the design of this study was not such that
conclusive reasoning behind some of these phenomena could be obtained. Future work needs to
focus on a better understanding of the relationship between the surface morphology, material
combinations, and moisture. An effort at isolating these parameters in a more controlled manner
would allow for more direct correlation of variations to observed changes in energy of seating
and its relation to extraction forces.
Still, some clear differences in the engagement behavior of the G1 tapers compared to the G2
tapers were seen, and it is thought that these differences in surface morphology following seating
are the main contributor to the higher pull off force observed for G1 tapers (Fig. 3-12(a)).
While this study presents valuable seating data and increases understanding of how the
head interacts with the trunnion during the seating event, it is important to consider the impact
that variations in seating conditions might play in eventual fretting corrosion performance of the
modular junction. Future studies will be aimed at correlating the effects of various seating
conditions on the fretting corrosion behavior of the taper, and how extraction load is affected by
subjection to cyclic loading that induces fretting. It is not yet fully understood how, or if, the
conditions of seating determine the fretting corrosion performance of implants. A detailed study
to this end would be of great clinical significance, as variability of surgical technique is
frequently a concern as it relates to the corrosion performance of implants.
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3.5 Conclusions
A method was presented to measure the load-displacement-time response of modular
heads as they are seated onto their stems. Correlation of seating load and displacement were
presented in the form of load-displacement curves showing detailed data acquired during the
seating event. Heads tend to either seat smoothly and consistently onto the stem, or in a
ratcheting like motion. The seating load and energy of seating were correlated to the pull off
force for tapers, and it was found that as seating load and energy of seating increase, so too does
the extraction force in a linear dependence. The energy of seating was found to depend on the
seating load in a squared dependence, and seating energy was found to be consistently lower for
G1 tapers than for G2 tapers. Tapers moistened with PBS prior to seating demonstrated higher
extraction loads than dry tapers, and G1 tapers had higher extraction forces than G2 tapers at the
4000 N seating loads. An equation was developed to describe a seating stiffness, “k”, based on
geometric, material, and loading conditions, which was consistent with experimental findings
related to seating displacement and energy for both taper groups. The detailed analysis of
seating of modular tapers presented here is the first of its kind known to the authors. The results
provide insight into the effects of different variables on the strength of the taper connection, and
this new understanding will be useful in future efforts to correlate fretting corrosion performance
of tapers with seating conditions.
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4. Design, Material, and Seating Load Effects on In vitro
Corrosion of Modular Head-Neck Tapers
4.1 Introduction
Mechanically assisted crevice corrosion of modular tapers has become a welldocumented phenomenon in modern modular taper junctions. Despite the clinical and
experimental evidence of fretting corrosion in modern tapers, the issue remains a significant
concern. The idea of mechanically assisted crevice corrosion was introduced to the literature in
the early 1990s, where Gilbert et al. documented in vivo corrosion in modular hip prostheses
across one hundred forty-eight retrieved modular hip prostheses of both mixed and similar
alloys(49). Since that time, fretting corrosion and its impact on the longevity of modular taper
devices, the health of local tissue, the quality of the bond between prosthesis and bone, and
clinical outcomes as they are affected by corrosion has been widely
studied(29),(30),(38),(39),(42),(43),(47),(48).
The design of modular tapers consist of a large number of factors that span material,
geometric, and micro- and macroscopic surface characteristics, as well as factors that may not be
controlled during design and development including differences in surgical technique and
seating. Many of these design or surgical factors have at one time or another been implicated as
important or even as the “primary” factor governing the corrosion behavior of modular implants.
Panagiotidou et al. concluded from in vitro testing that surface roughness was important in
subsequent corrosion behavior(45). Mroczkowski et al. determined through similar methods that
seating load and environment were important in determining initial fretting corrosion
behavior(111). Others still have studied material coupling effects(52) and taper contact
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conditions(37),(112). Conversely, others have been unable to identify a common factor that
determines failure of modular tapers in vivo(44).
While the concept of mechanically assisted corrosion is not new, it remains a complex
problem. Retrieval studies are a valuable method to identify clinically relevant issues and failure
modes, however, they are only able to provide evidence of performance after implantation and
cannot help to explain the interactions present between different surgical, patient, and implant
factors. The development of predictive capabilities, and the ability to assess the relationship of
various design, material, and surgical factors through a short-term, high throughput test in the
study of fretting corrosion and design of the next generation of modular prostheses is an
important challenge for the orthopedics community.
Efforts have been ongoing for nearly twenty years to demonstrate the phenomena seen in
vivo in controlled laboratory settings. Several efforts have been aimed at a fundamental
understanding of the fretting corrosion behavior of medical alloys(23),(28),(31),(32),(40). Generally,
these experiments consist of some form of pin and disk geometry, and an applied normal load
coupled with a linear or angular displacement, resulting in oxide abrasion and the initiation of
fretting corrosion. These systems have been designed in varying complexity, but ultimately do
not capture the in situ type of behavior that is found in the full prostheses.
More applied experiments have been geared toward simulating physiologic loading
conditions in actual devices (or modified modular taper coupons) and directly measuring the
currents arising during cyclic loading events. Some studies have successfully captured the
electrochemical response through cyclic loading tests(27),(45). Recently, more complex studies
have been conducted, which have attempted to characterize the motion of the head relative to the
trunnion with various displacement sensing methods as it undergoes cyclic loading(29),(35),(37),(52).
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As the nature of the fretting corrosion process is a product of both electrochemical and
mechanical events, a better understanding of their linkage is important to understanding fretting
corrosion behavior and developing predictive capabilities. Until now, there has not been a test
system or method which was capable of simultaneously monitoring corrosion currents and
micromotion at the head-neck interface. The development of this system and incremental cyclic
fretting corrosion (ICFC) test protocol were recently reported(53). This test, and the large amount
of information captured in each test of a single taper, allows for direct correlation between the
currents and the cyclic loads being applied. More importantly, the relative motion of the head on
the trunnion and how that motion translates to the rise and fall of fretting currents during a single
loading cycle can be obtained.
Information about the subsidence (additional seating) of the head onto the trunnion,
average peak-to-peak amplitude of fretting micromotion, and load required to initiate fretting
currents (onset) were all captured. Preliminary work using this test apparatus and method was
geared toward validation of the test itself. This study utilized the ICFC test in conjunction with a
design of experiments (DOE) approach to develop a test matrix, varying 7 design, material, and
simulated surgical factors of modular tapers across a set of 32 taper samples.
Therefore, the goal of this study was to assess the effect of 1) seating load, 2) head offset,
3) material combination, 4) taper engagement length, 5) taper roughness, 6) mouth vs. throat
angular mismatch, and 7) taper diameter on the micromechanical and electrochemical behavior
of modular taper junctions. This work seeks to identify which of the 7 primary factors most
significantly influence the initial fretting corrosion performance of the tapers and includes
measurement of subsidence, micromotion, fretting currents and onset loads for fretting corrosion.
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4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Samples
The samples used for this study were modular head-neck test coupons, which had been
machined specifically for fretting corrosion testing in the physiological orientation and mounted
in the test fixture shown in Fig. 4-1. The design is such that the sample coupons can be easily
fixed, tested, and removed, and the focus of the test system lies in the taper region.

Figure 4- 1 Schematic of fixture system for incremental cyclic fretting corrosion testing of modular head neck taper junctions.

Seven different factors relating to seating load, material combination, and design were
tested using a statistical design of experiments approach. Each factor was varied between one of
two conditions, which represented the expected boundaries of the design space for the sample set
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(i.e., a “high” and “low” condition) such that a 2(7-2) DOE, with 32 test sample conditions was
developed. These are outlined in Table 4-1.
Experimental Factor
Seating Load
Head Offset
Material Combination
Taper Diameter
Taper Roughness
Angular Mismatch
Engagement Length

Condition 1
100 N
1.5 mm
CoCr/ Ti6Al4V
9/10
16 µin (0.41 µm)
Throat Engagement
0.54” (13.7 mm)

Condition 2
4000 N
12 mm
CoCr/CoCr
12/14
Ridged
Mouth Engagement
0.44” (11.2 mm)

Table 4- 1 Conditions for each of the seven design factors explored in the design of experiments matrix .

Here, seating load refers to the force imparted on the head in an axial orientation to
engage or lock the head on the stem. Head offset is the distance away from the top of the stem
where the center of the head sits. The materials used in this study were either F-1537 high
carbon CoCrMo, or F-136 Ti6Al4V. Taper roughness is either 0.41 µm as shown, or a “ridged”
condition where the taper surface has had ridges imparted of 152 µm height, 300 µm spacing,
and approximately 70 µm of flat surface atop each ridge. Note, this ridged structure is not a
commercially used taper condition. Nominally, the taper angle for all sample tested was 5˚40’.
However, slight angular mismatch was tested as one design factor. In this case, a throat
engaging sample refers to the case where the head taper angle is slightly larger than the trunnion
taper angle, and a mouth engagement refers to the case where the trunnion taper angle is slightly
larger than the head taper angle. Engagement length refers to the effective length of trunnion
engaged with the bore of the head.
The seven factors, each with two conditions, yielded a sample set of 32 individually
unique samples. Table 4-2 outlines the conditions of each sample. While each sample was
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Outline of Sample Seating, Design, and Material Conditions
Test No.

Assembly
Force (N)

Taper
Locking
Position

Head
Offset
(mm)

Taper
Length
(in)

Femoral Taper
Roughness

Taper
Diameter

Stem
Material

1

100

Mouth

1.5

0.44

16 µin Ra

12/14

CoCr

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000
100
4000

Mouth
Throat
Throat
Mouth
Mouth
Throat
Throat
Mouth
Mouth
Throat
Throat
Mouth
Mouth
Throat
Throat
Mouth
Mouth
Throat
Throat
Mouth
Mouth
Throat
Throat
Mouth
Mouth
Throat
Throat
Mouth
Mouth
Throat
Throat

1.5
1.5
1.5
12
12
12
12
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
12
12
12
12
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
12
12
12
12
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
12
12
12
12

0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54

16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
16 µin Ra
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec
9/10 Rough Spec

9/10
9/10
12/14
9/10
12/14
12/14
9/10
9/10
12/14
12/14
9/10
12/14
9/10
9/10
12/14
12/14
9/10
9/10
12/14
9/10
12/14
12/14
9/10
9/10
12/14
12/14
9/10
12/14
9/10
9/10
12/14

Ti
Ti
CoCr
CoCr
Ti
Ti
CoCr
Ti
CoCr
CoCr
Ti
Ti
CoCr
CoCr
Ti
Ti
CoCr
CoCr
Ti
Ti
CoCr
CoCr
Ti
CoCr
Ti
Ti
CoCr
CoCr
Ti
Ti
CoCr

Table 4- 2 List of design conditions for all 32 unique samples.
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unique in its design, the variation of each of the seven factors between only two conditions
resulted in 16 samples containing each condition of each factor (e.g., 16 samples were seated at
100 N, and 16 samples were seated at 4,000 N, etc.). Statistically, this provided a large sample
set for the study of each individual factor, and such an experimental design comes with the
advantage of the significant statistical power associated with it.

4.2.2 Calibration of Sensors
A pair of differential variable reluctance transducers (DVRTs, LORD Microstrain
Corporation, Williston, VT) were used for the testing described in this study. These non-contact
DVRTs sense a distance from a metallic target and output a raw voltage. Therefore, each DVRT
used had to be calibrated to correlate voltages to a set of known distances. This was done by
moving the DVRT at 50 µm increments with a micrometer, and recording the voltage output
while mounted to the sample and interacting with the aluminum targets. The distance vs. voltage
relationship could then be determined and the data was fit to a 4th order polynomial. Typical
results of such a calibration are shown in Fig. 2. These calibration equations were used later in
the analysis of the quasi-static stiffness calibration.
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Figure 4- 2 Typical result of DVRT distance vs. voltage calibration. Fourth order polynomials fit to these
data yield the following calibration equations:
DVRT1: y = 0.149x 4 - 1.7983x 3 + 8.3821x 2 - 76.394x + 498.05
R² = 0.9994
DVRT2: y = 0.1036x 4 - 1.3653x3 + 6.4027x2 - 64.248x + 491.65
R² = 0.999

4.2.3 Seating of Modular Junctions
Seating was performed on every sample in the test group, based on the prescribed seating
load outline in Table 4-2. To seat, heads were lightly placed onto the corresponding trunnion
after being moistened with Phosphate Buffered Saline (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). A pair of
submersible, non-contact DVRTs were mounted to the stem via a removable, adjustable acrylic
bracket, and adjacent to a metallic target mounted to the head component. The DVRTs were
arranged directly opposed to each other. Fig. 3-1 shows the sample configuration and DVRT
mounting during seating. Samples were then aligned axially in an Instron servo-hydraulic load
frame (Instron, Norwood, MA) and subjected to a ramp load to either 100 N or 4000 N, which
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was the unloaded in a similar fashion. During the seating event, the DVRTs measured the
displacement of the head onto the neck via a computer-based data acquisition program at a
continuous sampling rate of 100 Hz.

4.2.4 Incremental Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
Incremental cyclic fretting corrosion testing (ICFC testing) was carried out after the
completion of the seating test. To prepare the test, the environmental chamber was fixed to the
stem via an o-ring at the base of the chamber, and the stem was mounted to the base plate shown
in Fig. 4-1. The orientation of the base plate is such that the stem sits at 35˚ off vertical. In this
case, there was no anteversion of the stems because their machining was symmetrical about the
neutral axis of the stem.
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was added to the environmental chamber to submerge
the modular junction, and a carbon counter-electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode were
added. Connection of the taper sample acting as the working electrode could be achieved either
by connection of the stainless steel loading nose to the potentiostat (AFRD-4, Pine Instruments,
NC), as shown in Fig. 4-1, or by connecting a wire from the bolt securing the sample to the base
plate. For all tests reported here, the latter method was used. For all tests, samples were held to
a fixed voltage of -50 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) and the current response was monitored. This potential
was chosen since it represents the approximate resting open circuit potential for these samples.
Prior to testing, currents were allowed to equilibrate for a period and establish a stable baseline.
ICFC testing was carried out by performing cyclic loading in three minute intervals (540
cycles) by applying a 3 Hz, R=0.1, sinusoidal loading waveform. The initial loading step used a
100 N maximum compressive load. Upon completion of the three minute loading step (540 total
loading cycles), a short pause at the minimum compressive load (10 N for the initial step) was
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initiated to allow for incrementing to the next minimum load (e.g., 20 N) and a new cycle of
loading was begun at the new load increment. This was repeated every three minutes at 100 N
increments up to 1,000 N, followed by 200 N increments up to 4,000 N load.
During ICFC testing, two acquisition methods were utilized. First, the Instron software
(Instron Wavematrix) captured load, actuator displacement, and current data. The program was
written to capture 1.3 seconds of data at each of six time points during each individual loading
cycle. Secondly, a LabView program written specifically for this test was utilized to capture
load, current, and DVRT voltage outputs continuously over the course of the test, at a continuous
acquisition rate of 100 Hz.

4.2.5 Quasi-static Stiffness Calibration
Upon completion of ICFC testing, the samples were taken through a progression of loads
quasi-statically, while capturing DVRT voltage output and load on the same LabView program
as used for ICFC testing. This test was carried out to directly measure the sensor stiffness
associated with each DVRT. In other words, there are elastic deformations that arise during
loading which contribute to the total motion detected by each sensor, and these elastic
deformations need to be accounted for in analyzing the data from ICFC testing. By carrying out
quasi-static loading in the actual orientation and with the DVRTs still mounted in the exact
location as they were for ICFC testing, the unique set of construct stiffness constants as
measured by each DVRT can be calculated for each sample.

4.2.6 Pull Off Testing
Following stiffness calibration testing, samples were removed from the test fixture. The
DVRTs were removed from the stem and the target was removed from the head. The samples
were later subjected to a pull-off test to determine the force of extraction. A fixture was
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designed where the bottom half bolted the stem to a plate fixed to a standard tensile grip, while
the top half consisted of an open-ended steel box attached to a load cell, with a slotted bottom
plate to fit securely over the head and apply a tensile force, as shown in Fig. 3-3. A screw-driven
MTS load frame was used to perform pull off testing at a displacement rate of 0.2 mm/min, and
the extraction load was determined from this.

4.2.7 Data Analysis
The data sets generated from these tests are large and complex. The ICFC testing as
monitored by the LabView program described above gives rise to a data file with several million
data points. A set of analyses is described which were developed to efficiently distill the data
into manageable information where a set of succinct results could be obtained and used to assess
the factors explored in this study.
The quasi-static stiffness calibration was first analyzed to determine the elastic constants
for a given construct. In this analysis, the raw DVRT voltage outputs captured by the LabView
program were converted to a displacement via the 4th order polynomial described above and
represented in Fig. 4-2. From these, plots of load vs. displacement as measured by each sensor
were generated, and a straight line with slope in units of stiffness (N/µm) was generated for each
sensor. A typical such plot is shown in Fig. 4-3. Additionally, a linear approximation of the
distance vs. voltage behavior was obtained for the range of voltages output in each specific test,
and a “DVRT stiffness constant” in units of µm/V was generated to be used in calculation of
displacements during analysis of the seating subsidence.
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Figure 4- 3 Typical Load vs. displacement plot generated from static calibration test.

Seating tests were analyzed by plotting seating displacement against seating load. From
these, total seating subsidence could be determined from the total change in position from the 20
N pre-load until the completion of unloading. Seating subsidence was measured as the
displacement after the removal of the seating load. Additionally, the work of seating was
measured as the area inside the seating subsidence plots.
The data generated by the LabView program during ICFC testing was manipulated by
way of a Visual Basic program, written in Excel, to calculate the elastic and rigid body motions
from the total motion detected and the set of stiffness parameters determined through static
calibration (Total motion= Elastic + rigid body). It was also written to calculate the average
subsidence (total rigid body motion) and average micromotion (peak-to-peak amplitude of rigid
body motion), as well as currents and loads over two second intervals of data over the course of
the test. These averages were then output to an Excel file and plotted. Two second snapshots of
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data were also obtained at select loading conditions and plotted to observe the interaction of load,
rigid body motion, and current over a few loading cycles. The data generated by the Instron
software was input into an Excel template which calculated the average fretting current vs. load
over each of the loading conditions. These plots are used to determine the average fretting
current at 4,000 N loading and the onset load for initiation of fretting currents. Here, the onset
load is defined as the load at which average fretting currents rise above baseline levels,
indicating the initiation of corrosion reactions at the taper.
In summary, the main parameters used to assess and compare performance of these
samples were total subsidence during testing, the micromotion at 4000 N, the onset load for
fretting corrosion, and the fretting currents at 4000 N.

4.2.8 Statistics
Two primary methods were used to perform statistical analyses on these data. T-tests
were used when comparing the effect of the two parameters of a single factor and determine if
the variation studied in that factor resulted in a statistically significant difference in the behavior.
Additionally, regression analysis was used to understand the extent of effect on a given
dependent variable that was achieved by varying the independent variable. These analyses could
be performed on samples sorted through a single design factor, or they could be sorted through
subsets of factors, (e.g., examining the effect of seating load on samples with a Ti stem only on
the onset load).
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Seating
Fig. 4-4 shows data for seating displacement versus seating force for the 32 tapers tested.
Displacements shown were taken as the total displacement following a 20 N preload. There is a
strong correlation (R2=0.553) between the force applied to assemble the taper and the seating
displacement recorded by the DVRTs (sensor 2 data shown). Seating load was the main factor
affecting the displacement recorded during seating. Its effect on seating displacement was
statistically significant (p < 0.05) and all other factors did not seem to play a significant role,
neither when considered alone, nor together with one or more confounding factors.

Figure 4- 4 Correlation between seating displacement and the two seating loads tested in this study. Higher
seating load results in significantly higher seating displacement.

Observing the load-displacement curves generated from individual seating experiments
can provide insight into the progression of the seating event over load (or time) and the data can
be integrated to yield the work of seating. The 100 N seated samples did not yield particularly
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systematic results as the loads and displacements captured were very low in comparison to the
system’s capacity. The 4,000 N seated samples showed more repeatable results, and the energy
of seating tended to be around 0.5 Nm. Examples of typical seating curves for 4000 N seated
samples are shown in Fig. 4-5.

Figure 4- 5 Typical results observed from seating test. Displacement of the head onto the neck is captured
by the DVRTs during loading. Permanent subsidence in the rang e of a few hundred microns is common for
a seating load of 4,000 N.

4.3.2 Incremental Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
The analysis of the ICFC tests involved examination of several aspects of the test.
Examples of the plots generated from the Wavematrix program are shown in Fig. 4-6, 4-7, and 48. Fig. 4-6 shows the progression of current over time, with data from sample 13 (from Table 42), which was seated at 100 N, shown in Fig. 4-6(a). The trend in average fretting currents are
easily visualized here.
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Figure 4- 6 (a) Plot of current over the course of an entire ICFC test for a taper seated at 100 N (sample 13)
as captured by the Instron software. Current spikes primarily indicate the startup of a new loading cycle,
and these transients are the result of sudden subsidence of the head onto the trunnion. In addition to these
transients, the currents tend to rise to higher sustained levels as the load increases. (b) Plot of current over
the ICFC test for a taper seated at 4,000 N (sample 19). The transients and sustained higher currents seen in
(a) are not evident here.
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In this example, large positive jumps or transients in current were seen early on in the test
at the point of start-up of the cyclic loading at each new (higher) load level, indicating a large
degree of oxide abrasion at these points. In addition, there are current drops that arose at the
pause in cyclic loading between each load interval. These drops indicated that as cycling stops
the currents drop. These transients (both rises and falls) occurred over several tens of cycles (or
a few seconds) and were not a single spike (as it may appear in the plot). As the test progressed,
the average current were seen to deviate from the initial baseline, and by the middle and end of
the test currents were showing some transients at loading start-up, but primarily demonstrated
sustained elevation in fretting currents. The large downward spikes represent recovery of the
fretting currents toward baseline during the low load hold between loading steps. Fig. 4-6(b)
shows current vs. time data for sample 19, which was seated at 4,000 N. In this case, the
currents never rise above baseline, and the transient current spikes at start-up of loading are not
seen at any point during the test.
Fig. 4-7 shows the average currents measured over each increment in load (error bars= 1
standard deviation), with Fig. 4-7(a) corresponding to sample 13, and Fig. 4-7(b) corresponding
to sample 19. In Fig. 4-7(a) average currents rise above baseline early in the test, owing to the
large transients observed in Fig. 4-6(a), then plateau for a time before rising again to average
currents of approximately 17 µA. Conversely, in Fig. 4-7(b), the average currents remain low
throughout the test. Fig. 4-8 shows a 1.5 second snapshot of load and current data superimposed.
The current tended to exhibit the bi-phasic behavior shown in Fig. 4-8(a) for 100 N seated
samples, indicating that currents rise in response to the sliding motion that occurs during loading
and then again during unloading.
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Figure 4- 7 (a) Average current vs. load for Sample 13. Clear onset load can be seen around 1000 N, and
average current continues to rise throughout the rest of the tes t. (b) Average current vs. load for Sample 19,
which, similarly to Fig. 6(b), show low current throughout the test, with no indication of any detectable
onset.
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Samples seated at 4,000 N were less likely to exhibit this behavior, as shown in Fig. 48(b), where a small rise in current appeared to be associated with increased load, but no
secondary rise can be seen in association with unloading. This may indicate that there is better
engagement of the taper and that less sliding occurs, preventing high currents as seen in 100 N
seated samples.
From these data, two key results were compiled for each of the 32 tapers. These included
average current calculated during the 4,000 N loading cycle, and the onset load for fretting
corrosion to initiate. Average fretting current was found to be statistically significantly impacted
by seating load and head offset (p < 0.05). The effect of seating load and head offset on the
fretting currents are shown in Fig. 4-9. Both of these factors showed statistically significant
differences between the two conditions, even when other factors were present (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4- 8 (a) Snapshot of data over 4 cycles in load for Sample 13, seated at 100 N. The current directly
correlates to the cyclic loading, and in this case shows a bi-phasic response to loading, where current rises
every time load is applied or released, indicating the micromotion in both directions along the trunnion can
contribute to current development. (b) Similar plot corresponding to Sample 19, seated at 4000 N.
Although currents on significantly lower through each loading cycle, a correlation between load and current
is still present, indicating some degree micromotion.
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Figure 4- 9 (a) Average fretting current measured at 4,000 N load based on seating load. 4000 N seated
samples produced significantly lower currents than those seated at 100 N (p < 0.05). (b) Average fretting
current measured at 4,000 N load based on head offset. 1.5 mm head offsets generate significantly less
current than 12 mm offsets.
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Deeper analysis of the interactive effects of two or more factors can also be obtained
from these data. For example, if one considers the fretting currents at 4,000 N and sorts them
first by seating load, it can be seen that for 100 N seated cases, the influence of head offset is
very strong, but that the influence of head offset is less for the 4,000 N seated cases. The result
of this analysis is shown in Fig. 4-10. For samples seated at 100 N, 12 mm head offset tends to
result in higher fretting currents than when the head offset is only 1.5 mm (R2=0.76). However,
there is a weaker correlation for samples seated at 4,000 N, and fretting currents did not
necessarily tend to be any higher when the head offset was 12 mm as compared to when the head
offset was 1.5 mm.

Figure 4- 10 Influence of head offset on currents when pre-sorted by assembly load. Head offset has a
strong effect on current when the assembly force is low, but for 4000 N seating load, the influence of head
offset is not significant.

These types of interactive effects were determined for the range of factors studied.
Regression analysis was performed on the data after sorting by one primary factor or another,
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and a correlation coefficient was determined. Higher correlation coefficients for a certain factor
indicate a stronger effect on the data. Both fretting corrosion currents at 4000 N load and the
onset load for initiation of fretting corrosion was analyzed. The results of this regression
analysis are shown in Table 4-3.

Overall Effects: Pearson's Correlation
Coefficient (R2)
Current
1. Preload
0.137
0.0167
2. mouth(1)/ throat (2)
3. offset
0.372
0.0366
4. Engagement
0.042
5. Roughness
0.0036
6. 9/10-12/14
0.0047
7. Material

Load
0.051
0.0356
0.213
0.047
0.0087
0.1474
0.0063

Notes
Low preload increases current

Current increases with length
12/14: higher onset load

Table 4- 3 Summary of correlation coefficients showing effect of the seven factors studied on fretting
current and onset load. Bold correlation coefficients indicate instances where average fretting current or
onset load sorted by a given factor were statistically significantly different (p < 0.05).

This table shows the effect of the two conditions of each factor on the fretting current and
onset load, regardless of the presence of any other factor. A higher regression coefficient
indicates that there is a higher dependence of a particular level of that factor on the fretting
current or onset load. In the case of fretting current, head offset has the strongest influence.
Seating load exhibits the second strongest influence on the resulting fretting current. In the case
of onset load, head offset again has the highest influence, followed by taper diameter, with 12/14
tapers tending toward a higher load. Mean onset load based on head offset and taper diameter
both were statistically significant (p < 0.05), with low head offset and larger taper diameter both
resulting in higher onset loads.
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Another correlation that was explored was the influence of onset load on the fretting
current established during the test. This is shown in Fig. 4-11. This plot shows that there is a
strong correlation between the load at which fretting corrosion currents are initiated and the
maximum current obtained during the 4,000 N loading step. A low onset load, in general, will
lead to higher currents during the test (R2= 0.3205).

Figure 4- 11 Fretting current at 4000 N load vs. Onset load for all samples. There is a strong inverse
relationship between onset load and fretting current, with samples reaching higher currents when the onset
load is low.

Further analyses of correlations were undertaken by segregating results as shown in Table
4-4, where results were sorted by a primary factor, and correlations with other factors within a
given level of the primary factor were explored. Table 4-4 shows strong correlations between
both seating load (preload) and offsets and resulting currents for both materials. Onset load does
not appear to be sensitive to preload for either material, but head offset influences onset load
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strongly, with 12 mm offsets giving rise to lower onset loads. Interestingly, for CoCrMo
samples, a longer engagement length leads to lower onset loads, but this effect is not seen in Ti
tapers.

Materials-Based Assessment Pearson Correlation
Coefficients
Currents
Onset Loads
Titanium CoCrMo
Titanium
0.057
1. Preload
0.18
0.108
0.004
0.086
0.07
2. mouth(1)/ throat
(2)
3. offset
0.46
0.314
0.226
0.04
0.0303
0.022
4. Engagement
0.005
0.08
5. Roughness
0.101
0.027
0.062
6. 9/10-12/14
0.29

Notes

CoCrMo
0.003
0.041

4,000 N: lower current

0.166
0.1495
0.08
0.03

12 mm: lower onset
0.54”: lower onset
Ridged: lower current

Table 4- 4 Correlation coefficients for currents and onset loads when sorted first by stem material.

Next, the data were sorted by head offset, as shown in Table 4-5. Several interesting
interactions can be seen from this arrangement of the data. First, seating load has a very strong
effect on fretting currents for 12 mm head offsets, but little effect on 1.5 mm head offsets.
Secondly, angular mismatch has a strong influence on the fretting currents for 1.5 mm head
offsets, with a throat locking position giving rise to higher currents. Onset load seems to be
affected by preload for 12 mm head offsets, but there is no influence of preload on onset load for
1.5 mm head offsets. Finally, onset load is strongly influenced by taper dimension in 1.5 mm
head offsets, where 12/14 tapers lead to higher onset load.
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Assessment by Offset, Pearson Correlation Coefficient
Currents
1.5 mm offset
1. Preload
2. Throat/Mouth
3. Engagement Length
4. Roughness
5. 9/10, 12/14
6. Material

0.0226
0.256
0.16
0.0001
0.0445
0.0378

Notes
Throat: higher
0.54”: higher

Notes

12 mm offset
0.571
0.004
0.048
0.154
0.0353
0.003

Ridged: higher

Onset Load
1.5 mm offset
0.001
0.03
0.084
0.04
0.3721
0.02

Notes

12 mm offset

0.54”: lower
12/14 higher

Table 4- 5 Correlation coefficients for effects on current and onset load when samples are pre-sorted by head offset length.
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0.253
0.18
0.09
0.07
0.0158
0.002

Notes
Throat: lower
0.54”: lower

Table 4-6 shows the interactive effects when segregating data by taper dimension (either
9/10 or 12/14). Currents are largely affected by head offset for both 9/10 and 12/14 tapers, with
12 mm offsets giving rise to higher currents in each case. Head offset also strongly affects onset
load in 12/14 tapers, with 12 mm offsets yielding lower onset loads for fretting corrosion
initiation than 1.5 mm offsets. Interestingly, this effect was not seen for 9/10 tapers, but rather,
engagement length was found to have an effect on the onset load.
Taper Dimension Assessment Pearson Correlation Coefficients
Currents

Onset Loads

Notes

9/10

12/14

9/10

12/14

1. Seating (100 vs 4000 N)

0.076

0.2

0.0054

0.0545

2. mouth(1)/ throat (2)

0.0095

0.024

0.0004

0.1797

Throat: lower onset

3. offset

0.3967
0.0299

0.048

5. Roughness

0.076

0.0286

0.211
0.0036

0.4322
0.0299

12 mm: lower onset, higher current

4. Engagement

0.384
0.054

7. Material

0.034

0.0546

0.023

0.0048
0.067

Table 4- 6 Effect of various factors on currents and onset loads after segregating data by taper dimension.

4.3.3 Pull off Results
The load required to separate the head from the trunnion following testing was analyzed
in several ways. First, the pull off loads were grouped by seating load applied to the sample, and
it was found that the pull off load was dependent on the initial seating load. These results are
shown in Fig. 4-12. First, the samples seated to a load of 4,000 N demonstrated an average pull
off force of 2,300 N. However, samples seated first to 100 N, then subjected to ICFC testing,
demonstrated a pull off force of 1,100 N. These results suggest that there is additional seating
and enhancement of the engagement between the head and trunnion as cyclic loads are increased,
if the initial seating force is sufficiently small.
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Figure 4- 12 Effect of initial seating load on pull-off load following the end of ICFC testing. Samples
seated to 4,000 N showed significantly higher pull-off loads than samples seated to 100 N (*= p < 0.05),
however, pull off load for 4,000 N seated samples was about half of initial seating load, whereas pull off
load for 100 N seated samples was over ten times the initial seating load. This indicates that ICFC imparted
additional force that contributed to enhanced engagement of the taper through the test.

Pull off force was also linked to the fretting currents developed in the course of testing,
and it was found that there is a strong link between the two. Fig. 4-13 shows fretting currents vs.
pull off load for all samples. These have been segregated by head offset and seating force.
There is, across all the data, a clear inverse relationship between fretting currents and the pull off
load achieved. This is consistent with the idea that higher seating force results in better taper
locking, which in turn results in lower degrees of micromotion and, therefore, fretting currents.
There are other effects that can be seen on this plot. For example, 12 mm head offset samples
show a strong inverse correlation regardless of seating load. 1.5 mm head offsets, however, do
not show as strong of a correlation between fretting currents and pull off load, despite retaining a
strong correlation between seating load and pull off load.
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Figure 4- 13 Fretting current vs. pull-off load for all samples, distinguished by both seating load and h ead
offset. A clear inverse relationship between pull-off load and maximum fretting.

4.3.4 Micromotion and Subsidence
The capture of micromotion and subsidence data from the cyclic fretting corrosion testing
provided valuable insight into the mechanical behavior of the taper throughout the progression of
loading, as well as some interesting correlations between the various design and material factors
and micromotion and subsidence behavior. Fig. 4-14 outlines the head subsidence as captured
by two sensors (mounted superior and inferior to the head as in Fig. 4-1). The displacement data
shown is the average total rigid body motion, which is calculated by subtracting the theoretical
elastic motion (calculated from total displacement and elastic constants captured during static
calibration) from the total motion captured by the DVRT during testing. The raw data is then
averaged over a two second interval, yielding the average position of the head relative to the
sensor over that two second period. The data is then plotted with respect to the head’s original
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Figure 4- 14 (a,b) Subsidence data for sensors 1 and 2, Sample 31, seated at 100 N. (c,d) Subsidence data
for sensors 1 and 2, Sample 22, seated at 4,000 N. Overall subsidence displacements are significantly
higher for samples seated at 100 N (p < 0.05), and 100 N seated samples tend to show slight canting and
then further seating, while it was not uncommon to see one side of the head continually loosen and then cant
slightly throughout testing when seated at 4,000 N. (e) Raw data plotted over ~20 seconds following load
start-up, showing the transient nature in which head subsidence occurs, rather than occurring as an
instantaneous event.

position relative to the sensor, and in this case, a positive displacement represents movement of
the head farther from the sensor (working its way off the trunnion) and a negative displacement
represents the head moving closer to the sensor, and thereby moving farther down the trunnion.
In the case of Fig. 4-14(a) and (b), showing subsidence data for sample 31 (seated at 100 N), the
superior sensor first shows an approximately 10 µm positive displacement, before turning back
toward a net negative subsidence. The inferior sensor, by contrast, shows no positive
displacement at any point in the test, but rather experiences continual negative displacement, or
continued seating, onto the trunnion. The point at which the superior sensor experiences positive
displacement while the inferior sensor is experiencing negative displacement can be imagined as
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a canting motion of the head, tilting toward the inferior direction, before achieving a piston-like
displacement where both the superior and inferior sides of the sample experience negative
displacement. Subsidence data for sample 22 (seated at 4,000 N) is shown in Fig. 4-14(c) and
(d). It is clear that sample 22 experienced a much smaller degree of rigid body displacement at
around 10-15 µm total, compared to sample 31, which experienced roughly ten times that.
Similarly to sample 31, some positive displacements were detected during the test, but unlike
sample 31, the superior sensor experienced a net positive displacement, indicating that the
superior side of the taper was in a continuous state of loosening throughout the test. The inferior
sensor experienced about 5 µm of positive displacement before turning to the negative, and the
head experienced canting motion throughout the second half of the test. This type of behavior
was commonly observed in 4,000 N seated samples, and indicates a situation where the locking
stresses of the taper combined with the cyclic loads applied result in a ratcheting of the head,
where the head is worked off the trunnion and the locking stresses are overcome, followed by the
canting of the head on the trunnion once it becomes sufficiently loose.
It is important to understand that this analysis, while convenient, may give false
impressions regarding how the head experiences subsidence throughout the test. In Fig. 4-14(ad), it appears as though the beginning of a new load increment often results in some
instantaneous displacement of the head. Study of the raw data, however, shows that this
response is in fact a transient event, which occurs over several seconds immediately following
start-up, as in Fig. 4-14(e). The subsidence event shown occurred at some point mid-way
through the test, and it is clear that the displacement experienced by the head was not
instantaneous, nor was the corresponding current that experienced a transient increase followed
by some settling to a steady-state level. This distinction is important to understand, as there are
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clear indications that this transient behavior gives rise to similar current response, and the
rigorous expansion of the raw data in this case provides additional insight that might otherwise
be lost through the two-second averages taken by the analysis program. Indeed, these transient
responses were commonly observed, and very few, if any cases, of the subsidence events at startup of a new loading condition instantaneous events.
The subsidence data at the end of the test, combined with the micromotion data (average
cyclic amplitude of rigid body motion measured at 4,000 N cyclic load) was used to assess
different sample conditions as was done with electrochemical data above. The main factor
affecting overall subsidence was seating load, while the main factor influencing micromotion
amplitude was head offset. Fig. 4-15 shows the subsidence detected by the superior sensor as a
function of seating load, while Fig. 4-16 shows micromotion from the superior sensor as a
function of head offset. While both the subsidence detected by both sensors were strongly
affected by seating load, the superior sensor was particularly susceptible to the loosening shown
in Fig. 4-14(c) and (d), and this is shown to have occurred for a number of samples. The
micromotion for the superior sensor also shows a statistically significant effect of head offset on
micromotion. 12 mm offsets result in larger micromotion (p < 0.05), but this effect was not seen
for the inferior sensor, where the micromotions were about equal.
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Figure 4- 15 Subsidence measured by the superior sensor as a function of seating loa d. There is a strong
correlation between seating load and the amount of subsidence observed over the ICFC test.

Figure 4- 16 Micromotion as measured by the superior sensor as a function of head offset. There is a
strong correlation between the head offset and the average peak-to-peak amplitude measured at the 4,000 N
cyclic loading condition.
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It was thought that pull off force may be related to the amount of subsidence that
occurred in each of the two seating load groups. This has been shown in Fig. 4-17, where the
subsidence has been plotted against the pull off force for each of the two seating groups. It is
clear from this figure that there is some relationship between the seating load and the subsidence,
but there is no apparent connection between the subsidence and pull off load.

Figure 4- 17 Superior sensor subsidence vs. pull-off load, segregated by initial seating load. While high
seating loads resulted in lower subsidence or loosening (positive subsidence at the end of the test), low
subsidence did not necessarily result in higher pull-off load, and in fact it is clear that there is no
dependence of subsidence on the pull-off load.

4.4 Discussion
This study has utilized the observation of high resolution measurement of the relative
motion between the head and neck of a modular taper junction, and has correlated the
micromechanical observations with concurrent electrochemical analysis of the fretting corrosion
processes taking place at the junction. In-depth analysis of fretting currents, pull off loads, and
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interfacial motion has been undertaken for a set of samples with a varied set of seven surgical,
design, and material characteristics. By periodically incrementing cyclic loads following brief
resting periods, the test method captured transient subsidence of the head throughout the increase
in loading increment, and allowed for direct correlation with the resulting current transients to
better understand the relationship between mechanical and electrochemical processes at the taper
junction. These analyses show that the test method has the capability to yield a rich set of data,
which allows for in-depth assessment of material, design, and surgical factors as they relate to
fretting corrosion processes in modular devices.
The main finding of this study was that the seating load and head offset were the primary
factors affecting fretting corrosion behavior. Of all seven parameters that were systematically
studied, these two were the most significant factors affecting taper corrosion performance.
Importantly, other factors that have been previously noted as potentially detrimentally affecting
fretting corrosion performance were not found to be significant factors on which fretting currents
were dependent. These included material couple, angular mismatch, engagement length, taper
diameter, and surface roughness. These factors, for the range tested, all had insignificant effects
on corrosion performance.
However, it must be noted, that within primary factors studied, subsets of factors did
produce significant effects on corrosion performance. For example, fretting currents for 1.5 mm
head offset tapers were influenced by angular mismatch, whereas this secondary factor did not
play a role in determining fretting currents in 12 mm head offsets. 12 mm head offset tapers
were, however, influenced by seating load in terms of the onset load required to initiate fretting,
with a lower seating load resulting in earlier onset of corrosion during the test. Additionally, it
should be clarified that this test is short-term in nature, and as such, was concerned primarily
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with observing the effects of material, design, and surgical factors on the initial fretting corrosion
performance of tapers. In the long-term scope, it is possible that changes in surface topography
due to tribocorrosion processes, changes in electrochemical environment due to continued
constriction and hindrance of fluid transport due to the crevice geometry, and other factors, will
play a role in affecting or ultimately changing the long-term performance of these tapers. This
however, was not the scope of the present work. This short-term test method does not attempt to
draw conclusions about long-term performance based on the factors studied, but is purely aimed
at understanding the material, design, and surgical factors’ influence on the immediate and early
electrochemical performance of the device.
This test method is the first of its kind to attempt to capture and study the detailed
electrochemical and micromechanical conditions at the modular interface and to correlate the
two processes with one another. It turns out that there is an extraordinary amount of detailed
information that is generated from just a single test, from the seating measurements to the
subsidence and micromotion measurements. Being that oxide abrasion results in repassivation of
the abraded area and generation of fretting currents (assuming the presence of an electrolyte), the
ability to monitor motion reflective of the interface while inducing corrosion represents an
important step forward in our abilities to understand taper mechanics and mechanically assisted
corrosion of taper junctions. This test method has broad applications beyond what was studied
here, including better understanding of seating mechanics and its role in mechanically assisted
corrosion, long-term corrosion processes and taper performance, and all the while gaining a
better understanding of how the taper mechanics affect these processes and change with them
over time.
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In terms of the mechanical measurements taken, it was found that widely varied, but
significant, motions arise at taper junctions during cyclic loading. These motions vary based on
seating load, prior cyclic loading, and a number of the design factors tested. As discussed,
understanding the nature of these motions has been realized as increasingly important to
understanding taper performance and mechanics. For example, taper loosening, canting of the
head, and transient seating motions observed at startup of cyclic loading are new behaviors that
are best illustrated and understood by the direct measurement of motion at the head-neck
junction. Measurement of head motion during seating is another area which can provide insight
into the nature of the engagement of the head onto the trunnion. Calculation of the work of
seating can be undertaken directly from the data generated by measurement of this motion, and it
is thought that these seating energies play a critical role in determining the initial engagement of
the taper, its initial stability, and ultimately as a predictor of how the seating event will impact
future corrosion performance. This is an aspect of taper performance that should be studied in
greater detail in the future.
The primary dependent variables studied from an electrochemical standpoint were onset
load to initiate corrosion and the average fretting current during the 4,000 N cyclic loading step
of the test. These two metrics provide clear and concise conclusions about the loads needed to
initiate corrosion and the magnitude of fretting currents realized during a test for a single sample,
and is a greatly simplified, but useful distillation of an extensive set of electrochemical data.
Some tests saw onset loads as low as 200 N (the second lowest loading increment of the test),
and fretting currents as high as 22 µA average currents, with some transients as high as 40 µA
during the 4,000 N loading step at the end of the step. These represent significant current levels
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and onset loads significantly lower than physiologic loading which, if sustained over a long
period, could result in significant amounts of material loss and conversion to oxide in the taper.
Previous studies performing long-term measurement of fretting corrosion currents
typically show that fretting currents arising at the head-neck taper will start high and will
gradually decay under continuous loading(27),(35). This is thought to occur as a result of continued
buildup of oxide occluding the metal surfaces and inhibiting oxide abrasion and repassivation
processes. However, the initial level of current can be indicative of later currents and higher
initial currents may result in faster changes to the interface that influence any number of other
issues related to the device’s performance in contact with native tissue. As such, the goal of any
modular device design should be to reduce the magnitude of fretting currents generated during
any duration of cyclic loading of tapers.
While the approach described in this study represents a significant step forward in our
ability to monitor fretting corrosion behavior and correlate it with concurrent mechanical
behavior, it is not without its drawbacks. One weakness is the dependence of the mechanical
analysis on elastic stiffness constants determined from the in situ calibration performed at the
end of the test. These constants are used to determine the contribution to the total measured
motion which is due to elastic deformation, and upon subtracting this component from the total
measurement, the resulting rigid body motions are often on the scale of a few microns. Small
changes in the stiffness constants can and do easily result in large differences in the calculated
rigid body motion, and so it is important that care is taken during the stiffness calibration to
ensure accuracy. Another weakness of the test method is the delicate nature of the DVRTs and
the bracket by which they mount to the sample stem. Without carefully securing the DVRTs, the
bracket may easily shift during testing, rendering the displacement measurements erroneous.
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Conversely, one of the most attractive advantages of the test method is the sample
geometry, which allows for quick assembly of the test construct, rather than requiring scrupulous
alignment procedures and potting. As a result, the potential throughput for this fixture is quite
high, and it can allow for several tests to be run in a single day. Therefore, it possesses the
ability to assess a large number of design parameters in a short amount of time and amass a large
and informative data set.
The design of experiments approach employed here allowed for the generation of 16
samples at each of two levels across a set of seven factors. The advantage of this method is that
primary effects can be easily determined, and it was found that the seating load and head offset
were the two most dominant factors influencing fretting currents in this study. However, it
should be cautioned that as deeper interactive effects are explored, the risk for false positive
results becomes greater. Therefore, with the determination of primary and potential interactive
factors, greater numbers of such samples should be tested with the focus being on more specific
design variations to obtain more powerful results.

4.5 Conclusions
This study utilized an incremental cyclic fretting corrosion test in conjunction with noncontact DVRT sensors to measure motion associated with the head-neck modular junction and
correlate mechanical motion with electrochemical behavior. Pre- and post-test (seating and static
calibration, respectively) experiments were used to understand the nature of the taper
engagement and determine the elastic contributions to the observed micromotion. 32
combinations of design, material, and surgical factors were evaluated using a design of
experiments approach. The most important primary effects on electrochemistry and
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micromotion in this study were seating load and head offset. Higher head offsets resulted in
higher currents at 4,000 N loading and experienced higher micromotion, coupled with lower
onset loads to initiate fretting currents. Seating load significantly affected the subsidence of the
head during the test and the average amplitude of micromotion, with higher seating loads
resulting in lower amounts of subsidence and micromotion. Other design factors presented less
or no effect on fretting corrosion and micromotion, including roughness, material combination,
engagement length, angular mismatch, and taper dimensions. This test measured the early
fretting corrosion response and micromotions. Start-up effects were observed, and were seen
especially in subsidence effects, which could carry on for 10 or 20 seconds following a load
start-up, and were accompanied by transient current responses in the same time scale.
This test represents an excellent method for assessment of electrochemical and
micromechanical behavior of modular tapers across a wide array of design variations, and is one
that should be adopted by the industry as a means of assessing the nature of electrochemical and
micromechanical interactions of existing or new taper designs going forward.
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5. Production and Characterization of Melt-Spun Poly(Ether
Ether Ketone) Fibers
5.1 Introduction
Poly(Ether Ether Ketone) (PEEK) is a high-performance semi-crystalline thermoplastic that was
first synthesized in the late 1970s, and has become increasingly popular in the orthopedics communities
due its biocompatibility, mechanical properties, and wear properties(59). It has seen good success in
aerospace and automotive industries, finding service in components that need to withstand high operating
temperatures, or in applications demanding high strength-to-weight ratios (113),(114). More recently, it has
become popular as a material for use in spinal orthopedics. The most common manifestation is in carbon
fiber reinforced (CFR-PEEK) spinal fusion cages, originally termed the Brantigan cage(59). Additional
work has explored the use of CFR-PEEK as an injection molded total hip stem(115). Early clinical trials
have also seen rods of neat PEEK, such as the CD Horizon Legacy PEEK posterior rod implemented into
rigid pedicle screw/rod constructs for spinal fixation with the aim of reduction of adjacent segment
disease through more dynamic fixation(59),(116)–(118).
PEEK has been the subject of much exploration for past several decades since its conception.
Dawson and Blundell were among the first to report basic materials data for the polymer, reporting on
unit cell parameters, its Tg of ~144 °C and Tm in the range of 334 °C (63). Blundell and Osborn
expounded on the morphology of PEEK and noted that it followed closely the behavior of PET, but for
systematically higher temperatures(62). Additionally, it was found that annealing significantly impacted
the thermal behavior by affecting the crystalline morphology. Amorphous samples were found to exhibit
structural changes in the way of a crystallization exotherm occurring just above the glass transition(62).
Many others have contributed to the fundamental knowledge of PEEK mechanical properties, rheology,
degradation, and effects of crystallization and orientation of the polymer(78),(119)–(123).
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Melt-spun fibers offer potential enhancements in properties and structure for high-demand
applications. The concept of this technology is not new; indeed highly oriented polymer fibers have been
investigated for decades. Typically, high performance fibers are made of high molecular weight
polymers, such as ultra-high molecular weight Poly(Ethylene) Spectra fibers. While PEEK is a relatively
low molecular weight polymer by comparison, it nonetheless is enticing as a potential material for high
performance fibers due to its high strength and modulus in the isotropic state. Until now, melt-spun
PEEK fibers have not been extensively investigated for their potential in biomedical applications. Several
studies discuss the structural changes and mechanical enhancements in PEEK fibers over typical bulk
PEEK, but a systematic and complete overview of the structure-processing-property relationships in
spinning and processing PEEK fibers has not been presented. This chapter investigates how variation of
molecular weight, initial drawing conditions (amount of drawing performed in spinning), and postspinning conditions affect the thermal, structural, and mechanical properties of PEEK fibers.

5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
Two different grades of PEEK with different melt flow properties and, thus, different relative
molecular weights, were melt-spun into fibers at one of two different draw-down ratios. These four
groups of fibers were then subjected to either hot drawing or annealing, whereas a third set of samples
were left in the as-spun state. PEEK fibers were prepared with a custom built piston-driven melt extruder,
shown schematically in Figure 5-1. Evonik 4000G PEEK pellets (Evonik Degussa, Germany) and
Victrex 150G PEEK pellets (Victrex, Conshohocken, PA) were chosen as the two grades to study, with
MN≈ 83,000 g/mol and 115,000 g/mol, respectively(124). Although the molecular weights of these two
grades are relatively low, molecular weight was chosen as a factor to study due to the differences in flow
characteristics noted both in materials data sheets and through observation in preliminary melt spinning
trials.
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Figure 5- 1 Schematic of custom-built extrusion and melt-spinning system for spinning of PEEK fibers.
The spinneret used for this study allowed for the simultaneous spinning of 5 filaments, which were grouped
into a yarn by two deeply grooved pulleys shown between the extruder and the take -up drum. The fiber tow
was then wound onto a take-up drum. The speed of the take-up drum compared to the speed of the melt
exiting the spinneret was used in determining the draw-down ratio.

Evonik or Victrex granules were spun into fibers onto a take-up drum with a Newmark Systems
motion control system controlling the rotation and translation of the take-up, as well as the speed of the
mechanical actuator mounted to force the piston head into the melt reservoir (Newmark Systems, CA,
USA). Given that the melt range of both grades of PEEK were found to be between 335 °C and 345 °C, a
barrel temperature of 395 °C was selected through several preliminary trials as giving rise to a stable
spinning process with minimal fiber breakage and reasonable reproducibility. Fibers of either high or low
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viscosity grades were spun at a draw-down ratio (DDR) of either 100 or 200, where DDR is defined in
equation 5-1 as the ratio of linear take-up velocity to extrusion velocity for a single filament.
𝑉

𝐷𝐷𝑅 = 𝑉 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒−𝑢𝑝

𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

eq. 5-1

Here, Vtake-up is considered as the linear velocity of the take-up drum, and Vextrusion is considered as the
velocity of a cylindrical column of molten PEEK exiting a single aperture of the spinneret per unit time.
Vextrusion was found by considering a constant volume problem wherein the velocity of the piston created a
change in volume of the reservoir containing molten PEEK, which could then be correlated to a volume,
and finally a length, of melt extruded from the spinneret area per unit time. Fibers were produced in 5
filaments bundles using a brass spinneret with 5 corresponding apertures of nominal diameter of 0.750
mm.

5.2.2 Post-Spinning Treatment
After fibers were initially spun, they were designated for one of three treatment groups. Each
grade of PEEK and each DDR condition were subjected to this grouping of treatments. Specifically, one
group of fibers would be left as they had been spun, in the “as-spun” group. Another would subjected to
an annealing process, owing to the fact that exploratory work determined as-spun fibers tended to have
low crystallinity as compared to bulk un-oriented PEEK. In the annealing process the fibers were lightly
constrained and heat-treated in an isothermal oven at 280 ºC for 90 minutes. Fibers treated this way were
designated as the “annealed” group. Finally, a group of fibers were subjected to a heated drawing
process, where they were further drawn to between 50 % and 100 % at 280 °C. This process was
performed on a Linkam ST-350 tensile stage (Linkam, England). Fibers were assembled into bundles of
roughly 50-100 filaments, secured in the fixtures of the apparatus, and drawn at a strain rate of 0.2 min-1
at a temperature of 280 ºC maintained by a heated plate in contact with the gage section of the fibers to a
final strain that allowed for the maximum amount of drawing, but did not cause fiber breakage. For fibers
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with DDR=100 and DDR=200 spun from 150G grade PEEK, as well as fibers with DDR=100 from
4000G grade PEEK, the maximum draw ratio (DR) achieved was 2.0, where DR is defined in eq. 5-2.
𝐷𝑅 =

∆𝑙
𝑙0

+1

eq. 5-2

From equation 2, DR=2.0 as achieved for the three groups above corresponds to a 100% strain imparted
on fiber bundles. For fibers with DDR=200 spun from 4000G grade PEEK, the maximum DR achieved
was 1.5.

5.2.3 Morphology and Fiber Size
Fibers were observed under Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a Jeol 5600 SEM (Jeol,
Japan). Images were collected to show surface morphology and shape of samples of all different groups.
Images were analyzed using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA). Fiber diameter was calculated for
comparison purposes and for use in mechanical testing analysis, and reported measurements are an
average of 20 fiber diameter measurements.

5.2.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
To determine thermal behavior of the PEEK fibers, DSC was used. PEEK fibers from each group
were tested in triplicate and heated at a rate of 10 ºC/min from ambient to 380 ºC in a PerkinElmer Pyris
One DSC (PerkinElmer, Waltham, Massachussetts, USA). Repeat scanning was performed for each
sample. First heating scan results were representative of the PEEK fibers. The second heating scans
measured material that had already been melted and re-crystallized, and structural changes imparted by
the spinning and post-spinning treatments had been lost. Results from first heating scans of fibers were
compared with typical results for bulk un-oriented PEEK.
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5.2.5 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) was used to determine structural information regarding
PEEK fibers. All samples were tested in triplicate to allow for statistical analysis. Three structural
parameters were obtained from WAXS analysis: crystallinity (%), average crystal size with respect to
(110), and Hermans Orientation parameter(125). Note that the choice was made to measure crystallinity
from WAXS as opposed to DSC. X-ray measurements were performed using a Rigaku S-MAX3000
WAXS/SAXS system using a Copper source (λ=1.545 Å) at a voltage of 45 kV and current of 0.88 mA
(Rigaku, Japan). Intensity vs. 2θ scans were captured for all samples and OriginLab 9.0 was utilized for
peak fitting operations to deconvolve crystalline peaks shown in I vs. 2θ plots (OriginLab Corp.,
Northampton, MA). Crystallinity Xc was calculated as the summation of the area of all crystalline peaks
Ai,cryst divided by the summation of all peaks Ai, total, including amorphous contribution, as shown in
equation 5-3.

𝑋𝑐 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=0 𝐴𝑖,𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡
∑𝑛
𝑖=0 𝐴𝑖,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

eq. 5-3

Crystal size with respect to (110) was determined using the Scherrer equation, shown in eq. 5-4,
𝑙(110) =

𝑘𝜆
𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

eq. 5-4

where l(110) is the average crystallite size with respect to (110), k is a Scherrer parameter (considered as 1
here), λ is the wavelength of the x-ray beam, β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (110)
peak, and θ is the Bragg angle of the (110) peak(126).
Hermans orientation parameter was obtained by first generating an azimuthal scan from 90 º-270
º of the (200) reflection. A background across the same azimuthal range, but far from any peaks was
subtracted from the raw data. This background was chosen because there is a population of un-oriented
chains whose information is captured by the scan of the (200). Subtracting a background from far away
ensures that information about this population of chains is properly taken into account in calculation of
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the crystalline orientation. A pseudo-Voigt function was used to fit azimuthal data in OriginLab 9.0 for
the purposes of smoothing the raw data before calculation of the Hermans orientation parameter, S. An
example of this raw data and fit is shown in Figure 5-2. Hermans orientation parameter was then
calculated from the pseudo-Voigt fit obtained from the raw data using equations 5-5 and 5-6(127).
1

𝑆 = 2 (〈3𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜙〉 − 1),

eq. 5-5

𝜋

Where

〈𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜙〉 =

∫ 2𝜋 𝐼(𝜙)𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (𝜙)sin(𝜙)𝑑𝜙
−

2

.

𝜋

eq. 5-6

∫ 2𝜋 𝐼(𝜙) sin(𝜙)𝑑𝜙
−

2

In equation 5-6, ϕ represents the angle about the azimuth, and I(ϕ) represents the measured
intensity as a function of ϕ. The integrals in both the numerator and denominator are evaluated from
azimuthal angles of -π/2 to π/2 radians. Hermans orientation parameter is then calculated

Figure 5- 2 Example of azimuthal intensity for the (200) plane for PEEK fibers shown with pseudo -Voigt fit
used to smooth data for calculation of the Hermanns orientation parameter . The raw diffraction pattern is
superimposed, top left. The curve fit was applied to remove noise from the azimuthal intensity data for
more accurate calculation of orientation.
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from the value ‹cos2 ϕ›. From equation 5-5, it is shown that a value of S=1 corresponds to a perfectly
parallel orientation of crystallites along the reference direction (the fiber axis) with respect to the (200)
plane. For a completely random crystalline orientation, S takes on a value of 0, and for a perfectly
perpendicular arrangement of crystallites, S= -0.5.
All structural parameters were compared across all samples groups, except for as-spun samples
spun from 150G material, which produced diffraction patterns with indistinguishable peaks, and are
assumed to be near to completely amorphous, and completely randomly oriented. Structural parameters
are presented for fibers produced from 4000G material at a DDR of 100, comparing the different postprocessing treatments. One-way ANOVA with Student-Neuman-Keuls post-hoc analysis was used to test
for significant differences between groups (p < 0.05).

5.2.6 Mechanical Testing
Tensile testing was performed on fibers using the Linkam TST-350 system. Fibers were arranged
in bundles of 6 for ease of handling. Testing was performed at ambient temperature and humidity, with a
strain rate of 0.2 min-1. All samples were tested in triplicate. Failure of the fiber bundle was considered
as when any single fiber failed. Differences in mechanical behavior were observed on representative
engineering stress-engineering strain plots comparing fibers of different treatment groups. From stressstrain plots, modulus, engineering tensile strength, yield stress, and engineering strain-to-failure were
calculated and summarized for representative sample groups. One- and two-way ANOVA with StudentNeuman-Keuls post-hoc analysis were used to test for significant differences between groups (p < 0.05).
Modulus, tensile strength, and yield stress were grouped and presented only with respect to treatment
type, whereas PEEK grade and DDR were not distinguished in these results. One-way ANOVA was
performed for these data sets. However, strain-to-failure results did show significant differences between
the grade of PEEK used, and two-way ANOVA was used to analyze this data. Strain-to-failure data is
presented with consideration to both grade of PEEK and treatment type, but not DDR.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Morphology and Diameter
Melt-spun fiber morphology, measure fiber size were assessed using SEM. Based on these
observations, the custom melt-spinning device was capable of producing fibers in a consistent manner for
a given process. Additionally, SEM allowed for the observation of morphological and dimensional
change for the post-processing treatments. Shown in Figure 5-3, these fibers all have similar
morphology, except for fiber diameter, which is smaller for hot-drawn fibers (Figure 5-3c). Some
particulates can be seen on the surface of some fibers. This is thought to be dust from handling rather
than an inherent feature of the fiber surface, as the as-spun fibers show significantly less of these features
than fibers that experienced additional handling.
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Figure 5- 3 Representative SEM images of fibers from each of the three treatment groups. (A) as -spun
fibers with little debris from further handling and a relatively large diameter. (B) Annealed fibers show
some increased debris on their surface, and are also o f similar diameter to the as-spun fibers, as they have
not experienced any further deformation during post-spinning treatment. (C) Drawn fibers, which are of
noticeably smaller diameter, having been subjected to tensile deformation with strains on the ord er of 100%.

As shown in Figure 5-4, fibers vary in their diameter for various draw-down ratios (DDR=100 vs.
DDR=200) and post-processing treatments with hot drawing causing a reduction of fiber diameter for all
groups. Fiber diameter ranges from 75 μm (as-spun and annealed) down to about 30 μm for hot drawn.
Smaller diameters were also seen for as-spun and annealed fibers initially with a DDR of 200 compared
with 100.
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Figure 5- 4 Average fiber diameter for each fiber group investigated. Drawn fibers show clear decrease in
diameter from their corresponding as-spun fibers, while annealed fibers, as shown in SEM images, do not
show any appreciable change in diameter from their original as -spun dimensions.

5.3.2 Thermal Behavior
Fiber samples were analyzed using DSC to determine transition temperatures, and how those
transitions were affected or not with changing processing conditions. Figure 5-5 details representative
plots of the thermal behavior for samples of 150G material spun at DDR=100. Figure 5-6 shows
representative plots of thermal behavior for samples of 4000G material spun at DDR=100.
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Figure 5- 5 Representative DSC scans for PEEK and PEEK fiber samples spun from 150G stock. From top
to bottom: 2 nd heating bulk PEEK, as-spun PEEK fibers, annealed PEEK fibers, and drawn PEEK fibers.
Vertical dashed reference lines are provided to show typical transition temperatures for bulk isotropic 150G
PEEK material.

2nd scan heatings of the bulk material show a Tg that is barely detectable with a broad melt endotherm
peaking at either 337.6 °C or 343.3 °C for 4000G or 150G stock, respectively. As-spun samples show
quite a different behavior, as they exhibit a well-defined Tg. Additionally, as-spun samples show a
significant exothermic peak about 15-20 °C above Tg, indicating cold crystallization of the samples.
Annealed samples show similar behavior as 2nd scan bulk samples in regard to the subtle Tg, but also
show an interesting feature of a small endothermic peak about 10-15 °C above the annealing temperature.
Hot drawn samples show an elevated melt temperature, with the 4000G fibers showing a higher elevation
in peak melting temperature than
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Figure 5- 6 Representative DSC scans of PEEK and PEEK fibers spun from 4000G stock. From top to
bottom: 2 nd scan bulk PEEK, as-spun PEEK fibers, annealed PEEK fibers, drawn PEEK fibers. Vertical
dashed lines provide reference for typical thermal transitions for 4000G PEEK material.

the 150G fibers. Additionally, it was observed that as-spun and hot drawn fibers in both the 150G and
4000G grades exhibit a broad exothermic turn around 280 °C, continuing until the onset of the melt
endotherm. 2nd scan bulk samples and annealed samples do not exhibit this behavior.

5.3.3 Structural Properties
The structural properties of PEEK fibers were evaluated using Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
(WAXS). Figure 5-7 shows a schematic of the PEEK unit cell adapted originally from Kurtz et al.,
highlighting the crystallographic planes of interest in the analysis of the diffraction patterns(59). Figure 58 shows a series of representative diffraction patterns obtained from WAXS. Comparing the 4000G
fibers (fabricated from lower MW stock) to the 150G fibers
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Figure 5- 7 Schematic of PEEK unit cell, highlighting planes of interest in WAXS analysis. (110) was used
for calculation of crystallite size, while (200) was used for azimuthal projection and calculation of
crystalline orientation.

(fabricated from higher MW stock), similar trends can be observed between the two grades. For example,
both as-spun fiber samples appear to exhibit more prominent amorphous halos than other treatment
groups, indicating predominantly amorphous structure, while annealing the two different grades of PEEK
with the same DDR results in appearance of crystalline peaks in the diffraction pattern. Furthermore, hot
drawing of samples gives rise to increased discontinuity in the diffraction rings, indicating changes in
crystalline orientation as compared to the as-spun state. Figures 5-9, 5-10, and 5-11 plot several structural
parameters as calculated from WAXS. Figure 5-9 shows fiber crystallinity (%), Figure 5-10 shows
average crystallite size with respect to (110), and Figure 5-11 shows Hermans orientation parameter.
These structural parameters are shown for 4000G fibers with DDR=100. For simplicity, only this sample
group is shown, highlighting the changes between the as-spun, annealed, and drawn
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Draw Direction
Figure 5- 8 Representative WAXS patterns of both 150G and 4000G fibers. (a -c) As-spun, annealed, and
drawn fibers, respectively, spun from 150G material and DDR=100. (d -f) As-spun, annealed, and drawn
fibers, respectively, spun from 4000G material and DDR=100.

treatments. Statistical analysis showed that, generally, the differences were more dependent on postspinning treatment than on relative molecular weight or DDR. It is also important to note that other
sample groups of both different grade and different DDR exhibited similar trends for these parameters
depending on the treatment type. For example, Figure 5-9 shows that the as-spun samples exhibit low
crystallinity (~15 %), and that both annealing and hot drawing of the fiber give rise to significant
increases in crystallinity, up to about 37% (p < 0.05). It was also found that there was no difference
between annealing or heated drawing in terms of crystallinity;
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Figure 5- 9 Crystalline fraction for 4000G fibers spun at DDR=100. As-spun fibers showed significantly
lower crystallinity than annealed or drawn fibers, which both possessed a comparable amount of crystalline
phase as each other.

Figure 5- 10 Average crystallite size for 4000G fibers spun at DDR=100. As-spun have the smallest
lamellae, while annealed fibers have the largest. Drawn fibers have significantly larger lamellae than as spun fibers, and are closer in size, but still smaller than those of annealed fibers .
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both treatments resulted in roughly equal crystalline percentages that are closer to typical values for
PEEK than the as-spun case. Interestingly, however, an analysis of average crystallite size in Figure 5-10
shows that hot drawing tends to give rise to smaller crystallites (~102 Å) than annealing (~127 Å) (p <
0.05), even for the same amount of crystalline content.
As shown in Figure 5-11, the calculation of Hermans orientation parameter shows that the asspun condition yields the lowest degree of orientation. Both the annealed and hot drawn samples showed
significantly higher orientation than the as-spun, with an average as-spun orientation parameter of
S=0.55, and average annealed and drawn orientation parameters of S= 0.73 and S=0.81, respectively (p <
0.05). Differences between the degree of orientation of the annealed and drawn samples were not found
to be significant. This is a curious result, and will be discussed later in relation to findings for mechanical
properties of the fiber samples. As with the

Figure 5- 11 Hermanns orientation parameter shown for fibers spun from 4000G material at DDR=100. As spun fibers have the lowest crystalline orientation, although they still show preferential orientation along t he
fiber axis (c-axis). Annealed and drawn fibers both showed significantly higher degrees of crystalline
orientation, although they themselves were not significantly different from one another.
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crystallinity and crystallite size data, these trends were observed in all sample groups, and were not
limited to the group presented in Figures 5-9 through 5-11.

5.3.4 Mechanical Properties
PEEK fibers were tested in uniaxial tension to evaluate the Young’s modulus, engineering yield
stress, engingeering ultimate strength, and engineering strain-to-failure. Figures 5-12 through 5-15 show
typical stress-strain behavior of 150G fibers with DDR=100, 150G fibers with DDR=200, 4000G fibers
with DDR=100, and 4000G fibers with DDR=200, respectively. In-sets on each graph show stress-strain
data from 0 % to 6 % strain for clarity.

Figure 5- 12 Representative stress-strain curves for 150G fibers with DDR=100. Solid lines represent as spun fibers, long dashed lines represent annealed fibers, and short dashed lines represent drawn fibers.
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Figure 5- 13 Representative stress-strain plots for 150G fibers with DDR=200. Solid lines indicate as -spun
fibers, long dashed lines indicate annealed fibers, and short dashed lines indicate drawn fibers.

Clearly, both sample groups show significantly higher ductility than typical bulk isotropic PEEK
in both the as-spun and annealed condition. Interestingly, there does not seem to be much difference in
the ductility of as-spun samples of either DDR condition. This, however, is not the case when as-spun
samples of DDR=100 or DDR=200 are then annealed. The resulting fibers show approximately 50%
difference in strain to failure, with DDR=200 fibers losing more ductility than DDR=100 fibers.
Differences in behavior between either drawn samples in these groups do not appear to be significant.
Both drawn samples show large increases in strength and significant decreases in ductility.
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Figure 5- 14 Representative stress-strain curves for 4000G with DDR=100. Solid lines represent as -spun
fibers, long dashed lines represent annealed fibers, and short dashed lines represent drawn fibers.

Figure 5- 15 Representative stress-strain curves for 4000G fibers with DDR=200. Solid lines represent as spun fibers, long dashed lines represent annealed fibers, and short dashed lines represent drawn fibers.
Behavior is similar to DDR=100 fibers, although strain-to-failure appears to be lower for DDR=200.
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The primary difference between 4000G fibers from the DDR=100 and DDR=200 groups is that
the ductility appears to decrease when initial DDR is increased. This is most pronounced in the as-spun
and annealed fibers, but due to processing constraints is not as apparent in drawn fibers. Fibers with
DDR=200 from the 4000G material were not able to achieve the same draw ratio as fibers with
DDR=100, which is likely due to the initial ductility differences seen in the as-spun fibers. Finally,
indication of necking is present in both as-spun samples, but the effect appears to be diminished with
higher DDR.
In both molecular weight groups (4000G vs. 150G), treatment has an effect on the mechanical
behavior of the fibers. Specifically, as-spun fibers show much more ductility and necking than annealed
or drawn samples. Interestingly, annealed fibers seem to lose indications of necking in that after yield,
there is no decrease in stress as with the as-spun case. Perhaps most notable in terms of stress-strain
behavior is the change seen in the drawn samples. Both 4000G and 150G samples exhibit a “double
yielding” behavior, with a low strain yield point at about 2 % strain, followed by an upper yield just
before failure.
Figures 5-16 through 5-19 show average engineering strain-to-failure, Young’s modulus,
engineering ultimate strength, and engineering yield stress, respectively. Figure 5-16 is shown with
distinction given to both treatment type and PEEK grade (150G vs. 4000G). Figures 5-17 through 5-19
have been grouped with regard only to treatment. That is, all samples of a similar treatment group were
averaged together regardless of grade or original DDR. Figure 5-16 shows strain to failure for fiber
samples. The strain to failure results were found to be largely dependent on treatment as well as the grade
of PEEK, but initial DDR was not found to be a significant factor. Strain to failure decreased with both
annealing and hot drawing compared to as-spun fibers. The grade of PEEK used resulted in significant
differences in the case of as-spun
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Figure 5- 16 Strain to failure for fiber samples. White boxes indicate 150G grade fibers, while gray boxes
indicate 4000G grade fibers. Stars within boxes represent significant differences between grades for the
same treatment, while stars above brackets indicate significant differences between treatment groups within
a specific grade (p < 0.05). Dashed reference line indicate typical bulk PEEK STF.

and annealed fibers. The as-spun fibers exhibited strains of about 215 % and 96 % for 150G and 4000G
grade material, respectively. Annealed fibers achieved strains of about 145 % and 80% for 150G and
4000G grade material, respectively. Hot drawn fibers were not found to have any significant differences
between the two grades used, with strains of about 25%. In comparing differences between treatment
types within a specific grade of PEEK, it was found that all fibers produced from 150G PEEK had
significantly different strains to failure based on the three different treatments. With strains of about 215
%, 145 %, and 25 % for as-spun, annealed, and drawn fibers respectively, the 150G grade PEEK
demonstrated significant variations in ductility depending on treatment. This spanned an eight-fold
difference across treatment groups, from over four-fold higher than unoriented material, to about half of
the strain withstood by typical bulk isotropic PEEK samples. Similarly, fibers spun from 4000G grade
material demonstrated significant changes in their deformation behavior, with strains to failure of about
96 %, 80 %, and 19 %, for as-spun, annealed, and drawn fiber samples respectively. In this instance, it
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was found that annealing did not significantly decrease the strain-to-failure, as it had with the 150G grade
fibers. Figure 5-17 shows that as-spun fibers exhibit a relatively low modulus of about 1.7 GPa,
compared to a value of about 3.6 GPa for most grades of bulk isotropic PEEK. This low modulus can be
attributed to the low degree of crystallinity and orientation as found from WAXS analysis.

Figure 5- 17 Fiber modulus shown by treatment. Data for all fibers of a given treatment type are averaged
into the values presented here, as statistical analysis showed that relative molecular weight and initial DDR
did not have a significant impact on the modulus, while treatment was the primary factor influencing the
resulting fiber modulus (p < 0.05). Dashed reference line indicates typical bulk PEEK modulus.

Annealed fibers show an increase in modulus from the as-spun state, increasing to a value of about 2.8
GPa. Finally, drawn fibers show a significant increase in modulus to about 5.2 GPa. Figure 5-18 shows
tensile strength of fiber samples. Again, the drawn fiber group demonstrates the highest strength of the
group, with an average strength across all grades and DDRs of 480
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Figure 5- 18 Tensile strength for PEEK fibers, distinguished by treat ment. As with modulus, the strength
was primarily affected by treatment rather than grade of DDR. As -spun and annealed treatments were not
found to be significantly different from one another, but drawn fibers had significantly higher strength than
both (p < 0.05). Dashed reference line indicates typical bulk PEEK tensile strength.

MPa compared to 175 MPa and 195 MPa for as-spun and annealed groups, respectively. Interestingly,
while only the highly drawn samples showed a higher modulus than unoriented PEEK, all samples show
higher strength. Figure 5-19 shows yield stress as calculated by the 0.2 % offset method. Similar to
tensile strength results, the drawn fibers show the highest yield stress of about 135 MPa compared to
about 45 MPa and 65 MPa for as-spun and annealed samples, respectively. As with the modulus results,
but unlike the tensile strength results, the yield stress of the as-spun and annealed samples are lower than
typical values for unoriented PEEK. However, the hot drawn samples show values noticeably higher than
unoriented PEEK, in addition to a yield stress at least twice as high as other fiber samples.
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Figure 5- 19 Yield stress for PEEK fibers distinguished by treatment. Drawn fibers have significan tly
higher yield stress than as-spun or annealed, neither of which were different from one another (p < 0.05).
Dashed reference line indicates typical bulk PEEK yield stress.

5.4 Discussion
A round fiber morphology was as expected from the round spinnerets used. SEM analysis of
fibers indicated that fibers had a smooth surface, with few defects. Additionally, it was found that
variations in spinning parameters resulted in the expected trends for fiber dimensions, and was produced
on a consistent basis. The custom melt-spinning system proved to be a reliable method for in-house
production of melt-spun PEEK fibers. Higher DDRs resulted in lower diameters for the same extrusion
temperature and extrusion rate. Annealing of samples appears to have no effect on the diameter of the
fibers. This confirms that there is little or no relaxation taking place during the heating to 280 ºC for 90
minutes. Hot drawing of as-spun fibers resulted in a decrease in diameter from the as-spun fibers for all
molecular weights and DDR’s. Interestingly, the 150G grade fibers with DDR=100 and DR=2.0 showed
a noticeable difference in diameter as compared to fibers that underwent the same processing but
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produced from 4000G stock (Figure 5-4). It is thought that a combination of differences in deformation
behavior at the elevated temperature combined with the physical setup of the drawing experiment
contributed to this difference in dimension. During hot drawing of the fibers, the stage is only able to
heat the middle of the gage section. As the deformation increases, more of the sample is pulled off of the
stage and as a result, cools back to room temperature, inducing further drawing only on the heated
section. This results in a higher amount of drawing than expected at the heated section of the sample, an
effect which is exaggerated in these samples due to the low molecular weight and low degree of initial
orientation.
Thermal properties, as characterized by DSC, confirmed generally low crystallinity in as-spun
fibers, which is attributed to the cooling rate of the filament as it exits the spinneret. That is, it is likely
that the cooling rate of the fibers as they are spun from the melt is faster than can allow for significant
crystallization to take place. However, melt endotherms for as-spun fiber samples still appeared to be
similar in magnitude to other samples. The magnitude of the melt endotherms in as-spun samples as well
as cold crystallization occurring above Tg suggested that crystallization was occurring during heating of
the sample, and therefore quantification of crystallization would be most reliable as performed by WAXS
analysis.
The exothermic peak following Tg for as-spun samples is the initiation of crystallization in the
solid state. This cold crystallization at 15-20 ºC above Tg is consistent with published literature pertaining
to bulk PEEK which has been quenched into amorphous plaques(62),(128). The extent of the crystallization,
or the magnitude of the exotherm produced upon heating is affected by the initial crystallinity of the
sample. The subtle Tg, broad melt endotherm, and subtle endotherm appearing 10-15 °C above the
annealing temperature are in agreement with phenomena that has been documented in the literature for
bulk isotropic PEEK samples that have been annealed, and this meta-stable phase is thought to undergo
constant melting and re-crystallization until reaching the peak T m(62),(121). Perhaps most interesting in the
behavior of the fiber samples is that of the as-spun and post-drawn fibers. The broad exothermic swing
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that begins at around 280 °C for these samples is thought to be a result of molecular relaxation in the
amorphous phase. The exothermic trend is not present in the annealed fibers and the second heating of
the bulk material because these samples were either randomly oriented or had already been allowed to
undergo a relaxation before DSC analysis.
The crystallinity of 150G grade as-spun fibers were not able to be quantified with WAXS because
the amorphous contribution apparent in diffraction patterns made peak identification and fitting
impossible (see Figure 5-8 (a)). The crystallinity values computed for 4000G grade as-spun fibers
(around 15 % versus 35 % for bulk isotropic PEEK) are consistent with the findings from DSC data and
further supports the conclusion that fibers cooled at such a rate following drawing from the melt that they
experienced vitrification before they were able to reach a level of crystallinity that is usually observed in
PEEK.
While it was found that annealing and hot drawing of fibers gave rise to similar amounts of
crystalline content that were both significantly higher than for the as-spun case, it is notable that the
average crystallite sizes for annealed fibers were significantly larger than in the drawn fibers. There are
several potential mechanisms that may contribute to this difference, including changes in packing
density(129), and effects on nucleation and growth from the amorphous phase, but it is thought that the
drawing step contributes most to this difference in crystallite size. Whereas the annealed fibers were held
at an elevated temperature with no additional strain imparted on them, the drawn fibers underwent
significant deformation while heated. The crystallites within the drawn fibers were then likely pulled
apart within the microstructure as the sample experienced increasing deformation. Conversely,
crystallites growing within the annealed sample would experience no axial stress, and grow in an
unaffected manner. Furthermore, it was found that the as-spun samples exhibited the smallest crystallite
size (~46 Å) of all three groups shown, due to the high cooling rate upon exiting the spinneret.
The significantly higher Hermanns orientation parameter for annealed and drawn groups as
compared to as-spun groups, as well as the lack of any significant difference in orientation between the
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annealed and drawn groups is curious when taking into account the mechanical data. For statistically
indistinguishable degrees of crystalline orientation, the strength, Young’s modulus, yield stress, and
strain-to-failure are all significantly different between annealed and drawn groups. This can be explained
by the state of the amorphous phase rather than the crystalline phase within the fibers. By increasing
crystallinity through annealing, it is clear that some gains in mechanical properties were made,
particularly in terms of Young’s modulus, where the difference between as-spun fibers and annealed
fibers was significant. Yet, a significant increase in properties is seen yet again for the same degree of
crystallinity in comparing hot drawn to annealed fibers. Additionally, these changes are taking place
while maintaining similar degrees of crystalline orientation. This indicates that the differences observed
are likely due to changes taking place in the amorphous phase for these two different treatments.
Annealing does not impart any additional deformation, and in fact, because the annealing temperature is
above Tg, should allow for relaxation of amorphous chains. Drawing fibers at temperatures above Tg,
however, does impart high amounts of deformation. This results in increasing alignment of amorphous
chains and is likely what gives rise to the increase in ultimate properties, as well as the overall decrease in
ductility. As chains become increasingly aligned within the fiber long axis, applied axial stresses will act
more directly on primary bonds of the backbone than on secondary interactions between chain segments.
An interesting phenomenon that should be addressed involves the variability across sample types
in ductility. Strain to failure of as-spun fibers was found to be anywhere from two-fold to four-fold
higher than typical isotropic PEEK values for 4000G and 150G as-spun fibers, respectively. This is
notable given the low degree of crystalline orientation observed in 4000G samples (Figure 5-11), and the
apparent lack of any preferential orientation in the largely amorphous diffraction patterns of as-spun 150G
grade fibers (Figure 5-8 (a)). One possible reason for this may be the low degree of crystallinity, and thus
the lack of substantial involvement in crystalline domains by a sufficiently high fraction of chains within
the sample allowing for more motion between chains upon deformation. However, this can only partly
explain the increases in ductility observed. From Figure 5-16, it is also clear that annealed samples
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exhibit higher ductility than would be expected for a fully isotropic sample, yet there is still a preferential
crystalline orientation along the axis of deformation, and additionally, the degree of crystallinity for
annealed samples falls in line with typical values for isotropic PEEK (about 37 %). This raises an
interesting question, specifically: how is it that a fiber exhibiting a preferential crystalline orientation as
well as a high degree of crystallinity can also exhibit significantly higher ductility than isotropic PEEK?
This is a question that has been raised in other work as well, particularly with work on PMMA fibers(130).
It is thought that there is a non-linear response to changes in chain orientation, whereby initial increases in
orientation allow for disentanglement of chains and increasing ease of chain slippage along the axis of
deformation. However, as chain orientation during processing is increased by post-spinning treatments
such as hot drawing, chains reach a higher percentage of their maximum potential extension.
Entanglements that were once only loosely associated have become tightly engaged by the increase in
deformation, and to further deform the sample would result in much less extension before failure.
Similarly, if a confused tangle of string begins to experience deformation, low degrees of extension on the
string result in segments of string sliding past easily without much interference. However, as the overall
extension on the string increases, entanglements begin to tighten and bind, and further extension becomes
difficult until failure occurs. This highly aligned and tightly entangled state is analogous to the condition
of the amorphous phases of highly drawn fibers after post-processing, such that to gain further extension
results in rapid failure, but not before generating a very high stress within the fiber. This hypothesis is
something that should be evaluated in future studies, and in particular, aiming at understanding how
changes in the amorphous phase act in tandem with changes in the crystalline phase to influence a
combined effect on the behavior of PEEK fibers.
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5.5 Conclusions
This study was aimed at producing PEEK fibers in-house on a custom-built melt-spinner, and
characterizing these fibers with the goal of understanding their potential for future biomaterials
applications. The system demonstrated the ability to produce samples of predictable and consistent size
and morphology for use in applications-based materials design problems. The melt-spun PEEK fibers
produced and characterized in this study show a wide range of structural and mechanical properties
depending primarily on the way in which they were processed following initial spinning. The differences
in mechanical properties were attributed largely to the associated microstructure. Relative molecular
weight was found to be influential in determining the ductility of the sample, and a mechanism was
proposed to explain the significant differences in ductility observed for different post-spinning treatments
in light of the observed structural similarities. The wide range of results observed in this study indicates
the ability to tune properties of PEEK fibers for a number of potential applications.
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6. Characterization and Electrochemical Performance of
thin film SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE
6.1 Introduction
Fretting corrosion of modular tapers is a well-documented process by which damage of
the implant surface may lead to corrosion and wear debris that may impact on the biological
response of the patient. Many efforts have been made to document in vivo evidence of fretting
corrosion through retrieval studies aimed at a better understanding of the mechanisms through
which it occurs and the conditions which may lead to its initiation(26),(30),(34),(36),(42),(43),(49),(51).
Further, in vitro models to understand the performance of tapers in simulated physiologic
conditions have been developed, and there are multiple reports in the literature linking cyclic
loading of head-neck tapers to the generation of corrosion currents in these models(27),(35),(111).
Recent fundamental studies on fretting corrosion have been conducted using a custombuilt pin-on-disk apparatus designed to capture electrochemical data concurrently with
information about the sliding mechanics taking place at the interface(31),(32),(40),(131). This has
resulted in the ability to correlate the rise and fall of currents with the abrasive processes at the
interface due to small scale cyclic motion, and has led to a more comprehensive understanding of
the time, mechanical, and diffusion dependent processes that are mechanically assisted crevice
corrosion.
While the orthopedic community has begun to recognize mechanically assisted corrosion
in modular tapers as a major issue and the process and its effects are becoming more widely
understood, it also must be recognized that modularity in joint replacement is an important
design aspect that allows for placement of the optimum materials in certain locations, allows for
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better restoration of anatomy, and allows for easier revision should an implant fail. These are
benefits that cannot be overlooked, and as such, efforts must be focused on further understanding
and ultimately, on preventing fretting corrosion phenomena at the modular taper interface.
There have been relatively few reports on possible design or biomaterials innovations
based solutions to mechanically assisted crevice corrosion processes at modular tapers. Potential
methods to solve this mechanism include limiting the ingress of solution into the taper junction,
limiting the contact of hard-on-hard surface contacts that give rise to the fretting corrosion
damage, and/or creating an insulating layer between the two metal-metal surfaces to limit
electrical connectivity which is a requirement for corrosion interactions. The contact stresses
within a modular taper junction are also an element that requires biomaterials that can withstand
the high stress state due to seating and loading during daily activity without wearing out or
becoming damaged. Two potential candidate biomaterials are self-reinforced composite
poly(ether ether ketone), SRC-PEEK, and self-reinforced composite poly(ethylene), SRC-PE
which are fiber based composites whose matrix comes from hot compaction of the fibers under
high pressure(89),(93),(100)–(102),(109). These semi-crystalline polymers, when fabricated into an SRC
thin-film gasket, may be suitable as inter-positional materials for the modular junction to meet
the above-described requirements.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate newly developed composite
materials, self-reinforced composite poly(ether ether ketone) (SRC-PEEK) and self-reinforced
composite poly(ethylene) (SRC-PE), as potential biomaterials to be used in the modular taper of
joint prostheses. In particular, differences in thermal, structural, and mechanical properties of
SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE as compared to their respective bulk isotropic materials and the fibers
from which they were created were explored. The electrochemical and mechanical performance
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of metal-on-metal couples that have been insulated with samples of SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE was
evaluated through pin-on-disk fretting corrosion studies. Finally, the damage incurred on SRCPEEK and SRC-PE and the respective alloy surfaces during short-term pin-on-disk testing was
documented to gain insight as to these new materials’ ability to withstand over a long period the
rigorous mechanical environment that exists in the modular taper.

6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Sample Preparation
SRC-PEEK was fabricated in the following manner. Previously characterized PEEK
fibers(132) (spun in-house from Evonik Vestakeep 4000G precursor polymer) with an average
fiber diameter of 47 µm were uniaxially arranged with a nominal thickness of 2 to 3 fibers in a
rectangular channel mold pre-heated to the process temperature, as shown in Fig. 6-1. The mold
was then set in a hydraulic heated press (Carver, Wabash, IN, USA), held to a constant load of
18,000 N (approxaimttely 2.6 MPa) and as near a constant 344 ˚C as possible given equipment
constraints for a total of ten minutes. The sample was allowed to cool slowly to below Tg (150
˚C) before removal from the compaction mold. The resulting SRC-PEEK samples were utilized
in all experiments described henceforth.
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Figure 6- 1 Schematic of the channel mold used in fabricating SRC samples. Fibers are uniaxially aligned
in the channel, following which the T-shaped top piece is placed over the fiber lay-up. The mold is then
placed between two heated platens and held at constant load for the duration of processing. The black arrow
indicates the fiber axis direction.

SRC-PE was fabricated in an analogous process as described for SRC-PEEK. Spectra
fibers (Honeywell, NJ, USA) with a diameter of ~25 μm were uniaxially aligned in a channel
mold. Due to a much greater number of fibers in the tow for Spectra as compared to PEEK
fibers, the arrangement of fibers resulted in a lay-up that was a greater number of fiber diameters
in thickness, but of similar thickness overall as the PEEK fiber lay-ups. The mold was set in a
hydraulic heated press, held to a constant load of 18,000 N and as near a constant 153 ˚C as
possible for ten minutes. The sample was allowed to cool back to room temperature slowly
before the compaction mold was removed from the press. The resulting SRC-PE samples were
characterized with the following methods.
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6.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
DSC was performed on SRC-PEEK, PEEK fibers and bulk PEEK to assess differences in
thermal behavior and possible structural differences between the composite sample, the fibers
from which it was processed, and the isotropic bulk material from which the fibers were spun.
Likewise, comparisons in thermal behavior were made for SRC-PE, Spectra fibers, and the 2nd
heating of the SRC (analogous to bulk UHMWPE). All PEEK samples were heated from
ambient to 380 ˚C at 10 ˚C/min (TA Instruments, Newcastle, DE, USA), held for 2 minutes,
cooled to ambient at 10 ˚C/min., and heated and cooled under the same conditions once more.
All PE samples followed the same protocol, but were heated to 180 ˚C only. For bulk PEEK and
PE samples, second heating scans were presented, and for SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE, PEEK fibers,
and Spectra fibers, first heating scans were presented, as structural properties were lost upon first
melting.

6.2.3 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
SRC-PEEK, PEEK fiber, and bulk PEEK samples were assessed with WAXS using a
copper source at 45 KV and 0.88 mA for 90 minutes (Rigaku, Japan). Similarly, SRC-PE and
Spectra fibers were also investigated. Bulk PE was not considered because unlike the PEEK
fibers spun in-house, bulk isotropic samples of the same grade of UHMWPE as used in Spectra
fibers were not available. Intensity vs. 2θ plots were produced to allow for calculation of
crystallinity and crystal size, shown in eq.’s 6-1 and 6-2, respectively.
𝑋𝑐 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=0 𝐴𝑖,𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡

Eq. 6-1

∑𝑛
𝑖=0 𝐴𝑖,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
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The crystalline fraction of a polymer (Eq. 6-1) was calculated as the sum of the area of the
crystalline diffraction peaks divided by the sum of the total (crystalline and amorphous) peak
areas when calculated from de-convolved WAXS diffraction data.
𝑙(110) =

𝑘𝜆

Eq. 6-2

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

The Scherrer equation (Eq. 6-2) was used to determine the crystallite size with respect to some
plane (hkl), where κ is the Scherrer parameter, λ is the incident x-ray wavelength, β is the full
width at half maximum of the crystalline peak, and θ is the peak location along the 2θ-axis. For
both PEEK and PE samples (SRC, fiber, or bulk), (110) was the plane of interest in determining
size of crystalline lamellae. Crystalline orientation was calculated by applying the Hermanns
orientation function to an azimuthal slice of the (200) plane to calculate the orientation of
crystallites with respect to the c-axis of the crystal lattice(127). Analysis of Hermanns orientation
parameter can be found in detail in Chapter 5.2.5.

6.2.4 Tensile Testing
Uniaxial tensile tests were carried out on dogbone samples of SRC-PEEK and bulk
PEEK at a rate of 2 mm/min. on a Test Resources tensile test system (Shakopee, MN) for films
of SRC-PEEK and bulk PEEK. Data for PEEK fibers was presented in Chapter 5 and is used for
comparison to the SRC material fabricated from them(132). Uniaxial tensile tests for SRC-PE
were carried out on rectangular specimens, tabbed with 180 grit sandpaper to avoid clamp
slipping due to the low coefficient of friction associated with UHMWPE. Plots of stress vs.
strain were presented for representative data from each sample group, and modulus, tensile
strength, yield stress, and strain-to-failure were calculated.
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6.2.5 Pin-on-Disk Testing and Analysis
Pin-on-disk (POD) fretting corrosion testing was used to assess the fretting corrosion
behavior of common biomedical couples, namely Ti6Al4V and CoCrMo, when undergoing
fretting with contact of the two alloy surface or when undergoing fretting with a lining
comprised of SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE. The POD fretting system has been described extensively
in previously published work(31),(32). Photos of the SRC-lined pin-on-disk couples are shown in
Fig. 6-2, mounted in the electrochemical cell of the system. Control samples were mounted
similarly, but without the small round sample of SRC sandwiched between them. In all test
cases, a Ti6Al4V pin of a small diameter (0.5 mm- 1.0 mm) was fixed to a 6-axis load cell. A
CoCrMo disk was mounted in the base of an electrochemical cell, which was cyclically
displaced 50 µm at a rate of 2.5 Hz by a piezo-actuator. In both cases, the working electrode for
the three-electrode electrochemical circuit was the CoCrMo disk electrically connected to the
Ti6Al4V pin, the counter-electrode used was carbon, the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl, and
the electrolyte used was Phosphate Buffered Saline, pH 7.4 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis).
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Figure 6- 2 (a) Image of the fretting system showing the stage controlled by the piezoactuator, the
electrochemical cell (off-white plastic dish), the load cell above the sample, and additional mass added
above the load cell to achieve the desired load. (b) Close -up view of the pin and disk samples with a SRCPEEK sample sandwiched between them. The setup for SRC-PE was identical. Controls were similar, but
lacked the SRC sample, allowing for metal-metal contact between the pin and disk. A schematic side view
of image (b) is shown for clarity.

During the variable load tests, the currents were allowed to settle after fixing the voltage
to -0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl, following which 120 seconds of fretting were performed, followed by
80 seconds of rest at normal loads ranging from 0.5-35 N starting at the lowest load and
increasing sequentially. Electrochemical data was continuously recorded, while mechanical data
was recorded for one second in the last ten seconds of every fretting cycle.
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Immediately following the conclusion of the variable load test, a variable potential test
was performed, where the nominal contact stress was held constant at approximately 21 N(73±19
MPa) for SRC-PEEK lined samples, approximately 26 N (73±19 MPa), 26 N (54±4 MPa) for
SRC-PE lined samples, and 16 N (209±41 MPa) for control samples. In selecting these
particular loads, the goal was to apply enough normal force to the pin/disk or pin/SRC/disk
samples to maximize damage while maintaining the ability of the pin to translate relative to the
disk and avoid full-stick conditions. Different contact stresses arose due to the true contact area
developed for each case (smaller area for metal-metal contacts). Initially, each sample was held
at -0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl, and following a 5 minutes equilibration period, 120 seconds of fretting
was performed followed by 60 seconds of recovery before stepping to the next voltage. This was
repeated at potentials of 0 V, 0.1 V, 0.2 V, 0.3 V, 0.4 V, and 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
Following testing, the pins, disks, and SRC-PEEK samples were observed with digital
optical microscopy (DOM) (Hirox, NJ), SEM (Jeol, Japan), and energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) (Princeton Gammatech, Princeton, NJ). Microscopy was aimed at observing any surface
damage arising from fretting, and EDS was used to identify possible material transfer of alloy to
the SRC-PEEK surface during testing. DOM was also employed to calculate the nominal area of
contact from observable damage of the pins, disks, and SRC-PEEK samples following testing.
The areas calculated were used in all calculations of contact stresses arising during either of the
two tests described.

6.2.6 Statistics
One-way ANOVA with Student-Neuman-Keuls post-hoc analyses were performed on all
structural parameters calculated from WAXS, to determine significant differences between
crystallinity, crystal size, and orientation in SRC-PEEK, bulk PEEK, and PEEK fibers (p <
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0.05). The same statistical tests were used to evaluate differences in all mechanical properties.
T-tests were used to determine significant differences in structural properties between SRC-PE
and Spectra fibers. T-tests were used in comparing mechanical properties for SRC-PE and SRCPEEK. Differences between mechanical properties of SRC-PE and other forms of PEEK (PEEK
fibers, bulk PEEK) were not examined. A t-test was used in determining significant differences
between maximum average fretting current densities (p < 0.05).

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Properties of SRCs
Thermal, structural and mechanical data for the newly developed thin film SRC-PEEK
are presented. Fig. 6-3(a) details DSC data of SRC-PEEK compared with bulk PEEK and PEEK
fiber from which the composites were compacted. The subtle Tg, and lack of discernable cold
crystallization suggest that crystallinity may be higher than PEEK fibers or bulk PEEK. Tm was
highest for SRC-PEEK, and the melt endotherm was narrower than that of the PEEK fibers or
the bulk, indicating that the crystallite size of the compacted SRC-PEEK may be more uniform
than the others. Fig. 6-3(b) shows DSC data for SRC-PE compared with Spectra fibers and the
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Figure 6- 3 (a) DSC traces for typical bulk PEEK, PEEK fibers, and SRC-PEEK, highlighting the
temperature ranges of T g and T m. T m is highest for SRC-PEEK, and the subtle T g indicates a higher degree of
crystallinity than the fibers. (b) DSC traces for typical bulk UHMWPE, Spectra fibers, and SRC -PE. Unlike
PEEK, the T m of SRC-PE falls between that of the Spectra fibers and the bulk UHMWPE, indicating
differences in structure for the starting fibers and different changes in structure during processing depending
on the initial fiber properties as compared between PEEK and UHMWPE.
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second heating of the SRC to show behavior of the bulk isotropic material. In contrast to DSC
data from PEEK materials, the PE materials show a more predictable progression, with the
Spectra fibers showing the highest Tm, the 2nd heating of the fibers (bulk UHMPWE) showing
the lowest Tm, and the SRC-PE showing a Tm between the two.
Fig. 6-4(a) shows representative I vs. 2θ plots taken from WAXS diffraction patterns for
SRC-PEEK, PEEK fiber, and the bulk material, while Fig. 6-4(b) shows similar data for SRC-PE
and Spectra fiber. From Fig. 6-4(a), processing of PEEK first into fibers and then into SRCPEEK results in some important structural changes. The shift in the (110) peak seen between
bulk PEEK and the SRC-PEEK clearly shows a change in lattice dimension. As the peak has
shifted right to higher angles, this suggests that the crystal lattice has shrunk in that direction,
indicating more tightly packed chains in response to the orientation imparted during drawing.
The opposite can be seen in Fig. 6-4(b), highlighting the structural changes in processing Spectra
fiber into SRC-PE. The shift in the (110) peak to lower angles in SRC-PE indicates an increase
in the crystal lattice size, which would be consistent with relaxation of the highly oriented
polymer chains within the Spectra fiber. Table 6-1 highlights the structural properties for the
SRC-PEEK and its precursors. Crystallinity was highest in SRC-PEEK (p < 0.05), at 44.2%
compared with 39.5% and 27.9% in bulk PEEK and PEEK fibers, respectively.
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Figure 6- 4 Representative WAXS spectra taken for (a) SRC-PEEK and its precursor materials and (b) for
SRC-PE and its precursor (Spectra fiber). Increased peak intensity between PEEK fibers and SRC -PEEK is
consistent with DSC findings, suggesting increase in crystallinity during compaction. Spectra fibers show
very high crystallinity, and this appears to remain the case following hot compaction.
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Crystal size in SRC-PEEK was comparable to the bulk, while the increased orientation observed
in PEEK fibers was not significantly changed following the compaction process, resulting in a
highly oriented SRC-PEEK film.
Structural Properties
Sample
Bulk PEEK
PEEK Fiber
SRC-PEEK

Crystallinity
(%)
39.5 ± 0.5
27.9 ± 2.1
44.2 ± 3

Crystal Size
(L(110))
161.7 ± 0.3
69.2 ± 38.8
156.0 ± 19.7

Orientation
(S(200))
0.15 ± 0.29
0.76 ± 0.04
0.71 ± 0.15

Table 6- 1 Compilation of structural properties for bulk PEEK, PEEK fiber, and SRC -PEEK for n=3
samples. SRC-PEEK has the highest crystallinity (p < 0.05), with comparable crystal size to bulk PEEK and
comparable orientation to PEEK fibers.

Table 6-2 shows structural properties calculated for SRC-PE and Spectra fibers. During
compaction, there was no significant change in crystallinity of the fibers, but the crystal size
grew (193.8 Å vs. 237.6 Å, p < 0.05) and there was a loss of crystalline orientation (0.99 vs.
0.96, p < 0.05).
Structural Properties
Sample
Spectra Fiber

Crystallinity
(%)
87.8±0.7

Crystal Size
(L(110))
193.8±1.2

Orientation
(S(110))
0.99±0.01

SRC-PE

90.0±1.3

237.6±27.2

0.96±0.01

Table 6- 2 Compilation of structural properties for Spectra fiber and SRC -PE. While Spectra and SRC-PE
have comparable crystallinity, SRC-PE had larger average crystal size, but lost some crystalline orientation
as compared to unprocessed Spectra Fiber (p < 0.05).

It should be noted, however, that the overall crystalline orientation for all PE materials was
significantly higher than for all PEEK materials, which is not surprising given the difference in
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processing of the fibers (highly drawn commercial PE fibers vs. in-house made as-spun PEEK
fibers) and their significantly different molecular weight and structure.
Stress-strain plots from tensile testing are shown for SRC-PEEK and its precursors in Fig.
6-5(a) and for SRC-PE in Fig. 6-5(b). From Fig. 6-5(a), there are clear differences in behavior
observed between bulk PEEK, PEEK fibers, and SRC-PEEK. Bulk PEEK showed clear
necking, which is not readily observed for either PEEK fibers or SRC-PEEK. It is also clear that
the hot compaction process significantly affects the ductility of the PEEK fibers. SRC-PEEK
appeared to have ductility more consistent with bulk PEEK, while maintaining the strainhardening behavior of the PEEK fibers, but interestingly, at higher stresses than the fibers. From
Fig. 6-5(b), SRC-PE showed high strength accompanied with relatively low ductility, although in
comparison to known properties of Spectra fibers, there appeared to be a noticeable increase in
ductility over the original fibers(79). This result is consistent with WAXS data which suggests a
loss of orientation in the fibers following hot compaction. While these plots show qualitative
mechanical behavior of these materials, Table 6-3 summarizes these properties quantitatively.
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Figure 6- 5 (a) Representative stress-strain plots for SRC-PEEK and its precursors. SRC-PEEK appeared
to show deformation behavior that combined some of the characteristics of both the fiber and the bulk PEEK
indicating that there was retention of some of the fiber phase, while some of the fiber phase had melted and
recrystallized in an isotropic state. (b) Typical stress-strain curve for SRC-PE. Deformation behavior does
not show strain hardening as with SRC-PEEK, and shows less ductility than any PEEK samples.
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SRC-PEEK had a higher modulus, strength, and yield stress than bulk PEEK (5.0 GPa vs. 2.8
GPa, 216.6 MPa vs. 99.1 MPa, and 137.9 MPa vs. 99.1 MPa, respectively, p < 0.05), while
maintaining comparable strain to failure to bulk PEEK. SRC-PE and SRC-PEEK were
compared with T-tests to determine differences in mechanical properties.

Sample
Bulk PEEK
PEEK Fiber
SRC-PEEK
SRC-PE

Modulus
(GPa)
2.8 ± 0.1
2.2 ± 0.1
5.0 ± 0.3
12.1±1.3

Mechanical Properties
Tensile Strength
(MPa)
99.1 ± 3.2
195.0 ± 9.5
216.6 ± 35.9
490.6±20.2

Yield Stress
(MPa)
99.1 ± 3.2
52.3 ± 10.8
137.9 ± 11.5
326.5±28.5

Strain to Failure
(%)
39.2 ± 19.7
67.0 ± 16.2
26.0 ± 2.7
7.3±0.4

Table 6- 3 Compilation of structural and mechanical properties for bulk PEEK, PEEK fiber, SRC -PEEK,
and SRC-PE for n=3 samples. SRC-PEEK has the highest modulus, tensile strength, and yield stress (p <
0.05), and comparable strain to failure as both PEEK fibers and b ulk PEEK. When comparing SRC-PE and
SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE has higher modulus, strength, and yield stress, but lower strain to failure than SRC PEEK (p < 0.05).

From Table 6-3, SRC-PE showed higher modulus, strength, and yield stress than SRC-PEEK
(12.1 GPa vs. 5.0 GPa, 490.6 MPa vs. 216.6 MPa, and 326.5 MPa vs. 137.9 MPa, respectively, p
< 0.05)), but showed significantly strain to failure (26.0 % vs. 7.3 %, p < 0.05).

6.3.2 Electrochemical and Micromechanical Performance
Fig. 6-6 shows representative data from both the variable load (Fig. 6-6(a)), and variable
voltage pin on disk tests (Fig. 6-6(b)), along with fretting current vs. time data for both control
and SRC-PEEK lined couples at the standard -0.05 V and at +0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl (Fig. 6-6(c)). In
all examples, the SRC-PEEK lined pin on disk samples maintained lower currents, whether
through a range of increasing contact stresses or increasingly anodic potentials.
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Figure 6- 6 (a) Fretting current vs. nominal contact stress for a typical SRC-PEEK lined sample and control,
showing consistently lower currents for the SRC-PEEK sample. (b) Fretting current vs. potential for a
typical SRC-PEEK lined sample and control, again showing consistently lower currents for the SRC -PEEK
sample. (c) Example of difference in fretting current density vs. time for a single cycle of fretting
performed at -0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl and +500 mV vs. Ag/AgCl for both SRC-PEEK lined and control
samples, highlighting the difference in magnitude of the c urrents across the four samples shown.

Fig. 6-7 shows analogous data for pin on disk testing performed with SRC-PE. From Fig.
6-7(a), fretting currents for SRC-PE lined samples were lower than for control metal-metal
samples across all nominal contact stresses. Additionally, the currents do not slowly increase
and plateau before decreasing again as with metal-metal samples, which is attributed to the lack
of full-stick conditions being achieved for the SRC-PE samples. This behavior is consistent with
SRC-PEEK lined sample shown above. Fig 6-7 (b) shows average fretting current vs. potential
for SRC-PE lined samples as compared to control metal-metal samples. The fretting currents
appeared to be consistently lower for SRC-PE samples than for controls, regardless of potential.
There was some slight increase in overall current with increasingly anodic potentials in the SRC-
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PE case, but this can be attributed more to a higher baseline current than any appreciable
increase in current due to fretting.

Figure 6- 7 (a) Fretting current density vs. nominal stress for SRC-PE and control samples. Significant
differences in hardness between PE and alloy surfaces resulted in large differences in contact stresses for the
same loads applied. (b) Fretting current density vs. potential for SRC -PE and control samples.
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Fig. 6-8 shows maximum average fretting current achieved by SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE
control samples in both variable load and variable potential testing. In both tests, SRC-PEEK
and SRC-PE lined samples produced significantly lower currents than control samples (p <
0.05). In the variable potential test, SRC-PE had the lowest maximum average fretting current
density, but both SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE were held to current densities at least 2 orders of
magnitude lower than the control group. It should be noted that the maximum average current
density was taken as the maximum detected throughout the entire test, and not just assumed to be
the current density achieved at the highest load condition, or the highest anodic potential.

Figure 6- 8 Maximum average fretting current density detected for SRC-PEEK samples, SRC-PE samples,
and control samples in both the variable load and variable potential test. In both tests, the control group
allowed for the development of significantly higher currents than either thin film SRC group, while in the
variable potential test, SRC-PE had the lowest maximum average fretting current density as compared to
both SRC-PEEK and the control group (p < 0.05).
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Fig. 6-9 shows representative mechanical data for SRC-PEEK lined samples, SRC-PE
lined samples, and control samples during the two tests performed. Fig. 6-9(a-c) show “fretting
loop”, or tangential force vs. pin displacement during the variable load test. Sliding
characteristics are similar throughout the test for each sample, but neither the SRC-PEEK nor the
SRC-PE samples ever reached the full stick regime, exhibiting rather some pin displacement
even at high loads. Fig. 6-9(d-f) show similar results for the variable potential test. Fretting loop
data is similar between SRC-PEEK and control samples, and similar over the range of voltages
for each. SRC-PE seemed to show an unusual discontinuity in the fretting loops, but clearly in a
consistent location within the plot. This may have been due to the low magnitude of tangential
forces registered throughout the test, or possibly due to an assembly issue.
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Figure 6- 9 (a) Fretting loop plots (tangential force vs. pin displacement) for Ti6Al4V/SRC -PEEK/CoCrMo
Pin/SRC/Disk configuration during variable load testing. (b) Fretting loop plots for Ti6Al4V/SRC PE/CoCrMo Pin/SRC/Disk Configuration during variable load testing. (c) Fretting loop plots for control
Ti6Al4V/CoCrMo Pin/Disk during variable load testing. (d) Fretting loops for SRC -PEEK lined sample
during variable potential testing. (e) Fretting loop plots for SRC -PE lined sample during variable potential
testing. (f) Fretting loop plots for control sample during variable potential testing. Neither SRC sample
ever reached a full-stick regime, but the control did during variable load testing. Force -displacement
behavior remained consistent for each sample during all ra nges of potentials.
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Fig. 6-10(a) shows the average sliding coefficient of friction for SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE,
and the control during typical variable load tests at each calculated contact stress. These values
were averaged over the entire range of contact stresses to determine the average COF for the
entire test. Comparison of these values showed that SRC-PE had the lowest average COF,
followed by SRC-PEEK, and finally, the control metal-metal couple showed the highest average
COF during the variable load test (p < 0.05). Fig. 6-10(b) shows the average COF for SRCPEEK, SRC-PE, and the control during typical variable potential tests. In these tests, SRCPEEK showed comparable COF to control samples, while SRC-PE showed significantly lower
COF than both (p < 0.05).
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Figure 6- 10 (a) Average COF for SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE, and control samples during variable load testing.
SRC-PE lined samples had the lowest COF, SRC-PEEK lined samples had the second lowest COF, and the
control samples had the highest COF (p < 0.05). (b) Average COF for SRC -PEEK, SRC-PE, and control
samples during variable potential testing. SRC-PE showed significantly lower COF than SRC-PEEK and
the control, which were comparable to each other.
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Fig. 6-11(a-d) depict optical images of a typical SRC-insulated disk and pin (a, b) and the
control pin and disk surfaces (c, d). There is minor discoloration visible on the pin and disk
surfaces that have been insulated with the SRC, but original polishing lines are still visible
indicating very little actual wear of those surfaces. To contrast that, Fig. 6-11(c, d) show the
control pin and disk surface following testing, which show visible damage and more intense
discoloration, reflecting the higher amount of abrasion and higher fretting currents developed
during control tests.

Figure 6- 11 (a) SRC-insulated disk after testing. Some discoloration present, but original polishing lines
are still clearly visible, indicating little damage to surface (b) SRC-insulated pin after testing. As with the
disk, there is little discernable damage to the surface. (c) Control disk after load and potential testing.
Significant damage from the pin can be seen, and significant discoloration to the surf ace as a result of higher
fretting currents. (d) Control pin after testing. Similar results seen as with the pin.
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Fig 6-12 (a-d) show representative images of thin film SRC surfaces following both
variable load and variable potential pin on disk testing. Fig 6-12(a, b) show SRC-PEEK from the
pin-side (a) and disk-side (b). Both instances show very little wear to the surface. It appears that
the pin had dug into the surface of the film during testing, which likely would have effectively
“stuck” the pin to the film surface, but this was not the case on the disk side.

Figure 6- 12 (a) Thin film SRC-PEEK viewed after pin on disk testing from the side engaged with the pin
showing indentation, but not appreciable material removal. (b) Thin film SRC-PEEK viewed after testing
from the side engaged with the disk. Again here, there is little wear or damage to the surface. (c) Thin film
SRC-PE after testing viewed from the pin side, showing more substantial indentation than SRC -PEEK but
no appreciable wear. (d) Thin film SRC-PE after testing viewed from the disk side. The halo from the
impression of the pin on the opposite side is clearly visible, but there is little more change to the surface
from its original state.
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The disk and film were able to freely slide past one another, but even in so doing, did not appear
to create any appreciable damage to the surface of the SRC-PEEK apart from some minor
scratches that did not penetrate deep into the surface. Fig 6-12(c, d) show thin film SRC-PE
from both the pin-side (c) and disk-side (d). Again, the pin appears to have dug into the SRC-PE
surface, causing most of the sliding to occur between the SRC-PE surface and the disk. While
this case shows evidence of more substantial indentation than in the case of SRC-PEEK, the
main mechanism still appears to have been plastic deformation rather than wear of the material.
Fig. 6-13(a) shows an SEM image highlighting an undamaged pin which was SRC-lined,
contrasted by the accumulation of damage and oxide on a control pin in Fig. 6-13(b). Fig. 613(c, d) show an SRC surface following testing in secondary imaging to highlight topography,
showing no severe damage to the surface. While there is some clear evidence of contact and
fretting between the pin and SRC surface, it must be noted that, once again, the damage appears
to be completely superficial. The highly textured area surrounding the circular fretting pattern in
Fig. 6-13(c) and Fig. 6-13(d) is the natural unaltered surface of the SRC—a characteristic it takes
in during hot compaction. The main effect seen in the fretted area is to smooth out this
roughness through the abrasion of asperities. However, this effect does not penetrate deep into
the surface.
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Figure 6- 13 (a) backscattered image of SRC-insulated pin surface following testing. No noticeable
accumulation of oxide, debris or abrasion can be seen. (b) Close -up backscattered image of corrosion
damage from control pin following testing. (c,d) Secondary images (to highlight topography) of SRC
surfaces following testing.

Fig. 6-14 shows EDS spectra for the disk surface, and two locations on the SRC surface,
highlighted with accompanying SEM images. The spectrum taken low magnification shows no
evidence of alloy or oxide on the SRC surface, but high magnification probing yielded a result
indicating that some CoCrMo material had been transferred to the SRC surface, although from
electrochemical results, it is clear that this small amount of abrasion did not result in any
significant currents.
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Figure 6- 14 EDS spectra from two different SRC locations, and one SRC-insulated disk location. The top
spectrum corresponds to the SEM image at top, and shows no evid ence of alloy on the surface. However,
the middle spectrum, taken at a high magnification on the light area circled on the bottom SEM image
showed that the particle sampled was indeed CoCrMo debris from the disk, as the peaks identified on the
bottom spectrum taken from the CoCrMo disk indicate. This suggests that there may be some material
transfer and wear of alloy despite the compliant nature of the SRC surface.

6.4 Discussion
The main goals of this study were to elucidate the thermal, structural, and mechanical
properties of new thin film SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE materials, and to explore their potential as
materials to inhibit fretting corrosion processes commonly observed with popular biomedical
alloys.
This study has shown that hot compaction of PEEK fibers results in a material which has
higher crystallinity than typical isotropic PEEK, and also retains similar degrees of crystalline
orientation as the fibers. This indicates that the processing method performs in the intended
manner with selective melting of the fiber phase, and recrystallization of the partial melt to form
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a coherent matrix. Interestingly, the structural changes observed for SRC-PEEK were not
identical to those seen for SRC-PE. Hot compaction of Spectra fibers resulted in no significant
change in crystallinity, but a significant decrease in crystalline orientation. This can be attributed
to fundamental differences in the initial fiber structure for PEEK and compared to PE. The inhouse spun PEEK fibers had initial very low crystallinity, but what crystalline fraction existed
had a moderate degree of preferential orientation. Hot compaction resulted in both melting and
recrystallization of matrix as noted, but a large degree of cold crystallization—an increase in
crystallinity within the solid region of the fiber due to the elevated temperature processing. On
the other hand, Spectra fibers are highly drawn and processed, possessing a very high degree of
crystallinity and orientation. Hot compaction of these fibers resulted in similar behavior as far as
the melting and recrystallization of a portion of the fiber, but due to the high initial orientation,
the newly formed matrix acted to decrease the crystalline orientation of the resulting composite.
Although not rigorously studied here, observations during hot compaction also suggest that there
was the potential for a large amount of relaxation of the Spectra fibers during processing.
Appropriate constraint of fibers appears to have limited this effect in the crystalline phase, but
future studies with SRC-PE materials should investigate changes in the long-range order and
structure of the amorphous phase of the material before and after processing.
The SRC materials also demonstrated superior mechanical properties to their respective
isotopic bulk forms. It is interesting to note that the SRC-PEEK had higher mechanical
properties than the PEEK fibers from which it was processed, and higher than the bulk material.
This further supports, and is confirmed by WAXS, that there is some cold crystallization
occurring in the fiber phase during hot compaction that was unable to occur during the initial
spinning due to vitrification. The increased orientation seen in the fibers, accompanied by an
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increase in oriented crystalline fraction in the fibers upon processing is believed to be the reason
that superior modulus, strength, and yield stress were all seen in the SRC-PEEK. Contrary to
this, SRC-PE demonstrated a notable decrease in ultimate properties as compared to typical
properties of Spectra fibers. Average modulus was approximately one order of magnitude lower
than the typical fiber modulus (12.1 GPa vs. ~100 GPa). As previously mentioned, relaxation of
the fiber during processing is the likely source of this loss. While the amorphous phase may only
account for 10-12% of the composite structure, significant relaxation of this fraction would
completely change the way in which amorphous chains react to an applied stress. In the highly
oriented state, applied stresses would be transferred through the primary backbone bonds, but
following amorphous relaxation (and therefore loss of orientation in the amorphous fraction),
applied stresses would first transmit via weaker secondary interactions (hydrogen bonds, van der
waals forces, etc).
The thermal properties reported in this study demonstrated significant differences
between the different forms of PEEK and UHMWPE evaluated and correlate with the observed
differences in mechanical properties seen. The microstructure of the SRC-PEEK was compared
to bulk PEEK and to the PEEK fibers, and showed that processing affected crystallinity,
crystallite size, and orientation, all of which were highest for SRC-PEEK. Similar differences
were found between SRC-PE, Spectra fibers, and bulk UHMWPE, and these correlate well with
the observed mechanical properties as compared to typical properties for Spectra fibers and bulk
UHMWPE. It is well known that increasing crystallinity and orientation in polymeric materials
will increase mechanical properties, which is desirable in modular taper applications. Having
fibers oriented axially to the taper results in high strength thin films best able to withstand the
contact stresses associated with a fretting interface.
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Pin on disk testing demonstrated that SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE were both capable of
preventing fretting currents from arising over a variety of loads, and a variety of potentials which
are known to be achievable for alloys in vivo. One of the primary aims of the testing was to
determine if the material could withstand the mechanical environment it was subjected to and
maintain its insulation of the alloy surfaces through a range of contact stresses. In the relatively
short-term testing performed, the SRCs withstood the highest contact loads (35 N) that could be
achieved with the system, resulting in nominal stresses as high as 117 MPa. It is important to
note that the nominal contact stresses were significantly less for SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE
because of its lower modulus and greater contact area, whereas in metal-metal contact, the
nominal area of fretting was more focal and much smaller, thereby increasing the contact
stresses.
It is notable that the coefficient of friction of the SRC-PEEK interface was within about
30% of that of the metal on metal control samples. Coefficient of friction is an important factor
in determining the locking mechanics of a modular taper. It would be desirable for any material
residing between the trunnion and taper to possess as near as possible the same coefficient of
friction to ensure secure engagement of the taper. While this requirement is not something that
was directly tested in these experiments, the result presented here yields insight into potential
performance of these gaskets in actual taper geometries and loading. SRC-PE, on the other hand,
showed consistently lower coefficient of friction as compared to traditional metal-metal
interfaces. While this should be no surprise, given the material’s typical applications, it is
something that must be considered in moving forward with more applications-based modular
taper testing with SRC-PE gasket materials. Its durability and ability to effectively insulate the
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alloy surfaces is desirable, but its frictional and micromechanical properties may not effectively
lock the modular taper junction in the long term.
Of particular interest were the images of the alloy and SRC surfaces following testing.
These images show that both SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE inhibited abrasion of the alloy surfaces,
which corresponds well to the electrochemical data showing essentially zero fretting current
throughout both tests. On the SRC surface, DOM imaging shows some deformation from the pin
interaction. In the case shown, a clear circular boarder can be seen from the edge where the pin
had been canted slightly and the edge shown had dug into the surface. However, there was less
evidence of abrasion than of plastic deformation, indicating that the film withstood the contact
stresses and displacement well. Other instances were less severe, as could be seen in the SEM
images, which show both a pin- and disk-side image of the SRC, where no appreciable damage
can be seen. EDS spectra showed a few isolated instances of CoCrMo particles present on the
SRC-PEEK surface. Similar instances of occasional alloy particles present on the SRC surface
were observed in SRC-PE. It is unclear as to the origin of these particles, as there was no
appreciable damage to the disk surface following testing. It is also unclear whether the particles
were embedded into the surface, or simply deposited on the surface with the potential of acting
as a third body. The absence of any discernable gouging or wear tracks surrounding the particle
suggests the latter. As the origin of these particles cannot be clearly traced back to any particular
site on the disk surface, it also cannot be ruled out that these particles are debris from polishing,
and it further stands that their influence on the experiment was negligible as suggested from
electrochemical results. While these results are from short-term testing, they suggest that there
may be potential for desired performance in a long-term scenario.
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The main limitation in this study is the simple manner in which fretting behavior was
explored. POD testing provides a good means of understanding fundamental electrochemical
behavior of materials when undergoing small scale cyclic motions, but it is a very controlled
scenario that does not accurately simulate all of the complex variables at play in the typical
modular hip implant. Surgical factors such as seating of the head, angular mismatch of tapers,
and others may impact the performance of these gaskets. Due to the small nature of the samples
and difficulty of the setup, it may not produce cyclic motion in the direction intended (i.e. motion
along the long axis of the fiber reinforcements of the SRC samples should they become
disoriented during placement). Despite this, as a means of providing an initial short term and
fundamental understanding of the electrochemical behavior and sliding mechanics, the POD
system provides a useful platform.
While there are many hurdles to overcome in the adoption of such a thin-film SRC-PEEK
or SRC-PE gasket technology, there are a number of potential advantages of this approach. First,
it preserves the advantages of modular junctions for surgeons while limiting the down-side risks
associated with mechanically assisted crevice corrosion. Second, it may provide protection for
revisions where trunnions may be damaged. Placing an SRC gasket over such surfaces may
mitigate high stresses and reduce the change of continuing corrosion or damage from using a
partially damaged taper, and will protect the interfaces.

6.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, novel SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE materials were presented as potential
gasket thin film materials for modular tapers. SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE showed superior
mechanical properties compared to their respective bulk materials achieved through structural
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enhancement in the fiber spinning and hot compaction processes. Both SRC materials reduced
fretting current densities by over two orders of magnitude when fitted between an alloy pin and
disk couple as compared to control metal-on-metal couples. SRC-PEEK showed slightly lower
sliding coefficient of friction and more compliant sliding mechanics than controls, but SRC-PE
showed significantly lower coefficient of friction that metal-metal controls. Both SRC materials
showed potential as a means to inhibit fretting corrosion processes and should be considered for
long-term cyclic fretting corrosion testing in modular tapers.
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7. Self-Reinforced Composite Gaskets for Prevention of
Mechanically Assisted Corrosion in Modular Head-Neck
Junctions
7.1 Introduction
With continued concern for fretting corrosion phenomena in cases of total hip
arthroplasty, and the realization that implant modularity carries with it many benefits, the
investigation of techniques or materials that can mitigate the effects of fretting corrosion is an
important pursuit in the orthopedic community. Until this point, many efforts have focused on
what material, design, or surgical modifications might have had a chance of preventing fretting
corrosion from initiating, or at the very least minimize its effects(35),(37),(53),(54),(111). These efforts
have been met with mixed results, but have certainly contributed to the understanding of
mechanically assisted crevice corrosion processes. Still, the problem remains complex, and is
not as of yet fully understood.
Without question, a major goal of any modular implant design should be to function in
vivo without the onset of any sort of MACC arising. While this goal may be demanding, the
multitude of evidence amassed over the last few decades indicates that the elimination of
corrosion in the modular taper would have numerous implications for improved service life of
the implant and well-being of the patient. Attempts at achieving this goal have involved the use
of various coatings on the trunnion to increase the hardness of the surface to prevent the onset of
corrosion(27),(28). While these approaches have been met with some success in mitigating the
effects of MACC, some drawbacks include the flaking of particles of the coating, which then
might underlying alloy exposed and vulnerable to continued abrasion and corrosion.
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Therefore, a novel class of material, which were previously characterized, have been
introduced, known as thin film Self-Reinforced Composites (SRCs). Self-reinforced composite
poly(ether ether ketone) (SRC-PEEK) and self-reinforced composite poly(ethylene) (SRC-PE)
have been successfully fabricated and shown superior mechanical properties to their bulk
isotropic counterparts, while also performing well in pin on disk fretting corrosion studies,
mitigating corrosion currents when placed as a gasket between two opposing alloy surfaces. In
the current study, thin film SRCs were fabricated in a manner allowing them to be fitted into the
modular taper junction, between the head and trunnion. The goal of this study was to evaluate
the electrochemical performance and understand the micromechanical behavior of modular
tapers fitted with thin film SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE and to evaluate their potential as biomaterials
to be used in modular implant applications.

7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Thin Film SRC Preparation
SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples were prepared via the hot compaction method detailed
in Chapter 6. Fibers were arranged in a polished stainless steel channel mold as shown in Fig. 71. This configuration varied from the previous rectangular mold to account for the geometry of
the taper junction. The trapezoidal mold allowed for correct orientation of the fiber axes along
the neutral axis of the trunnion when the finished film was wrapped around it.
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Figure 7- 1 Schematic of PEEK fibers laid up in trapezoidal compaction mold for creating SRC gaskets to
wrap around trunnions. The trapezoidal shape acts as a two-dimensional projection of the trunnion, so that
upon fitting the gasket, the fiber axes run in line with the neutral axis of the trunnion all the way around its
circumference.

Thin films were prepared in the following manner. The fiber lay-up shown schematically in Fig.
7-1 was held under a compressive load of 18,000 N using a single pressure compaction
method(109). The compaction time was 10 minutes, and the compaction temperatures were
approximately 344 ˚C and 153 ˚C for PEEK and UHMWPE, respectively.
The finished films were removed from the compaction molds and carefully trimmed with
sheet metal shears to the appropriate size to wrap completely around a trunnion with 9 mm x 10
mm (9/10) taper dimensions without overlapping at any point along the seam.

7.2.2 Modular Taper Samples
Modular taper samples that were utilized in this study consisted of a 9/10 taper geometry,
with a Ti6Al4V trunnion and a CoCrMo head, a highly ridged trunnion topography, 12 mm head
offset, 0.44 in. engagement length, and an angular mismatch between the head and trunnion
which promoted taper locking at the mouth of the head. These samples have been previously
designated as “high susceptibility” samples, meaning they tend to be particularly sensitive to the
onset of fretting corrosion. The trunnion is shown in Fig. 7-2 to illustrate the surface topography
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of the samples. The ridges are approximately 70 µm each in width, with a height of about 150
µm and spaced at distances of approximately 300 µm. It was hypothesized that the large ridges
in this trunnion design would likely impart more damage to the films than a smooth trunnion,
which was desirable as a means of designing a more rigorous assessment of the films’ ability to
withstand stresses at the junction. A smoother taper would distribute stresses more evenly across
the film, creating a hydrostatic stress regime throughout the bulk of the film, but these
intermittent deep ridges, it was thought, would dig into the film surface more severely, in a
similar manner to the metallic pins used in the pin-on-disk study presented in Chapter 6.

Figure 7- 2 Photograph of the 9/10 trunnion used in this study. The ridged pattern has been machined into
the surface of the trunnion, and is representative of a “worst case” in surface roughness of a modular taper
junction.

Control samples were assembled simply as metal-metal taper connections (n=6).
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was added to the bore of
the head prior to assembly to wet the junction. To prepare the assembly of the SRC-lined
samples, the trimmed SRC films were wrapped around the trunnion and held carefully in place
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while the head was slid over the top of the trunnion and film. The head was then pulled back off
the trunnion, bringing the gasket with it. PBS was added to the bore of the head to wet the
junction, and the head and film were placed back onto the trunnion. Care was taken to ensure
than upon assembly of the junction, the film was completely insulating the trunnion from the
head at all points, as any metal contact initiated during cyclic loading could affect currents
regardless of whether fretting actually occurred. This was achieved by gently pushing the
bottom of the film toward the bottom of the head as the head was slid over the trunnion. For
each SRC-lined group, n=3 samples.

7.2.3 Seating of Modular Tapers
The method for seating modular tapers was described extensively in Chapter 3, and is
essentially the same method performed in this study. Briefly, heads were fitted with a metallic
target, which was used to sense the distance from two differential variable reluctance transducers
(DVRTs) (Lord Microstrain Corp., Williston, VT). The DVRTs were secured to the stem of the
trunnion and mounted 180 ˚ opposed to each other. The entire taper assembly was placed in a
servo-hydraulic load frame (Instron, Norwood, MA). This has been shown in Fig. 3-1 In this
study, a single seating condition was chosen. All samples were seated to a load of 4000 N, at a
loading rate of 100 N/s, with the previously described wetted taper junction. This condition was
chosen primarily out of consideration for the anticipated behavior of the control samples. It was
shown in Chapter 4 that higher seating loads tended to result in lower fretting currents. In this
sense, choosing a higher seating load for the samples in this study would help to prevent control
samples from producing artificially high fretting currents during cyclic testing.
During seating, the displacement of the head relative to the trunnion was measured by the
DVRTs, and these measurements were recorded with a USB DAQ device (USB-6210, National
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Instruments, Austin, TX) using a custom built LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX)
program acquiring the DVRT voltage and load at a rate of 100 Hz.

7.2.4 Incremental Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Testing
The incremental cyclic fretting corrosion (ICFC) test has been well described in Chapter
4 of this thesis, as well as in the literature(53). In this study, directly following the seating
procedure, the ICFC test was performed. The assembled modular taper sample was mounted in
an Aluminum mounting base, and fitted with an acrylic chamber to submerge the taper sample in
PBS. The taper was connected to a potentiostat via the stem side (so that the stem was the
working electrode for SRC-lined samples, while the entire construct was the working electrode
for control samples), and a carbon counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode were
placed in the electrochemical cell. A schematic of this experimental set-up can be seen in Fig. 41.
Preceding the ICFC test, the sample was fixed to a potential of -50 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.
Then, the sample was loaded cyclically at 3 Hz for 540 cycles through the following loading
conditions: beginning at 100 N and progressing up to 1,000 N in 100 N increments, and from
1,200 to 4,000 N in 200 N increments (R=0.1). During the test current, load, and DVRT
information was collected continuously via LabVIEW at an acquisition rate of 100 Hz. Current
and load information were also collected via the Instron WaveMatrix software used to execute
the test protocol. In this case, sampling was performed for 1 second at a rate of 100 Hz every
180 loading cycles.
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7.2.5 Incremented Frequency Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
Following the ICFC test, and after allowing any fretting currents to settle back to
baseline, the second test in the series of short-term electrochemical performance assessments was
performed. This test, termed the Incremented Frequency Cyclic Fretting Corrosion test (IFCFC),
was aimed at examining the effects of sequentially increasing rate of cyclic loading on the
corrosion and micromechanical behavior of control metal-metal tapers as compared to SRC
gasket tapers. In this test, as seating was performed prior to the first ICFC test, it was not
performed a second time. The tapers continued to be held at a fixed potential of -50 mV vs.
Ag/AgCl. All data acquisition parameters remained the same as for the ICFC test, with the
following exception: directly preceding any new loading cycle, two seconds of data were
recorded by the Instron WaveMatrix software to record the baseline current prior to cyclic
loading at the next higher loading frequency. All cyclic loading was carried out at a magnitude
of 3600 N (R=0.1). First, an initial loading step was performed at the standard 3 Hz frequency
for 540 cycles to collect the typical fretting corrosion behavior as might be observed in the ICFC
testing. Following this, the loading frequency was reduced to 0.5 Hz, and cyclic loading was
performed for one minute (30 cycles). Several more cyclic loading steps were performed, each
at sequentially higher frequencies (1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 Hz), and for a total length of one minute,
with a resting period allowing for any fretting currents to resettle to baseline. At the completion
of the test, the sample was unloaded and allowed to rest to re-establish baseline currents.

7.2.6 Incremented Voltage Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
Following the IFCFC test, an Incremented Voltage Cyclic Fretting Corrosion test
(IVCFC) was performed, to assess the corrosion performance of metal-metal control tapers
compared to SRC gasket tapers across a range of potentials known to be achievable in vivo. As
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with the incremented frequency test, all cyclic loading was carried out at 3600 N (R=0.1) and at
3 Hz. In this test, after establishing baseline currents conditions with a fixed voltage of -50 mV
vs. Ag/AgCl, the sample was loaded for 540 cycles to record the fretting response at standard
conditions. Following a three minute equilibration time after loading, the voltage was then fixed
to -400 mV vs. Ag/AgCl, and the sample was allowed to settle to its new baseline current for
another 3 minutes. Following this, another 540 cycles of loading was performed with the sample
fixed at the new potential. This procedure was repeated sequentially for potentials of -300, -200,
-100, 0, +100, +200, +300, and +400 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. Data acquisition was performed in the
same manner as the IFCFC test, and in this case it was especially important to capture baseline
current prior to fretting, as in the cases of more extreme voltages, the current may have actually
needed more time to settle to its new baseline before fretting was initiated. This may not be the
most ideal experimental condition, however, it was also realized that this was a necessary
concession in the interest of time and efficiency.

7.2.7 Quasi-Static Calibration
The static calibration procedure is identical to the one performed following ICFC testing
described in Chapter 4. Briefly, during a continuous LabVIEW acquisition, the load on the
sample was ramped to 100 N, 200N, 400 N, 600 N, 800 N, 1,000 N, 1,500 N, 2,000 N, and 2,500
N quasi-statically to record the relationship between the change in load and change in DVRT
voltage. This was then used to determine stiffness constants for the sample based on the
readings from each individual DVRT (termed K1 and K2), as well as a “DVRT stiffness”,
essentially a linear approximation of the distance-voltage calibration function for each individual
DVRT (also described in Chapter 4). These linear approximations were used in the analysis of
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all cyclic fretting corrosion tests to calculate the elastic contribution to the total displacement
recorded by the DVRTs.

7.2.8 Statistics
In determining statistical differences between groups several methods were employed.
Generally, one-way and two-way ANOVA were the preferred test methods for comparing the
three groups across the range of tests described in this study. However, due to the large amount
of variability in some of the data, additional steps were taken to satisfy the normality condition
associated with performing ANOVA. If a dataset was not found to be normally distributed, the
first step taken was to apply a logarithmic transform to the data. That is, the common log of the
data was taken. This was typically applied to the analysis of fretting current. However, for
subsidence data, where the sign (negative or positive) of the data point was important in
understanding the direction of head movement in relation to the trunnion, applying a log
transform was not possible or appropriate. In this case, the Thompson Tau method for
determining outliers was first used, and any potential outlier points were discarded. Following
this, if the data was still not normally distributed, a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks was
performed. It should be noted that this is a more conservative statistical test, and in these cases
negative results were interpreted more cautiously than in the corresponding parametric statistical
analyses. In all cases, the critical p-value was taken to be 0.05. In discussing the results of these
experiments, care was taken to indicate which statistical analysis was performed in determining
differences between groups for a specific set of results.
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Seating
Seating of femoral heads was recorded and the amount of displacement of the head onto
the trunnion was used as the primary means of comparison between test groups. Fig. 7-3 shows
the average seating subsidence for both DVRT 1 and DVRT 2. These two sensors represented
the superior and inferior side of the taper sample. As the seating experiment was performed in
an axial orientation, the effects of seating were expected to be similar on either side of the taper.
Still, data from both DVRTs is presented for completeness, and to give a more complete
understanding of how the head displaced when mated onto the trunnion. The presence of SRCPEEK or SRC-PE films in the junction allowed for significantly more seating displacement to
occur when loaded to 4,000 N (p < 0.05). With an average displacement of 844.5 µm and
1,045.9 µm recorded for DVRT 1 and DVRT 2, respectively, SRC-PEEK films showed the
largest amount of seating subsidence, and significantly higher subsidence than SRC-PE, which
experienced 301.9 µm and 300.8 µm of seating subsidence for DVRT 1 and DVRT 2,
respectively (p < 0.05).
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Figure 7- 3 Average seating subsidence for DVRT 1 (a) and DVRT 2 (b). SRC -PEEK had the highest
average seating subsidence, followed by SRC-PE, and the control metal-metal samples showed the lowest
average subsidence (p < 0.05).

Fig. 7-4 shows a grouped depiction of the relative load-displacement curves captured for
typical samples of each test group. These plots are critical to interpreting the results presented
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above. For example, the load-displacement behavior, that is, how the head moved in relation to
the trunnion during loading and unloading, reveals some stark differences between the metalmetal controls and the SRC samples. In particular, SRC-PE was observed to cause the head to
slip back off the trunnion during unloading, as evidenced by decrease in displacement seen
toward the conclusion of the unload step. As the axial load diminished to a significantly low
level, the head was not able to maintain its lock on the trunnion due to the low coefficient of
friction associated with UHMWPE. This caused slipping and caused the reported seating
subsidence from the end of the seating procedure to be noticeably lower than the maximum
displacement observed under the full magnitude of the seating load. The SRC-PEEK sample
behaved more closely to the metal-metal sample in terms of its load-displacement behavior.
However, it is clear that the amount of seating displacement observed was significantly higher
than metal-metal.

Figure 7- 4 Load-displacement plots for seating for metal-metal control, SRC-PE, and SRC-PEEK lined
tapers, shown on the same scale. Most notable is the behavior observed for SRC -PE, where upon reaching
sufficiently low load, the head slid back off the trunnion a distance of about 100 µm.
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7.3.2 Incremental Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
The ICFC test, and subsequent test methods performed, produced a rich and
informative dataset, which yielded important insight into the electrochemical and
micromechanical performance of modular tapers lined with SRCs as compared to metalmetal tapers. Fig. 7-5 shows the average fretting current at 4,000 N load for each of the
samples groups. It was found throughout this study that some control metal-metal samples
experienced significant fretting corrosion currents, while others did not. In fact, there was
a clear bi-modal response exhibited by these tapers. The control group was subsequently
divided into two sub-groups. “Control 1” samples represented those which clearly showed
low corrosion currents through this and subsequent tests, while “Control 2” samples
represented those which experienced significant corrosion currents throughout all testing.
Control 1 group was comprised of two samples, while Control 2 was comprised of 4
samples. This disparity is due to the fact that this division was instituted following all
testing, and the nature of the corrosion behavior was simply dictated by factors that could
not be controlled. It should be noted, and will be shown, that no samples experienced
minimal fretting current during one of the short-term tests while experiencing higher
current in another, or vice versa. Therefore, these two sub-groups of controls are
considered to afford a greater understanding of the effect of adding SRC gaskets. That is,
do SRC gaskets make corrosion performance any worse than the behavior of a metal -metal
sample that otherwise did not show significant corrosion? Control 2 tapers h ad
significantly higher currents than tapers lined with either SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE. SRCPEEK and SRC-PE taper samples showed no significant difference in current at 4,000 N.
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SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples showed no significant differences in fretting current as
compared to the Control 1 samples. It should be noted that the data shown for the SRC PEEK and SRC-PE is comprised of an average of two samples. Three samples were tested
for both SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE, but in taking the log transform of the fretting current,
one point in each group was lost due to its negative value. Therefore, the statistical results
are based on two samples, which still showed a significant difference as compared to the
control group despite the small sample size.

Figure 7- 5 Average fretting current at 4,000 N for each sample group. SRC -PEEK and SRC-PE had
significantly lower fretting currents than Control 2 metal -metal samples, while the Control 1 sub-group was
no different than with SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE gaskets.

The average fretting current observed at the highest loading condition is a simple and concise
metric by which the fretting behavior of these samples can be rapidly assessed, but to gain a
more complete understanding of the differences in electrochemical performance between SRClined samples and control metal-metal samples, further detailed data from the tests are presented
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below. Fig. 7-6 shows the evolution of currents over the length of an entire ICFC for
representative taper samples. Clearly, the current response of the Control 2 sample was
consistently higher than the SRC-lined samples following the early onset of fretting currents.

Figure 7- 6 Current vs. time data for SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE, and control samples. Control samples show
dramatically higher currents even before the maximum loading condition. Despite the obvious suppression
of currents, SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples still showed small spikes in current toward the highest loading
conditions.

Both SRC-PE and SRC-PEEK samples did show small spikes in current at later points in the test
(from approximately 3,600 N onward), but these were typically seen at the startup of the loading
condition. The Control 1 group showed the same spikes in current at the SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE
samples, and also toward the latter stages of the test showed consistent current deviations from
baseline, although the fretting current detected was small compared to Control 2 samples. The
unfiltered data, shown in Fig. 7-7, was plotted over the first ~10 seconds of the 4,000 N loading
condition to observe the startup effects for SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE and control samples. The
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response of the Control 2 sample is clearly indicative of fretting, with the gradual increase of
currents to a steady-state level observed throughout the remainder of the loading period. The
Control 1 sample showed a clear deviation from baseline at the initiation of loading and
maintained this current over the time frame shown, despite it being much lower than the Control
2 sample. SRC-lined samples, on the other hand, show a more peculiar response to the initiation
of loading. The current response is clearly non-zero, but it is not consistent with a typical
fretting response. Initially there are spikes in current with each increase in load, but these
subside rather quickly, and the current returns almost completely to baseline levels. It is thought
that the spikes in current may be due to phenomenon such as fluid transport in and out of the
crevice of the taper junction, or rapid changes in exposed surface area of alloy due to
micromotion between the head, trunnion, and thin film.
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Figure 7- 7 Unfiltered current data plotted over the first ~10 seconds following the initiation of the 4,000 N
loading condition. The Control 2 sample showed a current response that is clearly indicative of fretting.
The Control 1 sample shows a noticeably smaller current response, but maintains an elevated current above
its baseline value over the time frame shown The SRC lined samples showed some response to the initiation
of loading, but the response does not appear to be consistent with fretting. Fluid transport or changes in
exposed alloy surface area are possibly explanations.

Fretting current was averaged over each loading period to directly observe the effect of
load on the resulting fretting current. Fig. 7-8 shows these results, which once again show a
significant fretting current arising in the Control 2 sample. In the case shown, the onset load was
approximately 1,400 N. The Control 1 sample, on the other hand, showed an onset load of about
2,400 N, but clearly did not achieve the same magnitude of fretting current. Rather, it was much
closer to the current levels observed for the SRC-lined samples. In the SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE
samples shown, there was no detectable onset of fretting current.
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Figure 7- 8 Average fretting current plotted against load for SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE, and control samples.
There is a clear onset load associated with the control sample, unlike either the SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE
samples, above which the fretting current has clearly risen above baseline levels.

One of the most important aspects of these test methods is the ability to directly correlate
load, head micromotion, and the resulting current response. To better understand the current
response of the three groups of tapers tested in this study, two seconds snapshots of load, current,
and DVRT position data are shown in Fig. 7-9. These graphs were generated from the 3,600 N
loading condition to observe the behavior at the higher physiologically relevant loads. From Fig.
7-9 (a), SRC-PEEK showed a detectable relationship between the rise and fall of current and the
rise and fall of the load. However, it should be noted that the current actually drops to a negative
value upon an increase in load. This is not a phenomenon that can be associated with fretting
corrosion, which always yields a net positive current. Therefore, another mechanism must be
contributing to the electrochemical behavior observed here. The DVRT position for the SRC-
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PEEK sample also reveals a slightly peculiar behavior. There appears to be a biphasic
relationship between the inferior DVRT (DVRT 2), and the load. The measured position of the
DVRT appears to reach a maximum, or its most proximal position as the slope of the loading
curve reaches a maximum. That is, as the load is changing most rapidly, the inferior side of the
head reaches a position that is as far “off” the trunnion as it achieves at any point in the loading
cycle. Following this, both DVRT 1 and DVRT 2 move in the same direction, indicating a
piston-like motion “down” the trunnion (or more distally). Both DVRTs reach their most distal
position at the maximum compressive load. Upon unloading, as the change in load reaches a
maximum, DVRT 2 reaches its most proximal point, before moving back distally as DVRT 1
continues to move proximally. This combination of motion appears to be a combination between
a piston-like motion and toggling motion that induces the biphasic pattern seen in DVRT 2.
Obviously, this is the only instance of this behavior seen, and SRC-PE (Fig.7-9 (b)), Control 1
(Fig. 7-9 (c)), and Control 2 do not show this behavior. The SRC-PE sample showed minimal
currents as with SRC-PEEK, but they also appear to be positive, as opposed to having the
negative component observed in the SRC-PEEK sample. This could indicate a minor degree of
fretting, but the current response is barely detectable above the level of the noise inherent in the
system. Additionally, by comparison to Fig. 7-9 (d), the maximum current for the SRC-PEEK
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Figure 7- 9 Relationship between load, DVRT position (or micromotion of the head), and current for SRCPEEK, SRC-PE, Control 1, and Control 2 samples ((a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively).

.
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and SRC-PE samples occur at the opposite point in the loading cycle for which it is observed in
the control sample. That is, the Control 2 sample experiences maximum current as it reaches the
minimum load, whereas the SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples experience maximum current as it
reaches the maximum load. Therefore, it is not likely that the current response seen in the SRCPE sample is indicative of fretting.
The plots presented in Fig. 7-9 point to the relationship between the electrochemical
response and both the mechanical conditions and the response of the taper to those mechanical
conditions in terms of micromotion. Furthermore, one of the most important considerations that
should be undertaken in the evaluation of these novel gasket materials is the effect they have on
the mechanical environment at the taper junction. It is widely known that the self-locking effect
of modular tapers is critical to their long-term success and the prevention of complications such
as dislocation, head loosening, and the failures that are associated with those conditions.
Therefore, it is of great interest to understand if the incorporation of a thin polymeric gasket
causes the mechanical behavior of the taper to change significantly from the traditional metalmetal cases.
This was evaluated in two ways. The first factor that was evaluated was the subsidence
of the head throughout the test. Fig. 7-10 shows the average subsidence (or further seating of the
head) that was achieved by the end of the test for both the superior and inferior DVRTs. Clearly,
SRC-PE samples showed significantly higher subsidence than SRC-PEEK or control samples (p
< 0.05). This can be related back to the observed seating behavior, wherein SRC-PE lined
samples did not allow for adequate frictional force between the head and trunnion, resulting in
slipping of the head off the trunnion upon unloading of the taper. The slack that was present in
the taper junction following seating was taken up during the ICFC test.
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Figure 7- 10 Average Superior (a) and Inferior (b) head subsidence detected by the end of the ICFC test.
SRC-PE clearly showed significantly higher subsidence than either SRC-PEEK or control samples, which
were not found to be different from one another (p < 0.05).
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By comparison, the presence of SRC-PEEK did not seem to affect the taper locking
mechanics in the same way. This was also assessed by plotting the average head position, or
rigid body motion, over the entire length of the test. This is shown in Fig. 7-11, and shows
clearly the similarities in subsidence of the SRC-PEEK and control samples, and how differently
the SRC-PE sample behaved. From low loads, significant jumps in subsidence were observed
for SRC-PE.
Another important aspect of the mechanical behavior of the taper to consider is the
average amplitude of micromotion at the interface during testing. This is the actual magnitude of
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Figure 7- 11 Superior (a) and Inferior (b) head subsidence as recorded over the course of the ICFC test.
The SRC-PE sample began to take large steps in subsidence (further seating of the head) at low loads an d
continued progressively through to the 4,000 N loading condition. SRC -PEEK and control samples behaved
similarly, indicating the SRC-PEEK has a minimal effect on taper locking mechanics.

fretting motion that occurs, and in metal-metal tapers can be well-correlated to the current
response. In a sample insulated with a thin film SRC, the fretting motion is important to
consider for a number of reasons. First, the fretting motion at the interface may have
implications for how much damage and abrasion the film experiences during loading, which
would directly impact its longevity in situ. Secondly, the abrasion of the film may result in wear
debris. It is well known that wear particles of PEEK are typically not cytotoxic, however, there
is clear evidence of cytotoxicity in UHMWPE particles(59),(67). Minimizing the potential for wear
particles to be generated in any case where a polymer film were present would be desirable.
Third, high degrees of micromotion could contribute to eventual migration of the head along the
trunnion given the right set of circumstances, and could result in anatomical complications.
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These might range from femoral head dislocation to distraction of the head from the trunnion,
both of which would require intervention and potential revision. To that end, Fig. 7-12 shows
the average micromotion at 4,000 N for both the superior and inferior sensors. From Fig. 7-12
(a) and (b), the average micromotion was similar for all samples. This indicates that even for the
case of SRC-PE samples which showed significantly higher subsidence, the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the rigid body motion was similar to all other sample groups.
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Figure 7- 12 Average amplitude of micromotion at 4,000 N loading condition for the superior ( a) and
inferior (b) sensors. All average micromotion amplitudes detected at 4,000 N were similar on both the
superior and inferior faces.

Fig. 7-12 shows the average micromotion at 4,000 N, but as shown in Fig. 7-13, the micromotion
computed at the highest loading condition was not always the highest amplitude detected. Fig.
7-13 (a) shows the micromotion measured by the superior DVRT, and shows that the highest
amplitude of micromotion for the SRC-PEEK and the control sample shown was indeed at the
highest load, but that for the SRC-PE sample, the highest micromotion occurred around the
3,000 N step, or at about 3,900 seconds into the test. A similar effect can be seen in Fig. 7-13
(b), showing the inferior micromotion over the course of the test. Again, the micromotion for the
SRC-PE sample appears to be highest at a point long before reaching the highest loading
condition. Following this maximum, the micromotion amplitude begins to taper off again, and in
the case of the examples shown, the SRC-PE sample experienced inferior micromotion
amplitudes much closer to the levels experienced by the SRC-PEEK and control sample by the
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highest loading condition. An anomaly in the control data presented in both Fig. 7-13 (a) and
Fig. 7-13 (b) must be addressed. At about 4,500 seconds into the test, there appear to be some
large spikes in the fretting motion. These are artifacts that are a result of the test pausing due to
freezing of the data acquisition system. Upon restarting the data acquisition and subsequently
restarting the loading step, the initial increase in load from near zero caused these large
deviations in the fretting motion. While that may have had a noticeable, albeit momentary, effect
on the current associated with those time points, it is thought that this artifact has any bearing on
the outcome of the test, or the analysis of the average currents detected at the 4,000 N condition.
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Figure 7- 13 Superior (a) and Inferior (b) micromotion computed from DVRT measurements made
throughout the ICFC test. It is clear that the SRC-PEEK sample shown behaves more similarly to the
control samples, while the SRC-PE shows much higher micromotion at the midpoint of the test, before
tapering off slightly at the highest loading condition.
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Fig. 7-13 gives a sense of the evolution of the scale of micromotion over the course of the
ICFC test, but another aspect of the micromotion to consider is what happens after the first few
seconds of cyclic loading. From the data for micromotion and subsidence that has been plotted
using two second averages of the raw data, some of the steps in subsidence and fretting motion
appear to be almost instantaneous. In fact, however, they are not immediate, and take place of
several loading cycles. This is illustrated in Fig. 7-14, and shows the rigid body motion
calculated from the raw DVRT voltage over the first ~10 seconds immediately following the
initiation of the 4,000 N loading condition. One of the considerations in observing this data is
the relative amplitude of the rigid body motion between SRC-PEEK, SRC-PE and the control
sample, but this has also been investigated earlier. More importantly, changes in the amplitude
of the rigid body motion through the first few loading cycles, and apparent changes in the overall
position are important to compare between samples, as this may reveal yet another facet of the
micromechanical behavior and how it may change when implementing a thin film geometry.
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Figure 7- 14 Rigid body motion for SRC-PEEK (a), SRC-PE (b) Control 1 (c), and Control 2 samples over
the first ~10 seconds following intiation of the 4,000 N loading condition. SRC -PE shows much larger
magnitude of rigid motion than SRC-PEEK or control samples, but more importantly also shows significant
(~10 μm) subsidence over this time period, indicating that the increase in subsidence seen earlier is a
gradual process.
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From Fig. 7-14, there are some notable differences in the startup behavior between the control
samples and both SRC samples. In Control 1 and Control 2, there is about 1 μm of subsidence
over the first two to three seconds of the test. However, the DVRT position continues to reach
values positive of the initial position, indicating that the position of the head is oscillating back
and forth across the initial point. In both SRC samples, there is more noticeable subsidence, and
the position of the head does not oscillate back across the initial point once loading has initiated.
The amplitude of micromotion is consistent with the data presented earlier, with the control
showing the lowest peak-to-peak amplitude, SRC-PEEK showing slightly higher peak-to-peak
amplitude, and SRC-PE experience significantly higher micromotion, which is seen clearly even
at the early stages of the 4,000 N loading step shown. Additionally, the SRC-PE sample shows
significantly more subsidence that occurs over a longer time period than either of the other two
samples, suggesting once again that there are some important differences in the mechanical and
frictional properties of the interface.

7.3.3 Incremented Frequency Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
The incremented Frequency Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test (henceforth “frequency test”)
was carried out in similar fashion to the ICFC test, and as such, a similar set of data was
produced and is discussed here. Keeping in mind that the previous test was aimed at
understanding the electrochemical and mechanical response to an incrementally increasing load,
the frequency test was aimed at understanding the electrochemical and mechanical response to
increasingly higher frequencies at a fixed load. It is well known that fretting corrosion is a
process that is dependent on multiple factors including frequency, and so this was studied for two
primary reasons. First, as a means of understanding the ability of SRCs to prevent or mitigate
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corrosion in supra-physiologic conditions, experimenting with cyclic loading at frequencies
clearly higher than would be expected in daily activity presents an aggressive experimental
method aimed at proving superior performance with an additional margin of safety. Secondly,
the frequency test presented here was used in preparation for future long-term testing, so that
differences in electrochemical and mechanical behavior between the standard frequency
conditions and accelerated conditions could be understood. This has allowed for the
development of accelerated long-term test methods that are described later in this thesis.
Fig. 7-15 shows the average fretting current at 15 Hz for four sample groups. Briefly, in
this instance, the control group was divided further into two subgroups. They are referred to
simply as “Control 1” (n=2) and “Control 2” (n=4), and as can be seen, their fretting corrosion
response vary significantly from one another. The samples grouped in Control 1 did not
experience high corrosion currents during frequency testing, while the samples grouped in
Control 2 experienced very high corrosion currents throughout the entire frequency test. This
shows that, indeed, some metal-metal tapers are capable of withstanding physiologic and supraphysiologic mechanical conditions, but it is also clear that there is no guarantee that they will not
be highly susceptible to corrosion. In the case of both SRC-lined sample groups, fretting
currents were significantly lower than the heavily corroding Control 2 group (p < 0.05), but were
not any different than Control 1 samples.
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Figure 7- 15 Average fretting current at 15 Hz. Control 1 group represents the subgroup of control tapers
which did not experience heavy corrosion, and Control 2 represents the subgroup of tapers which corroded
significantly. This distinction of a sub-population of metal-metal tapers is based on work published by Mali
and Gilbert (53).

While Fig. 7-15 shows a succinct measure of the difference in fretting currents at the 15
Hz frequency condition, it is of interest to present the evolution of currents over the entire range
of frequencies tested, as these effects have not yet been published for work relating to testing of
fully assembled modular tapers. Fig. 7-16 (a) shows the current recorded over time for the entire
test. The beginning of the test was performed at 3 Hz to establish a baseline condition that could
be easily correlated to known behavior at the standard frequency, such as captured in the ICFC
test. Fig. 7-16 (b) rehashes this data by averaging the fretting current captured over each
frequency condition. Therefore, two data points exist at the 3 Hz condition for each sample
shown, as the test protocol passes back to 3 Hz as it increases through the range beginning at 0.5
Hz. It is clear that there is a strong frequency dependence on current for the
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Figure 7- 16 (a) current vs. time captured over the frequency test, showing initial 3 Hz loading step,
followed by 0.5 Hz to 15 Hz range of frequencies tested. (b) Average current vs. frequency, showing square
root dependence of current on frequency for Control 2, and significantly reduced currents for SRC -lined
samples.
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Control 2 sample, and furthermore that this relationship follows a square root dependence with
the frequency. Although the SRC-lined samples are clearly less affected by frequency, there still
appears to be a slight increase in currents by the 15 Hz condition.
Fig. 7-16 (a) indicates that there may be some initial current response in the SRC-PEEK
and SRC-PE samples, especially at higher frequencies. To compare this behavior to the control
samples, the startup effects on the fretting current were examined, similarly to what was shown
in Fig. 7-9 for ICFC test startup effects at 4,000 N. Fig. 7-17 show startup effects for both the
0.5 Hz and 15 Hz conditions for all sample groups tested. At the low frequency condition, there
is no response from either SRC-lined sample or the Control 1 group, but a clear uptake in fretting
current for the Control 2 sample when loading is applied. At the 15 Hz condition, the SRCPEEK sample shown has no response to the initiation of loading. The SRC-PE sample showed
some response to the initiation of loading, although the increase in current quickly settled back to
baseline levels. The Control 1 sample behaved closely to the SRC-PE sample, but maintained a
slight elevation in current above baseline levels. The Control 2 sample quickly reached high
fretting currents and remained at those levels for the entire time period shown, and through the
end of the application of load.
There were clear differences in fretting behavior at the low frequency condition as
compared to the high frequency condition for the Control 2 group. Although this was not as
clear in the SRC-lined samples, the correlation of the mechanical behavior of the head as it
experienced a range of frequencies was important to understand first why the control sample
significantly higher currents during increased frequency of loading, and secondly if there was a
logical reason behind the more minor uptake in current seen in some of the SRC-lined samples.
Fig. 7-18 shows selected plots for samples taken at both 0.5 Hz and 15 Hz, showing load,
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Figure 7- 17 (a) Start-up effects at the 0.5 Hz loading condition, with SRC-lined samples showing no
response to the initiation of loading. (b) Start-up effects at the 15 Hz loading condition, with the SRCPEEK sample showing no response to the initiation of loading, but with SRC -PE showing some minor
uptake of currents. These are not likely to be associated with actual fretting.
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Figure 7- 18 (a) 0.5 Hz frequency condition for a representative SRC-PEEK sample. There is a small
detectable current response to the load, and the rigid body motion associated with the head is about 6 μm.
(b) 15 Hz frequency condition for a representative Control 2 sample. The rigid body motion associated with
the head in this case is much larger than the low frequency condition, ranging from 40 to 80 μm for the
superior and inferior DVRT, respectively.
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current, and DVRT position on the same plot. This allows for visualization of differences
between the movement of the head during low frequency loading and high frequency loading.
Fig. 7-18 (a) shows data for a representative SRC-PEEK sample taken at the 0.5 Hz loading
condition. The micromotion associated with this condition for the representative sample shown
is about 6 μm, but more interestingly, the motion of the DVRTs is in phase in this case. This
was not a unique example of this occurrence, but rather, the majority of samples in all groups
showed rigid body motion that was in phase, or close to being in phase, suggesting that the head
primarily pistoned on the trunnion at this frequency, rather than toggling back and forth in
response to the bending moment. Although not shown, this effect usually reversed itself to a
more typical behavior by the 3 Hz loading condition in these samples. Fig. 7-18 (b) shows
similar data captured at the 15 Hz condition for a representative Control 2 sample. Unlike the
low frequency condition, the rigid motion of the head has resumed the more typical toggling
motion. More importantly, at the high frequency condition, the amplitude of the rigid motion
has increased as well.
Fig. 7-19 highlights the differences in peak-to-peak amplitude of the rigid body motion
between different sample groups and the standard (3 Hz) and high frequency (15 Hz) conditions.
A two-way ANOVA was performed to determine primary and mixed interactions after removing
statistical outliers from the dataset. In this figure, only primary interactions are shown for
simplicity. Within each sample group, the micromotion was significantly higher at the 15 Hz
condition as compared to the 3 Hz condition (p < 0.05). Additionally, SRC-PEEK had the
lowest amplitude of micromotion at the 15 Hz condition as compared to SRC-PE and control
samples (p < 0.05).
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Figure 7- 19 Average micromotion at 3 and 15 Hz for all sample groups as measured by the inferior DVRT.
The 3 Hz condition resulted in significantly lower micromotion for all groups, and the SRC -PEEK group
had the lowest micromotion of any of the groups at the 15 Hz condition (p < 0.05).

While Fig. 7-18 and Fig. 7-19 show that the micromotion of the head at high frequencies
reached magnitudes that were higher than anything seen in the ICFC testing phase, it is also
important to understand this in conjunction with the overall head subsidence throughout the test.
Fig. 7-20 shows the average subsidence associated with the inferior DVRT as measured at the
conclusion of the frequency test. In the frequency test, the subsidence measured for SRC-PE
samples was much lower than in the ICFC test, likely due to the extreme amount of subsidence
experienced by these samples in the ICFC test. The SRC-PEEK and control samples
experienced more comparable subsidence to the ICFC test, although there was more variability
in these results, suggesting there may not have been a preferential direction of head movement
throughout the test as in the ICFC test. Whereas in the ICFC testing, the head subsidence for the
inferior sensor was always negative (indicating further seating), in the frequency test that was not
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necessarily the case, and in fact, the average subsidence for the SRC-PEEK group indicated that
the head may have moved in the opposite direction in some tests.

Figure 7- 20 Average inferior head subsidence measured during frequency testing. Unlike the ICFC test, in
this case there were no significant differences between groups in terms of the amount of head subsidence.

7.3.4 Incremented Voltage Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
The incremented voltage cyclic fretting corrosion test (henceforth “voltage test”) was
designed to assess the corrosion performance of tapers when their potential was fixed at a variety
of values that have been shown to be possible to arise in vivo. This test, as previously described,
utilized a voltage range spanning from -400 mV to +400 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. Assessing the
corrosion performance across a wide range of potentials yielded insight as to the ability of the
films to perform with the adjacent alloy surfaces held within different reductive and oxidative
states. One of the most important outcomes is to understand if at point the SRC films allow for
fretting currents to arise due to increased ease of oxide abrasion or other factors.
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Fig. 7-21 shows the average current at the +400 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) condition for the four
sample groups. Note that in the analysis of this data, the log transform of each raw current value
was taken to meet the normality criterion for ANOVA. As a result, each of the SRC sample
groups had one sample eliminated (therefore n=2). Additionally, a constant was added to the
entire data set so that the fretting current values for the Control 1 group could undergo the log
transform. Despite the reduced number of samples available for statistical analysis due to this
approach, the Control 2 group had significantly higher current (53.0 μA) at this condition than
either of the SRC film groups (0.23 μA and 0.38 μA for SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples,
respectively) (p < 0.05). Interestingly, the Control 1 group had significantly lower current at the
+400 mV condition than either SRC-lined sample. This result should be interpreted cautiously,
as the fretting currents for these three groups are so low that the calculated values may have been
significantly affected by transient effects of the baseline. That is, as the current continued to
settle toward zero immediately preceding and during initial loading steps, the average baseline
current value taken directly before loading turned out to be higher than the fretting current value
taken within the first loading cycles. Ultimately, what is suggested by these data is that the SRClined samples as well as the minimally corroding Control 1 samples experienced very low
fretting currents even at the most anodic currents.
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Figure 7- 21 Average fretting current at the +400 mV condition for the three sample groups. SRC -PEEK
and SRC-PE samples both had significantly lower current than the control samples, despite the increase
susceptibility to corrosion introduced by the high anodic potential.

Fig. 7-22 presents a more complete view of the current behavior of the three sample
groups over the course of the test. This data is highly filtered, as acquisition occurred just a few
times during a given cyclic loading period for each specific voltage, as well as a two second
period preceding each loading period to establish an average baseline current. However, it gives
a more clear understanding of the progression of current over the range of potentials tested. Note
that the first increase in current (seen easily for the control sample in teal) represents the standard
conditions established at the beginning of the test consisting of 3 Hz loading frequency at a
magnitude of 3,600 N and fixed at a potential of -50 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. Following this, the
voltage progression from -400 mV to +400 mV was undertaken in 100 mV intervals. There is a
clear change in the baseline current throughout the test, with the baseline dropping noticeably
between the initial standard conditions and the -400 mV condition. The baseline current then
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increased successively over the range of continuously increasing voltages. In the case of the
SRC-lined samples and the Control 1 sample, there is little indication of any increase in current
above baseline at any of the voltage conditions, which is in clear contrast to the control sample
shown, which shows successively higher fretting currents as the voltages were increased
throughout the test. This indicates that there is little, if any, change in the way that the SRC
films protect the alloy surfaces despite any potential change to the oxide’s susceptibility to
abrasion and oxidation. Interestingly, the control sample shows a roughly linear response in
fretting current to the progressive increase in voltage. This differs from the control samples’
response recorded in the frequency test, which showed a square root dependence of the fretting
current on the frequency. This difference indicates that at the frequency of loading performed in
this test, there is not likely to be effects of diffusion limitation, as may have been the case at
higher frequencies. In other words, the fretting currents attained by the control samples are
likely to be as high as possible, and unaffected by potentially limiting factors.
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Figure 7- 22 (a) Current vs. time over the entire voltage test. While there are clear changes to the baseline
currents for all samples, only the control sample shows a noticeable increase in fretting current upon th e
initiation of loading. (b) Average current vs. potential over entire voltage test. This presentation of the
current data shows the linear response of current with respect to voltage for the control sample. While the
SRC lined films experienced shifts in baseline current with increasing voltage, there was no appreciable
increase in current upon initiation of loading, indicating that there was no fretting or oxide abrasion
throughout the test for these samples.

Fig. 7-23 shows the effect on fretting current response of load initiation that the two
voltage extremes had across the four sample groups. In Fig. 7-23 (a), the -400 mV (vs.
Ag/AgCl) startup conditions are shown. There is some degree of variability in baseline current
between the three representative samples shown, but it is clear that the only sample that
experiences any deviation from its established baseline current is the Control 2 sample. The
SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples show some increase in the variability of the current, which has
also been seen in the ICFC and frequency tests (Fig.’s 7-7 and 7-17), but once again this cannot
be attributed to fretting corrosion phenomena. Rather, it is likely due slight changes in exposed
area of alloy or fluid ingress or egress from the taper junction. In Fig. 7-23 (b), the startup
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effects on current can be seen at the +400 mV condition. Given such anodic potential, it would
be not be surprising if the oxide had become weak and “leaky” enough to experience some
abrasion even by the SRC films resulting increase in current above baseline upon initiation of
loading. However, this is clearly not the case, as there is no appreciable deviation from baseline
upon initiation of loading for either SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE samples. On the other hand, the
Control 2 sample showed significantly more deviation from baseline at the +400 mV condition
than at the -400 mV, indicating that there is indeed sensitivity to voltage conditions in the metalmetal samples which had also undergone severe corrosion in the previous two short-term tests.
The control 1 group showed similar response to the SRC-lined samples, indicating that there is a
contingent of metal-metal tapers which will not experience fretting corrosion phenomena under
conditions that give rise to extreme corrosion response in other identical tapers. Not only was
the overall current higher, but there was a much higher peak-to-peak amplitude of the current in
the +400 mV case that was quickly established upon initiation of loading.
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Figure 7- 23 (a) Effect of load initiation at -400 mV voltage condition. SRC and Control 1 samples show
little to no response to load, while the Control 2 sample clearly shows the initiation of fretting currents. It
should be noted however, that this response appears to be suppressed due to the highly cathodic voltage. (b)
Effect of load initiation at +400 mV voltage condition. SRC and Control 1 samples show similar lack of
sensitivity to the initiation of loading, with a similar behavior at seen at -400 mV. The Control 2 sample
shown establishes severe fretting currents quickly, and at this highly anodic voltage, the propensity for
enhanced effects of fretting corrosion in this metal-metal case is clear.
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As with the ICFC and frequency tests, one of the most valuable insights to be gained
from the voltage test is the relationship between cyclic load, micromotion of the head, and the
currents which arise from these mechanical events. Fig. 24 depicts representative data
comprising two second intervals of load, DVRT, and current data. Fig. 24 (a) and (b) show the
behavior of an SRC-PEEK sample at -400 mV (a), and +400 mV (b). In the -400 mV case, the
DVRTs have assumed the typical toggling motion, where the motion up and down the trunnion is
out of phase with each other. However, in this case, the inferior DVRT reaches its minimum
position (farthest distal position with respect to the trunnion) at the minimum load, whereas the
superior DVRT reaches this position at the maximum load. Based on the out of plane loading,
and the bending moments arising from it, this is the opposite from what would be expected.
However, this is not the first instance where an unexpected behavior has been seen in the
presence of either SRC-PEEK or SRC-PE films (see Fig.’s 7-9 and 7-18). In fact, the motion
captured by DVRT 2 is similar to the behavior seen for the SRC-PEEK sample presented in the
ICFC test, where there was a biphasic response to the loading. In this case, the behavior is not so
clearly defined, but there is a local minimum that repeatedly occurs at the point of maximum
load. It is clear that the presence of the SRC film allows for new modes of head micromotion.
Importantly, however, these differences in micromotion do not have an effect on the SRC films’
ability to effectively insulate the alloy surfaces. From Fig. 7-24 (a), there is no detectable current
response associated with the motion of the head or the cyclic load applied. From Fig. 7-24 (b),
the movement of the head has shifted to a purely piston-like motion, where the distal and
proximal movements of the superior and inferior sides of the head are in phase with one another.
At this voltage (+400 mV), there appears to be some dependence of current on the load. The
current reaches a maximum when the load is also at a maximum.
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Figure 7- 24 (a) Two second data capture for a representative SRC-PEEK sample during the -400 mV
condition. While the DVRT position data shows an uncommon mode of head movement, there is still no
effect on the current at this highly cathodic voltage. (b) Two second data capture for a representative SRC PEEK sample during the +400 mV condition. This situation shows piston -like movement of the head, unlike
the typical toggling. There is also some detectable dependence of the current on the load, with maximum
current arising at the maximum load. (c) Two second data capture for a representative Control 2 sample at
the +400 mV condition. The motion of the DVRTs is what is typically expected of metal-metal samples,
and the current response is clear, with the maximum current occurring at the minimum load, which is the
expected response as compared to the SRC-PEEK sample from (b). The magnitude of the fretting current is
notably high in this sample.

This is an important distinction, as it is clear from Fig. 7-24 (c) that the highly corroding metalmetal sample experiences a maximum current at the minimum load, opposite that of the SRCPEEK sample shown. This lends credence to the idea that, despite the noticeable periodicity that
arose in the SRC-PEEK sample during the +400 mV condition, it is likely due to a phenomenon
other than fretting corrosion, as mentioned earlier.
One of the questions to be answered through the variable voltage testing is how the
mechanical behavior of the interface may change as a result of varied voltage. It is well known
that shifts in potential of the alloy surfaces through the ranges tested here can give rise to
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changes in morphology and properties of the oxide film of an alloy surface. It is important to
understand if these effects can influence the movement of the taper junction, both with and
without SRC films, and to understand how the presence of an SRC film might improve or hinder
performance in this regard. As it is generally accepted that increased amplitude of micromotion
will give rise to increased fretting currents in these situations, it would be desirable for any SRC
film incorporated into the junction to closely mimic the magnitude of micromotion experienced
by a typical metal-metal junction, or if possible, reduce it further. This would reduce the
potential for abrasion of the film against the alloy surface, and would improve on head locking
mechanics that are essential for a successful arthroplasty.
Fig. 7-25 shows superior and inferior micromotion for three representative samples over
the course of the voltage test. The SRC-PE sample tended to experience micromotion about
twice as large as either the SRC-PEEK or control sample on the superior side. On the inferior
side, the micromotion of all three representative samples was more comparable, although the
SRC-PE sample still experienced certain loading periods with noticeably higher micromotion
than the SRC-PEEK or control sample. Importantly, there is no discernable pattern or change to
the magnitude of the micromotion experienced for any of the sample shown over the course of
the test. This indicates that there is no dependence of the micromotion on the voltage or the
implications that those shifts in voltage have for the condition of the oxide layer.
Further, Fig. 7-26 (a) shows that there were no significant differences found between the
micromotion of the head for any of the sample groups tested when comparing the average
micromotion experienced at the +400 mV condition. However, as Fig. 7-26 (b) shows, some
samples did experience further subsidence during this test. Note that this was immediately
following the ICFC test and frequency test with no additional manipulation of the sample, and so
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it suggests that there may have been continued effects on the SRC films with repeated cyclic
loading that were not realized during the first two tests. It must be noted that while the
differences in average subsidence, particularly between the SRC-PEEK samples and control
samples, were not found to be significant, it is possible that the introduction of a non-parametric
method has left room for a false negative. The Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks was performed
due to lack normality in the distribution of the data, and due it its increased conservatism as
compared to the typical ANOVA, the results of this statistical test should be interpreted with
caution considering the apparent difference in mean subsidence measured in this case.
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Figure 7- 25 (a) Superior micromotion for four representative samples. The SRC -PE sample tends to have
higher micromotion throughout the test. (b) Inferior micromotion for four representative samples. Here, the
Control 1 sample shows the highest micromotion, but again, all samples tend to range within 10 -15 μm of
each other. There are no discernable trends in micromotion with respect to the changes in voltage that occur
over the course of the test.
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Figure 7- 26 (a) Average inferior micromotion during the +400 mV condition for SRC -PEEK, SRC-PE, and
control samples. No significant differences were found in the magnitude of the micromotion at this voltage
condition. (b) Average inferior head subsidence recorded by the completion of the test for SRC-PEEK,
SRC-PE and control samples. No significant differences were found, but it should be noted that due to the
non-normal distribution of the data, a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks was performed and as such this
negative result is interpreted cautiously due to the increased level of conservatism of the statistical method.
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7.4 Discussion
The results presented in this study represent a rich and varied dataset, amassed from the
execution of several well-established protocols, as well as the introduction of new test methods
which have been useful in fully characterizing the performance of SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE as
gasket materials in the prevention of fretting corrosion. These short term test methods are aimed
at studying a wide range of potential design, surgical, and mechanical parameters. Some of the
parameter space represents sub-physiologic conditions, while other portions introduce conditions
that far exceed the conditions one might expect to find in vivo. In some cases, these test methods
were designed to allow for a short-term analysis and comparison of the corrosion and
micromechanical behavior at these “supra-physiologic” conditions with performance at more
relevant conditions as a means of preparing for future accelerated long-term testing of these
devices and thin film SRC materials. Nevertheless, the investigation of this myriad of
experimental conditions in a short-term regime has provided an excellent understanding of the
potential of thin film SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE gaskets as biomaterials in the highly demanding
conditions of the modular taper.
The seating behavior of the SRC materials was varied, yet unsurprising. In general, when
seating heads with thin film SRC materials, the amount of subsidence recorded was far greater
than the metal-metal control. This is to be expected, especially considering the geometry of the
trunnion. The large ridges, with about twice as wide of a gap between them as there is ridge
surface, would likely act to press into the SRC surface. During this plastic deformation of the
film, the head would experience far greater motion distally down the trunnion than when coming
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into contact with a much more rigid opposing alloy face. It is not clear whether the large
increases in seating subsidence that were observed present an issue in the long-term performance
of the taper, or in the locking mechanics of the taper junction. Some concern should be noted for
the behavior specific to the SRC-PE samples, wherein the head clearly was able to slip back
“off” the trunnion upon unloading due to the low friction nature of the UHMWPE surface. It is
likely that this behavior creates a sub-optimal taper lock. Behavior like this could potentially
cause issue during an implantation procedure, or in the near short term following such a
procedure. Improper seating of the head could lead to increased rocking or movement of the
head on the trunnion, which could eventually cause excessive wear of the trunnion, the film, or
dislocation/ distraction of the head.
There were some indications, especially during ICFC testing, that these concerns are not
entirely unfounded. The subsidence observed over the ICFC testing for the SRC-PE samples
was significantly higher than any of the other sample groups, and this is certainly due to the
slipping of the head noted in the seating test. While it appears that the subsidence of the head
resulted in further seating, rather than any unexpected toggling or loosening events, the inability
of the head to seat securely during the initial short-term lifespan is not ideal. This behavior is in
contrast to that of the SRC-PEEK films, which, despite their noted high degree of seating
subsidence, appeared to firmly lock with the head. The subsidence observed during the ICFC
test for SRC-PEEK was comparable to both the Control 1 and Control 2 groups, and this
suggests that the SRC-PEEK film forms and maintains a more secure taper connection.
The short-term ability of the SRC films to prevent the onset of fretting corrosion is clear.
In all three tests, the SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE sample groups showed lower currents in the most
aggressive periods of each respective test than the Control 2 group. Not only were these results
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achieved consistently for all SRC samples, but it is also notable that these results were achieved
from repeated testing. That is, immediately following the ICFC test, the frequency test was
performed, followed immediately by the voltage test. While this still does not approach the scale
of a typical long-term fatigue test (106+ cycles), it does show the ability to withstand repeated
and varied testing in demanding conditions.
It must be mentioned that the current detected for SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples was
not always zero. There were several cases where non-zero currents were observed, both in the
more immediate behavior over a few seconds of data collection (Fig.’s 7-9, 7-18, 7-24). There
was clear dependence of the current on load. SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples showed, across
all three tests, that they tended to reach a maximum current at the point when the load also
reached a maximum. As this is in contrast to the Control 2 samples, which showed extensive
fretting corrosion throughout, but reaching a maximum current at the minimum load in the cycle,
an alternative explanation is needed for the behavior of the SRC samples. In this case, the egress
of fluid from the taper is the most likely explanation. It is possible that small changes in exposed
area due to micromotion of the head could also contribute to fluctuation in the current, but
because the scale of the micromotion is similar for SRC samples and control samples alike, it is
not likely that the difference in behavior is attributable to such a phenomenon.
One of the biggest concerns involving the use of SRC gaskets in the modular taper
junction lies in how their presence might affect the micromechanical behavior of the taper. The
electrochemical results are rather intuitive, given the insulating properties of PEEK and
UHMWPE. However, it is important to understand how their incorporation into the taper will
affect the mechanical situation within the taper, and to understand how the taper junction will in
turn interact with the film. Importantly, some new mechanical behavior was detected throughout
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these tests. In several cases, it was reported that tapers lined with SRCs appeared to have taken
on a purely piston-like motion, rather than the more typical toggling behavior in response to
loading. In the ICFC tests, it was found that SRC-PEEK samples showed a motion pattern on
the inferior side of the taper that was biphasic with respect to the cyclic applied load. This was
also found, albeit less clearly defined, in the voltage tests. However, despite some of the new
behavior seen in the head motion following incorporation of SRC films, it did not affect the
overall magnitude of micromotion detected in most cases. During ICFC testing, it was found
that the micromotion at the 4,000 N loading condition was significantly higher for SRC-PE
samples than for SRC-PEEK and control samples, but only as detected by the inferior DVRT. In
the frequency tests, the SRC-PEEK samples were found to experience significantly less inferior
micromotion than SRC-PE samples at the 15 Hz condition. The similarities in the micromotion
across all samples for all of the tests conducted is an important finding. First, it suggests that the
presence of the film does not necessarily increase the amount of mobility of the head at the taper
junction in the long term (the subsidence, as discussed, may have other implications). Secondly,
and importantly for the films, it suggests that the amount of relative motion between the alloy
and film surfaces is low, which should act to extend the life of the SRCs in the taper junction. A
large degree of abrasion of the film surfaces could contribute to early failure through wear of the
material. However, in these short-term tests, this does not appear to have been the case. Longterm testing would illustrate the films’ ability to withstand the high contact stresses and
demanding mechanical environment of the taper junction over a period of time more illustrative
of the expected service life of the implant.
A discussion of the comparison of the SRC-lined samples to two separate control groups
is needed. It was not anticipated that this division would be presented, but upon the completion
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of the work, it was clear that there were two sub-populations of control samples. The Control 1
group clearly exhibited minimal fretting corrosion response across all three tests, while the
Control 2 group exhibited severe and consistent fretting corrosion. It was clearly shown that the
minimally corroding metal-metal samples actually behaved similarly to those samples that were
lined with SRC thin films of either PEEK or UHMWPE. That is to say, in some instances,
modular taper junctions simply do not corrode severely. This should be as well understood as
the fact that other taper junctions show severe corrosion response. The performance of the SRC
gaskets clearly exceeds that of heavily corroding modular tapers. But, just as importantly,
comparison with minimally corroding tapers showed that the incorporation of SRC gaskets does
not lead to performance that is any worse than a taper which does not experience significant
fretting corrosion issues. In this way, a comparison of the SRC tapers with both minimally and
severely corroding metal-metal tapers has provided a more complete understanding of their
behavior and performance. In assessing these results, it is clear that SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE
thin films have potential as novel biomaterials solutions to fretting corrosion phenomena in
modern modular taper junctions.

7.5 Conclusions
Three short-term test methods for evaluating the fretting corrosion performance of
modular tapers based on cyclic loading techniques were presented. Four samples groups were
evaluated through the three short-term test methods, consisting of one group which had been
fitted with a thin film SRC-PEEK gasket in the taper junction, another group which had been
fitted with a thin film SRC-PE gasket, and two sub-groups of control metal-metal samples, which
had experienced minimal and sever corrosion behavior through short-term testing. Through
incremental cyclic fretting corrosion testing, incremented frequency cyclic fretting corrosion
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testing, and incremented voltage cyclic fretting corrosion testing, both SRC test groups showed
superior corrosion resistance as compared to heavily corroding metal-metal controls. SRC-lined
tapers showed comparable performance to metal-metal tapers which had not experienced
significant corrosion. SRC-PEEK samples showed similar subsidence patterns as controls
throughout all tests, while SRC-PE showed particularly high subsidence in the ICFC test,
attributed to the head slipping on the film following initial seating. Micromotion patterns were
varied and some regimes exhibited by SRC samples have not been seen in previously published
work with only metal-metal samples. However, the amplitude of micromotion was generally
consistent with metal-metal samples. Because of this, SRC-PEEK samples showed appropriate
head locking mechanics and show promise for long-term suitability in the taper junction. SRCPE samples showed potential for their ability to electrically insulate the taper interface, but some
concerns arose as to the integrity of the taper connection and overall head movement throughout
short-term testing in the presence of the SRC-PE film. Overall, both materials showed excellent
electrochemical performance, and continued long-term testing is to be undertaken to prove their
effectiveness in preventing the onset of fretting corrosion across a typical service life of an
implant.
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8. Long-Term Performance and Damage Analysis of
Self-Reinforced Composite Gaskets in Modular HeadNeck Junctions
8.1 Introduction
The development of novel composite materials aimed at mitigating the effects of fretting
corrosion in metal-metal interfaces, and particularly in modular taper junctions, has been well
described. SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE have, to this point, shown that their use can improve the
electrochemical performance of alloy interfaces, both in pin-on-disk fretting corrosion
experiments and through a series of short-term cyclic fretting corrosion tests performed on
modular taper samples that had been fitted with SRC gasket materials. Until now, the nature of
the testing performed has been aimed at understanding the performance of SRCs under varying
load, frequency, and voltage conditions. However, one of the most important aspects of their
performance is their service life. The work presented in this chapter is a comprehensive analysis
of million cycle accelerated testing, and an assessment of the condition of SRC gaskets after the
completion of one million loading cycles at accelerated loading frequency and physiologic load
magnitudes. The goal of this work was to understand how the SRC gaskets perform over time,
and to determine if they could withstand the rigorous mechanical environment of the modular
taper junction for a period of use more consistent with the service life of actual implants.
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8.2 Materials and Methods
8.2.1 Sample Preparation
Samples used in this work were identical to those described in Chapter 7. Modular taper
samples consisting of a CoCrMo head and a simplified cylindrical Ti6Al4V stem machined with
a trunnion of 9 mm x 10 mm dimensions were used. The tapers, when mated as metal on metal
with no film, had a 12 mm head offset, 0.44 in. engagement length, and an angular mismatch that
promoted engagement of the taper at the mouth of the head. The trunnions had an exaggerated
ridged pattern machined into them. This represented a “worst case” surface roughness intended
to impart maximum damage on SRC film samples during long-term testing. The ridges were
approximately 70 μm in width, with a height of about 150 μm, and at a spacing of approximately
300 μm.
SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE thin films, described extensively elsewhere in this thesis, were
utilized in this work. The films were fitted between the trunnion and head to separate the two
alloy surfaces with a continuous SRC layer between them. For the long-term tests conducted in
this study, the assembled tapers had already been subjected to seating, up to a load of 4,000 N, at
a loading rate of 100 N/s, and with taper junction moistened with PBS. Additionally, the
samples described in this study had undergone the ICFC test, frequency testing, and voltage
testing described extensively in Chapter 7. Therefore, the samples tested were already
assembled, and the long-term test described here was the final step in the series of cyclic fretting
corrosion tests performed on the taper samples.
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8.2.2 Long-Term Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
Long-term, one million cycle fretting corrosion tests were performed on all tapers
described above. Following the completion of ICFC testing, frequency testing, voltage testing,
and quasi-static calibration, the tapers were subjected to the following protocol. The ICFC test
loading steps were applied for 540 cycles at a rate of 15 Hz to a maximum load of 3,000 N (1001000 N in 100 N increments, 1200-3,000 N in 200 N increments) on a servohydraulic load frame
(Instron, Norwood, MA). Upon reaching the 3,000 N loading condition, the program ran
continuously at a rate of 15 Hz until one million loading cycles had been achieved, in a
timeframe of approximately 18 hours. 3,000 N was chosen as the maximum loading condition to
minimize the risk of fatigue fracture of the stems, and was arrived at based on preliminary
testing. During testing, the taper samples acted as the working electrode and were submerged in
PBS, and held to a voltage of -50 mV vs. Ag/AgCl, with a carbon counter electrode. To reduce
file sizes, the LabVIEW data acquisition program used to capture data was modified to capture
five seconds of data every 150 seconds at a rate of 100 Hz. The same approach was taken in
modifying the Instron Wavematrix software, which captured data according to the same
constraints. Upon completion of testing, the fixture was disassembled and the taper samples
were set aside for pull-off testing.

8.2.3 Pull Off Test
Following long-term testing, a pull-off test was conducted to determine the force needed
to remove the head from the trunnion. A schematic and photograph of the fixture used to
separate the heads from the trunnions can be seen in Fig. 3-3. It was attached to the load cell of a
screw-driven load frame (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN), while the stem of the taper sample was fixed
in a tensile grip via a plate welded to a threaded rod which screwed into the base of the stem.
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The head was extracted at a rate of 10 mm/min, and the peak force generated during pull-off was
recorded. For taper samples containing SRC thin films, care was taken to lightly reassemble the
tapers after pull-off testing, in an effort to prevent any damage or other affects to the films during
transport or storage.

8.2.4 Post-test Analysis
Following pull-off testing, SRC samples were sputtered with gold and observed using
digital optical microscopy (Hirox, Hackensack, NJ), SEM (Jeol, Japan), and EDS (Princeton
Gammatech, Princeton, NJ). Gold sputtering was performed before optical imaging to improve
image quality and give better contrast to surface features. Control metal-metal samples were
observed primarily to determine the types and amount of corrosion damage that could be
imparted during long-term testing. For samples that had been fitted with thin films, the primary
focus was on observing damage to the SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE samples. EDS was used to
determine the chemistry of corrosion debris and areas of damage found on control tapers, and
was used in searching for potential metal particle transfer to thin film SRC samples to correlate
with electrochemical data from long-term testing.

8.2.5 Statistics
In the analysis of the electrochemical and micromechanical data generated from the longterm cyclic fretting corrosion test, ANOVA methods were employed to determine statistical
differences amongst test groups (p < 0.05). The Thompson Tau method was used to determine
statistical outliers in data sets, and where outliers were deleted, this has been taken into account
in presenting average current, subsidence, or micromotion values. In the case of non-normal
data sets, where the sign of the data could not be ignored (i.e. subsidence values, where positive
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and negative values indicated movement distally or proximally), a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on
ranks was performed, and this was noted.

8.3 Results
8.3.1 Long-term Cyclic Fretting Corrosion Test
Fig. 8-1 shows the average difference in initial vs. final fretting current for all groups. In
this case, the initial fretting current was averaged over the first 50,000 cycles performed at the
3,000 N loading condition, and the final fretting current was taken as the average current over the
final 50,000 cycles of the test. In this case, the control group was sub-divided into two separate
control groups. Previous work has shown that the tapers used in this study exhibit a bi-modal
response, and all else equal, some tapers will experience very high fretting currents, while others
do not(53). Therefore, “Control 1” represents a population of control samples which did not
exhibit high fretting currents, while “Control 2” represents a population of control samples which
exhibit significantly elevated fretting currents throughout both the short-term tests described
previously, and the long-term test described here. The Control 2 group experienced significantly
higher fretting currents than either the SRC-PEEK samples, the SRC-PE samples, or the Control
1 sub-population of metal-metal samples (p < 0.05). It is also interesting to note that the Control
1 samples showed no significant differences in fretting currents compared to either the SRCPEEK samples or the SRC-PE samples.
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Figure 8- 1 Average difference in final vs. initial fretting current for SRC -PEEK samples, SRC-PE samples,
and the two sub-populations of control samples. Control 2 samples had significantly higher currents than
any other group (p < 0.05).

Fig. 8-2 shows the evolution of fretting currents throughout the million cycle test for
representative samples, with each data point comprised of an average of the current for the point
plotted plus an additional 5,000 cycles. E.g., the average current shown at 50,000 cycles is the
average of the current taken from 50,000 to 55,000 cycles, and so on. It is clear that the Control
2 sample maintained elevated current throughout the test. The presence of SRC films show clear
improvement in performance throughout the test, as the fretting current started and remained at
consistently low values throughout the test. This was also seen in the Control 1 sample, which
behaved similarly to SRC-lined samples.
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Figure 8- 2 Average fretting current vs. cycles averaged over a 5,000 cycle span for all sample groups.

The instantaneous mechanical and electrochemical behavior was monitored over the
course of the long-term test. Fig. 8-3 shows selected data from both the early and later stages of
the test for a metal-metal sample and a representative SRC-PE sample. These data reveal a
regime of head motion which has not yet been identified in the majority of short-term cyclic
tests. There are two features of the instantaneous micromotion which must be mentioned in
these plots. First, in all cases shown, the head motion appears to be exactly opposite of what
would be expected. That is, at the minimum load, the superior side of the head is positioned at
its farthest point “off” the trunnion (proximally), whereas it would be expected that following
unloading of the bending moment applied to the stem, the tensile (superior) side of the implant
would act to bring the target and sensor closer together. Similarly, the inferior side, or
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compressive side of the implant, is at its farthest point “on” the trunnion (positioned more
distally) at the minimum load, which is counterintuitive. Furthermore, there appears to be a
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Figure 8- 3 (a) Instantaneous load, displacement, and current data for a representative SRC -PE sample taken
from the early stages of the long-term test. (b) The same SRC-PE sample, with instantaneous load,
displacement, and current data shown from the end of the long -term test. (c) Instantaneous load,
displacement, and current data for a representative highly corroding control sample from early in the test.
(d) Instantaneous load, displacement, and current data for the same control sample from the end of the long term test.
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slight lag in the DVRT position. This was also recorded during the 15 Hz condition during
short-term testing presented previously, and was consistently seen throughout all samples during
the long-term tests presented here. This could be an artifact due to the loading frequency and the
limit of sensitivity of the DVRTs. Importantly, there are no discernable differences in the head
movement from the beginning to the end of the test for either sample. In the case of the SRC-PE
sample shown, the sample appeared to experience some subsidence. Whereas the SRC-PE
sample experienced negative subsidence (migrating distally) for both sensors, the head on the
control sample shown experienced canting throughout the test, so that the superior side of the
head experienced net positive (proximal) migration throughout the test. This difference is not
entirely surprising, given the frictional properties of the SRC-PE film, and the likelihood that it
experienced plastic deformation or wear throughout the test that allowed for the head to migrate
in the distal direction. Conversely, the hardness and frictional properties of the bare metal
trunnion would not allow for such significant subsidence, and subsidence associated with any
potential wear would be minimal.
The current for the SRC-PE samples is low, both at the beginning and at the end of the
long-term test. While there is clear fluctuation in the current across small time scales, the
variation cannot be clearly correlated with peaks in load or DVRT position, suggesting that it is
more likely noise in the system. This is in contrast to the control sample shown, which shows
more severe currents at the earlier stages, while decaying slightly by the end of the test. The
current also showed clearly in both cases that it reached a maximum just after the load reached a
minimum. In lower frequency testing, the maximum in current might line up more closely with
the minimum peak in load, but this lag is likely due to the increased frequency causing a slight
delay in the uptake of the current due to diffusional and other time-dependent processes
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associated with the corrosion reactions. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is a strong correlation
between the peaks in current and the peaks in load for the control, whereas this relationship is not
well-defined in the SRC-PE sample.
Fig. 8-4 shows head subsidence for the four test groups. From Fig. 8-4 (a), SRC-PEEK
and Control 1 groups experienced large variability in superior head subsidence. Due to the nonnormality of the data, a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks was conducted, resulting in so
significant differences in superior subsidence between any of the groups. This result must be
interpreted cautiously, as this statistical is more conservative than the standard ANOVA, and so
it is possible that a difference between Control 2 and SRC-PE groups may exist, despite one not
being detected by the statistical method. From Fig. 8-4 (b), there was significant variability in
inferior subsidence for the SRC-PE and Control 2 groups, and because of this, no significant
differences were found between any of the groups. These are important findings, as they suggest
that the presence of a thin film SRC with much higher compliance than a metal-metal interface
still does not lead to more migration of the head, even over one million loading cycles.
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Figure 8- 4 Average head subsidence from the superior (a) and inferior (b) sensors. No significant
differences were seen, but notably for each sample group, there tended to be large variability on one side of
the taper, and less on the other. This was not consistent, but occurred for both the superior and inferior
sensors across the different sample groups.
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Fig. 8-5 shows inferior head subsidence over the entire long-term test for representative samples.
Two general types of behavior can be seen in the evolution of the rigid body motion throughout
the test. First, as shown by the Control 1 and SRC-PE sample, the subsidence may have been
smooth and continuous throughout the test. The other behavior seen, and highlighted by the
SRC-PEEK sample and in particular by the Control 2 sample, is a more step-wise progression.
There is no particular pattern to when the rapid changes in head position will occur, and notably,
there was not a clear pattern in when one behavior or the other will occur. The two types of
subsidence behaviors were seen nearly equally across all sample groups and between the
superior and inferior sensors.

Figure 8- 5 Inferior head subsidence throughout the entire long-term test for selected samples from each test
group. Head subsidence was either smooth and continuous or highly variable and had unpredictable stepwise subsidence motions.
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Despite the different behavior seen in the head displacement throughout the long-term test, the
differences in the peak-to-peak amplitude, or micromotion, of the head was not different between
test groups (data not shown). In addition, the micromotion over the course of the test was
consistent once the 3,000 N condition was reached. It made no difference whether a sample was
undergoing a smooth and continuous subsidence over the whole test or whether the head
displacement was more jagged and step-wise. Fig. 8-6 shows the inferior micromotion for
selected samples over the entire long-term test. It is clear that, despite slightly different overall
peak-to-peak amplitudes, the micromotion remains consistent throughout the entire test across all
samples.

Figure 8- 6 Inferior micromotion throughout the entire long-term test for selected samples for each group,
showing that despite differing subsidence behavior, the peak-to-peak amplitude was generally consistent.
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8.3.2 Pull Off Test
Following the completion of long-term million cycle fretting corrosion testing, pull-off
tests were performed on all samples. Fig. 8-7 shows the average pull-off load for each sample
group, indicating the maximum load that was achieved in separating the head from the trunnion.
Note that pull-off testing had been performed only once for each sample at the conclusion of the
long-term test. All samples had been assembled, subjected to all three short-term tests discussed
in Chapter 7, followed immediately by long-term testing, and then pull-off testing. SRC-PE
samples had significantly lower pull-off loads than any other group, all of which were
comparable to one another (p < 0.05).

Figure 8- 7 Average pull-off load for all sample groups. SRC-PE showed significantly lower pull-off force
than any other sample group (p < 0.05).
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8.3.3 Post-test Analysis
Following pull-off testing, tapers and films were photographically, microscopically, and
chemically analyzed to understand the extent of damage that had taken place during the course of
cyclic fretting corrosion testing. Fig. 8-8 shows a series of photographs of SRC films
immediately following pull-off testing and after they had been separated from the trunnion. Fig.
8-8 (a-b) show a SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE film, respectively, still attached to the trunnion
following pull-off testing. It is clear that the cyclic fretting corrosion tests have caused the films
to adhere to the trunnions, which have a highly ridged design, but it is also apparent that the
films have not been broken through during the course of testing. Upon removal of the SRC thin
films, some of the SRC-PEEK films were damaged (Fig. 8-8 (c)). This was not caused by
testing, but rather, the film had dug firmly into the ridge pattern of the trunnion so that upon
removal, the fiber-fiber bonds within the film failed before releasing from the ridges of the
trunnion.
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Figure 8- 8 (a,b) Photographs of SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE, respectively, attached to the trunnion following
pull-off testing. (c) Photograph of SRC-PEEK film damaged during removal of the film from the trunnion.
Notice the clear imprinting of the film into the ridges of the trunnion, causing the fiber -fiber bonds to fail
upon removal. (d) SRC-PE after removal from the trunnion, retaining its cylindrical shape and showing
damage from ridges on the inner surface (hazy white area).

Additionally, the section shown was a section of SRC-PEEK which had not experienced optimal
compaction conditions, contributing to the fracture of the film upon removal. Upon removal of
the films, they tended to retain their cylindrical shape, as in Fig. 8-8 (d), rather than reverting to
the original flat geometry imparted in hot compaction. Significant plastic deformation to the
trunnion side of the films caused by the ridges could clearly be seen with the naked eye.
Digital optical microscopy (DOM) was used to assess and quantify the damage imparted
on SRC films during the course of cyclic fretting corrosion tests. It was readily apparent that
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fretting damage and significant alteration to the surface had occurred over the course of testing.
Fig. 8-9 shows two instances of SRC-PEEK from the side which had contacted the head,
showing clear fretting damage at intervals consistent with the spacing of the ridges on the
trunnion. Between these spaces, the films appear to be unaffected. The pitted morphology
visible in bands in Fig. 9 (a) is typical of the SRC film directly following hot compaction.
However, in this case, the contact with the head has flattened and polished some of that surface,
leaving the original surface features only in areas which did not experience high contact stresses
from the ridges of the trunnion underneath pressing the film against the head. This image was
taken from the superior distal area of the taper junction. Fig. 9 (b) shows an area of the thin film
which did not experience optimal compaction, taken from the inferior distal area of the taper
junction. The fibers are still clearly visible with only minimal fiber-fiber bonding. However,
two important points must be made. First, the fiber interfaces show little if any sign of
delamination or failure, and secondly, in the areas where the ridges of the trunnion were directly
backing the fibers, the fibers seem to have splayed out and been compacted together, rather than
causing any noticeably more severe damage than in the case of the more optimally compacted
section of SRC-PEEK.
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Figure 8- 9 (a) SRC-PEEK film, imaged from the side which contacted the head, in the superior distal
region of the film. (b) SRC-PEEK film, imaged from the inferior distal region of the tap er junction,
showing sub-optimal fiber bonding but insignificant damage to the majority of the film. Fretting scars can
be seen in both images, indicating that fretting was able to occur, but clearly did not result in appreciable
current development. Schematics of the trunnion are shown below images in their orientation during testing
to highlight the region from which the image of the film was taken.

Fig. 8-10 shows damage to an SRC-PEEK film with images taken from the side of the
film which contacted the head at the superior proximal region of the taper junction. This area
would be expected to experience higher contact stresses and potentially more severe damage due
to the bending moment produced during loading of the head. In this case, the banded surface is
more clear, and it appears the there was some buckling in the regions between the polished
contact bands. The wrinkled morphology seen in Fig. 8-10(a), combined with the 3D line
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profiles shown visually in Fig. 8-10(b) and graphically in Fig. 8-10(c) show that the areas which
were pressed into the head surface by the ridges of the trunnion experienced high contact stresses
which may have resulted in tensile stresses orthogonal to the ridge direction.

Figure 8- 10 (a) 2-dimensional image of SRC-PEEK surface seen from the superior proximal region of the
taper junction. (b) 3-dimensional rendering of the same area of SRC, showing a line profile across the SRC
surface. (c) Plot of the line profiling data collected from the SRC surface, showing clear ridges and valleys
which mimic the topography of the trunnion pressing into the film from beneath, however it should be made
clear that the surface shown was the side that was in contact with the head.
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This would then explain the appearance of buckling or compressive deformation in the bands
between where the ridges were in contact, and the valleys between the ridges would have
allowed for the buckling of the film to take place.
The extent of damage observed to the side of the SRC surfaces which had contacted the
head was similar for both SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE films. However, more noticeable differences
were found in observing the opposite sides of the films, which had contacted the ridges of the
trunnions. Fig. 8-11 juxtaposes a typical SRC-PEEK with SRC-PE sample, showing that the
amount of damage imparted on the SRC-PE surface (Fig. 8-11(b)) was much more than on the
SRC-PEEK surface (Fig. 8-11(a)). The SRC-PEEK surface simply deforms plastically, and
shows clear indentation from the ridges, while it appears that there was a large amount of
disruption of material from the SRC-PE surface. Individual fibers seem to have had material
extruded out from where the edges of the trunnion’s ridges sat, and there is a large amount of
piling of the material at either edge. The amount of material tends to be greater on the proximal
side of the ridge indentations—a result of the tendency of the SRC-PE films to allow for large
amounts of subsidence throughout testing. Fig.’s 8-11(c) and (d) show the respective line
profiles associated with each image, reinforcing the clear differences in the amount of material
worn and displaced from the ridge contact points between SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE during
testing.
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Figure 8- 11 (a) SRC-PEEK imaged from the side that contacted the trunnion. (b) SRC -PE imaged from the
side that contacted the trunnion. (c, d) Graphical representation of the line profiles taken from images (a)
and (b), respectively.

SEM imaging gave more clear detail to these surface features initially identified with
digital optical microscopy. Fig. 8-12 shows a series of SEM images from the head side of the
SRC-PEEK which highlight some of the differences in damage to the SRC-PEEK surface as it
occurred in different regions of the taper. Fig. 8-12(a) shows the superior proximal region, with
an area of ridge contact from underneath the film shown at the top, transitioning to an area that
had no ridge supporting it underneath. While the buckling of the SRC-PEEK can be seen at the
bottom of the image, similarly to in Fig. 8-10(a), it is also clear that there is not a large pile-up of
wear debris present in this area. Fig. 8-12(b), however, shows a head side image of SRC-PEEK
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from the inferior distal region, taken at the location where the mouth of the head was positioned.
Some noticeable wear to the surface of a few PEEK fibers has taken place, and there is some
piling of material near those area. However, the bulk of the fiber remains intact, and this was
one of the only areas on the SRC-PEEK surface that such wear was found, and it should be noted
that this area would have experienced some of the harshest conditions throughout testing due to
bending moments and potential stress concentrations due to the mouth of the head.

Figure 8- 12 (a) SRC-PEEK surface which was in contact with the head, taken from the superior proximal
region of the taper. (b) SRC-PEEK surface which had been in contact with the head, taken from the inferior
distal region of the taper at the mouth of the head.

SRC-PE films were somewhat more susceptible to damage from the head, particularly on
the inferior side of the film. Fig. 8-13 shows representative images of SRC-PE from similar
locations as shown for SRC-PEEK above. On the superior side, there is clear evidence of plastic
deformation and some polishing of the surface where the ridges from beneath on the trunnion
contacted the film and drove it into the head. However, between these bands of contact, the
original fibers can still be distinguished. On the inferior side, however, there appears to have
been more wear taking place. The bands of contact are less distinguishable here, and this could
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be due to more wear of material or due to migration of components of the taper junction during
testing.

Figure 8- 13 (a) SRC-PE surface from the head side, taken from the superior proximal region of the taper.
(b) SRC-PE surface from the head side, taken from the infer ior distal region of the taper.

As shown in Fig. 8-11, the trunnion side of the SRC-PEEK films did not show any
noticeable wear, and the ridges of the trunnion appeared to have indented into the surface and
remained “stuck” in that location once seated. The original SRC-PEEK surface was clearly
visible between bands of ridge contact. This is in stark contrast to the effects seen on the SRCPE surface. Fig. 8-14 shows a series of SEM images taken from the trunnion side of the SRC-PE
surface of varying magnification, showing the extent of the damage imparted on the film surface
by the large ridges of the trunnion during testing. Fig. 8-14(a) shows a low magnification view
of the SRC-PE surface, where it is clear that a large amount of material has been extruded out
from either side of the ridges during testing. Fig. 8-14(b) shows a close-up image of one of the
valleys caused by the ridge. In this case, on the proximal side (top of image), a large front of
material has been cut away and folded over. The fiber-fiber bonds are visible in this damaged
material. The distal side of the valley shows a more disjointed mass of debris, where portion of
individual fibers appear to have been pushed or cut back from the ridge contact point in a more
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gradual or step-wise fashion. In Fig. 8-14(c), a close-up of one of these portions of fiber is
shown. In this view, it is clear that this damage occurred over many cycles of loading, due to the
scalloped appearance of the surface. Fig. 8-14(d) looks down along the wall of a valley created
by a trunnion ridge, showing the scalloped appearance of the material pushed out from under the
ridge over a number of cycles. The wall of the valley also has a striated appearance, indicating
that the ridge dug progressively deeper into the surface over time, rather than indenting all at
once. These damage modes were unique to the SRC-PE and unexpected, however it should be
stressed that despite the films’ appearance, they still maintained their ability to insulate the alloy
surfaces over the course of the testing undertaken here.
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Figure 8- 14 (a) low magnification image of SRC-PE from the trunnion side taken from the inferior distal
region of the trunnion. (b) Close-up of a single ridge contact point from the same surface. (c) A single
portion of a fiber which had been extruded or cut out from under the ridge. (d) Looking down the wall of a
valley created by a ridge from the trunnion.

One concern in testing the efficacy of SRCs as an insulator and barrier to fretting
corrosion phenomena was that the films would still allow for wear of the alloy surfaces, perhaps
by asperities digging into the SRC surface and being pulled off, or by other means of particle
transfer to the SRC surface and potential subsequent third body wear. Through SEM and EDS,
the SRC surfaces were assessed for the presence of any alloy particles which may have been
transferred during testing. An abundance of such particles might suggest that despite the films’
ability to mitigate fretting, other mechanisms would be responsible for the rupture of oxide and
subsequent corrosion currents associated with repassivation. Fig. 8-15 shows representative
backscattered SEM images and their associated EDS spectra.
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Figure 8- 15 Representative SEM images of (top) a particle observed on the trunnion side of an SRC -PE
sample following testing, (bottom) a particle observed on the head side of an SRC -PE sample following
testing, and their respective EDS spectra shown on a normalized relative intensity scale, indicated by arrows
leading from the particle in the image to the appropriate spectrum.

It should be noted that the presence of alloy debris was more prominent on SRC-PE samples than
SRC-PEEK, although both materials were observed to have some alloy debris present. In the
case of the particle shown from the trunnion side of the SRC-PE sample in Fig. 8-15, the particle
appears to have been comprised solely of Ti6Al4V (vanadium peak overlapping with the smaller
of the titanium peaks). This makes sense given the composition of the stem. In the particle
found on the head side of the SRC-PE sample, again the particle is primarily found to be
Ti6Al4V, with some Cobalt and some Chromium present. This would be surprising but for the
fact that the head/stem samples used during these experiments had been already tested in shortterm cyclic fretting corrosion tests as metal-metal samples. Because of this, it would appear that
the particle that was found on the head side of the film had been transferred during a previous
study, and so it cannot be conclusively stated that its presence on the surface was due to any
factor of the presence of the SRC-PE film.
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Despite the fact that the SRC-lined taper samples had been used for previous short-term
testing, it was clear that long-term testing of metal-metal samples had a profound effect on the
nature and amount of corrosion debris readily visible, particularly on the trunnions. Fig. 8-16
shows the difference between trunnions before and after long-term testing. Despite some minor
corrosion debris present on the trunnions that had only undergone short-term testing as a metalmetal taper, the trunnions shown after long-term metal-metal testing show significantly more
corrosion debris on the surface.

Figure 8- 16 (a) Trunnion paired with SRC film for long-term testing. (b) Trunnion used as metal-metal
taper for long-term testing. The metal-metal sample clearly shows more corrosion damage and debris.

8.4 Discussion
In this study, a long-term test method for assessing the corrosion performance of metalmetal and SRC-lined tapers was presented. The test method was intended to expand upon
previous short-term test methods which yielded insight into the load, frequency, and voltagedependent behaviors of modular tapers, and give a more realistic determination of how SRC thin
film materials would perform over time scales closer to the anticipated service life of a total joint
replacement device.
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The electrochemical performance of the SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE sample groups was
significantly better than the Control 2 group. SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE gaskets in the modular
tapers give rise to significantly lower currents (p < 0.05) than metal-metal samples which are
undergoing severe MACC. Additionally, the SRC groups did not perform any differently than
the subgroup of metal-metal samples that did not experience severe corrosion throughout the test
(“Control 1”). This is an important distinction, and one that was also alluded to in reference to
the series of short-term tests performed on these samples and presented in Chapter 7. The fact
that some metal-metal samples experience severe corrosion while others, all else equal, do not, is
a result of the complexity of the MACC phenomenon and is still poorly understood. Therefore,
materials which can consistently and effectively insulated alloy surfaces are desirable
biomaterials candidates. However, use of these materials must not lead to poorer
electrochemical performance than standard metal-metal taper junctions which would otherwise
not succumb to the effects of MACC. In this study, SRC samples have successfully done this, by
showing significantly better electrochemical performance than severely corroding tapers, but still
maintaining comparable performance to metal-metal tapers which do not experience severe
corrosion effects.
The micromechanical behavior of SRC-lined samples remains an important
consideration in assessing the potential success of SRC gaskets as barriers to fretting corrosion in
modular junctions. Studies have been published that detail the effects on such factors as pull-off
load of contaminants like blood and fat in the taper(58). In some senses, these films must be
considered as similar to any other contaminant to the taper junction, and as such, they must not
interfere significantly with the micromechanical behavior of the taper. Over the course of the
long-term test, the presence of the films did not alter the micromechanical behavior of the taper
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junctions from what was observed in metal-metal tapers. Head subsidence was the same for all
samples over one million cycles, however, large variability in the SRC samples may be partially
responsible for this result, and so it is regarded with caution. The micromotion was more
consistent across samples for the entire test, and was similar for all sample groups. The
micromotion may be a more important factor to assess in determining the performance of the
implant fitted with SRC gaskets, because the peak-to-peak amplitude of the motion of the head
relative to the trunnion may have a more direct influence on the wear of the gasket. A result
similar to the metal-metal samples indicates that the presence of the films does not lead to
increase micromotion and that the potential for wear to the gaskets is about as low as could be
expected for the particular tapers tested.
The pull-off load to separate the head from the trunnion is an important factor in
understanding the effects of long-term corrosion testing on the modular taper connection.
Enhanced corrosion in metal-metal samples may affect the pull-off load, and the presence of
SRC gaskets may also have an equal or greater impact on the pull-off load. SRC-PEEK had
similar pull-off load to metal-metal tapers, but SRC-PE had significantly lower pull-off load.
This is not surprising, given the differences in frictional properties between the two materials and
the influence that frictional force plays in the locking of modular tapers. However, the results
suggests that the strength of taper connection associated with SRC-PE lined samples may be
lower than desirable. Confounding issues associated with joint laxity or neck impingement due
to acetabular loosening or mal-alignment could have severe consequences in conjunction with a
poorly engaged head, ultimately leading to unintentional extraction of the head in vivo and
failure of the implant. These results must be regarded cautiously in determining the suitably of a
particular material for the intended application.
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Imaging the films and tapers after testing revealed several important facts. First, the
integrity of the SRC gaskets was confirmed and in all cases, the gaskets were intact. There were
no instances observed where metal-metal contact was or could have been made. This showed
that the gaskets were able to withstand the harsh mechanical conditions of the modular taper.
However, the films also clearly experienced some damage, and there were important differences
between the damage to the SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE gaskets. SRC-PEEK overall experienced
less damage, and this was particularly noticeable on the side which had been contacted by the
trunnion. In the case of SRC-PEEK, the deep ridges of the trunnion dug firmly into the surface,
creating a clean indentation that did not appear to move or travel, and other than the indentation
of the ridge there was no discernable damage to the area. SRC-PE, on the other hand, showed
significant damage associated with the indentation of the trunnion ridges, and there was a large
amount of disruption of material associated with the indentation and subsequent micromotion of
the ridges during testing. Material was clearly extruded out in a progressive fashion on either
side of the ridges and a large amount was piled up on either side of the ridge by the end of the
test. The sides which contacted the head were more similar in that the extent of damage was
more similar and less severe than the trunnion sides, however, the surface morphology still
differed between SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE. The main difference was that SRC-PEEK appeared
to experience buckling between the bands which would have been directly supported by ridges of
the trunnion. This occurred primarily in areas which would have experienced the highest contact
stresses, and may indicate that the micromotion between the alloy interfaces and SRC-PEEK was
more complex than can be explained by DVRT measurements alone. The buckling and
wrinkling of the interstitial regions may suggest that a stick-slip or nearly full-stick condition
was achieved between the SRC-PEEK and alloy surface, causing compressive stresses to arise in
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the plane of the gasket in regions unsupported by the ridges of the trunnion in response to
compressive stresses normal to the gasket plane generated by the support of the ridges.
Conversely, the SRC-PE gasket still shows damage which would be primarily attributed to
fretting, and there is an appreciable amount of debris that can be seen pushed out into the
interstitial spaces between the locations that were supported by the ridges. This difference is due
primarily to differences in frictional properties between SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE.
The design of the tapers tested in this study is exaggerated. The ridges on the trunnions
are much larger than any production implant, the head offset is large, and the taper dimensions
are small. The design of these tapers is intended to produce severe fretting corrosion when
performing cyclic fretting corrosion tests. In this study, the design was chosen because it would
perform as a “worst case” scenario with SRC gaskets present in the taper. The deep ridges
clearly caused significant damage, especially to SRC-PE samples. Despite this, the
electrochemical performance of SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE was better than severely corroding
metal-metal samples. However, it should also be mentioned that a more typical, smoother taper
design, perhaps with a lower head offset would not likely impart the same degree of damage to
SRC gaskets. Still, in performing an assessment of the longevity of SRC gaskets, rigorous
conditions must be employed, and in the case presented here, SRC gaskets perform well.
Future work should be aimed at assessing the performance of SRC gaskets in more
realistic conditions in terms of taper design, simulated body fluid and electrolyte, and kinematics
of the hip. The study presented is a good initial approach to proving the longevity of SRC-PEEK
and SRC-PE in an aggressive test environment in long-term fatigue loading types of conditions.
However, much more can be done to achieve more physiologically relevant conditions. For
example, the taper design, as discussed, could be adapted to be consistent with commercial
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designs. The electrolyte used is a simple physiologic saline, which could be adapted with
addition of proteins such as fetal bovine serum to more closely mimic human joint fluid. It could
also be adapted to simulate more aggressive and corrosive conditions to understand how the
simulation of an inflamed joint space might affects the electrochemical and micromechanical
performance of SRC gaskets. Finally, and perhaps most importantly in terms of the
micromechanical behavior, the kinematics could be improved. The tests presented here use a
simple axial sinusoidal waveform, which is at best a simplistic representation of the kinematics
of the hip. More complex kinematics which incorporate more degrees of freedom for more
precise simulation of motion and can simulate confounding issues of joint laxity, neck
impingement, or any other of a host of potential issues associated with anatomy or surgical
procedure might well affect the performance of SRC gaskets, and these types of studies should
be undertaken.

8.5 Conclusions
As a potential biomaterials solution to fretting corrosion in modular taper junctions, SRCPEEK and SRC-PE have performed as intended. They are able to insulate alloy surfaces in harsh
mechanical conditions over long simulated service lives. The micromechanics of the SRC
gaskets were shown to be similar to metal-metal samples over the long-term tests. Subsidence
and micromotion were comparable in all cases, indicating that the addition of SRC gaskets did
not change the micromechanical behavior overall throughout testing. SRC-PE experienced more
damage than SRC-PEEK, and the pull-off loads associated with SRC-PE gaskets were
significantly lower than SRC-PEEK and metal-metal tapers. SRC gaskets have shown their
ability to improve the performance of modular taper junctions and should be considered as a
potential new biomaterial solution to mitigate fretting corrosion.
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9. Synthesis and Conclusions
9.1 Synthesis of Work
The work in this thesis was undertaken with the goals of better characterizing the design,
materials, and surgical factors affecting corrosion performance of modular tapers, and proposing
a solution aimed at mitigating or preventing the onset of corrosion in modular tapers through the
design and implementation of thin film self-reinforced composite materials. In fact, this thesis is
best described in terms of these two major efforts.
The corrosion performance of metal-metal modular tapers was assessed through two
studies reported in this thesis. The first study examined the seating mechanics of two modular
taper designs, based on earlier testing that had suggested that the seating event may have played
a significant role in the eventual corrosion performance of the tapers. The role of seating load,
loading rate, material combination and taper design (dimensions, highly ridged vs. smooth), and
initial wetting of the tapers, were investigated to determine their influence on the quality of the
engagement created during seating. Seating energy, seating displacement, and pull off load were
the outcomes assessed in relation to the factors studied. In general, it was found that seating load
was the primary factor influencing the engagement strength of the taper, but that other interesting
effects were found as well. For example, wet tapers in the G1 group routinely had lower energy
of seating than G2 tapers, but had higher pull off load. Wet tapers, regardless of any other factor,
had higher pull off loads than dry tapers. Finally, loading rate did not have any significant effect
on pull off load, seating energy, or any other outcome measured. Other interesting features of
the seating behavior were discovered, such as ratcheting of the head during seating, and
hydraulic effects due to “overwet” tapers in G2.
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The second study was conducted using a statistical design of experiments approach to
evaluate, through incremental cyclic fretting corrosion testing, the design, material, and surgical
factors that influence the fretting corrosion and micromechanical behavior of 32 unique samples.
Each of the seven variables studied were subjected to a “low” and “high” value, and due to the
layout of the experiment, the total number of samples was kept small, while retaining an n of 16
samples for each value of each individual factor. Samples were subjected to a set of pre- and
post-test exeriments to determine the nature of the seating engagement and determine the elastic
contributions to the observed micromotion. The factors which heavily influenced the corrosion
and micromotion were the seating load and the head offset. Low seating loads and high head
offsets tended to lead to higher corrosion currents with lower onset loads. Low seating loads and
high head offset resulted in more subsidence and micromotion that high seating loads. This test
was the first of its kind developed that could simultaneously assess the electrochemical and
micromechanical behavior of modular taper samples, and its implementation in the design of
experiments matrix lead to a stronger understanding of the factors which influence fretting
corrosion behavior of modular tapers.
The second major effort presented in this thesis aimed to develop, characterize, and
implement thin film self-reinforced composites to be used in the modular taper junction as a
gasket to prevent or mitigate the effects of fretting corrosion in the taper. The first study related
to this effort was the production and characterization of melt-spun PEEK fibers. An extrusion
and fiber spinning apparatus was custom-built in the lab to produce PEEK fibers of varying
molecular weight and draw-down ratio. The fibers were then subjected to either of two postprocessing treatments (annealing and heated drawing) or left as-spun. The thermal, structural,
and mechanical properties of the fibers were investigated, and it was found that heated drawing
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as a post-processing step resulted in significant increases in crystalline orientation, crystallinity,
as well as modulus, strength, and yield stress as compared to as-spun fibers. it was found, based
on the range of factors studied, that the melt-spinning process is highly tunable and can be
manipulated to produce fibers of various structural and mechanical characteristics, which may be
desirable for a variety of biomedical applications.
Following the characterization of PEEK fibers, thin film self-reinforced composites of
both PEEK and UHMWPE were developed. SRC-PEEK was processed from as-spun PEEK
fibers (due to the simplicity of processing) and SRC-PE was processed from commercially
available Spectra fibers. SRCs were characterized for their thermal, structural and mechanical
properties. It was found that SRC-PEEK had higher mechanical properties than bulk PEEK or
PEEK fibers, which was probably due to crystallinity increasing in the SRC as compared to
PEEK fibers while maintaining comparable crystalline orientation. Conversely, the SRC-PE
showed lower mechanical properties than Spectra fiber, which was to be expected based on the
ultrahigh orientation of the fibers. Following the material characterization of the SRCs, they
were subject to pin on disk fretting corrosion experiments, which showed that both materials
significantly reduced fretting currents. SRC-PEEK was found to have similar sliding mechanics
and COF to metal-metal samples, while SRC-PE had significantly lower COF and thus slid much
more freely when fitted between the metal pin and disk. These results, while related to a more
fundamental type of experimental setup, nonetheless had implications for the eventual
electrochemical and micromechanical behavior of SRC gaskets in the modular junction.
The third study of this part of the thesis involved the use of three short-term fretting
corrosion test methods to evaluate the electrochemical and micromechanical performance of
modular tapers that had been fitted with gaskets of SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE. ICFC test results
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showed that SRC samples had no significant response to the range of cyclic loads tested, and the
SRCs prevented the onset of corrosion. In this test, the SRC-PE samples showed significantly
higher subsidence throughout the test due to the poor engagement achieved during seating.
Despite this, the electrochemical performance was still better than highly corroding metal-metal
samples. The incremented frequency test had similar results, with SRC samples showing
significantly lower current across the range of frequencies as compared to metal-metal samples.
In this test, the subsidence for all samples was more comparable, once the SRC-PE films had
been further seated. Here, however, significant differences between the amount of micromotion
at low frequencies compared to high frequencies were observed for all samples. In the
incremented voltage test, once again all SRC samples showed significantly lower fretting
currents than highly corroding metal-metal samples across the range of potentials investigated.
Micromotion and subsidence results were consistent across all samples, and none of the samples
appeared to show any dependence of voltage on micromechanical behavior. To summarize, the
inclusion of SRC gasket materials in the modular taper junction was shown to be an effective
means of preventing the onset of fretting corrosion through this set of short-term tests. Further,
they showed that loads and frequencies more aggressive than typical physiologic situations did
not cause failure in the SRC materials, and this set of conditions could be used moving forward
to institute an aggressive and accelerated long-term cyclic fretting corrosion test method.
The final study conducted for this thesis was an evaluation of the long-term
electrochemical and micromechanical performance of SRC gaskets in modular tapers, and an
analysis of the modes and degree of damage that might be imparted on the SRCs after simulation
of a number of loading cycles more similar to a typical implant service life. A million cycle
cyclic fretting corrosion test was developed that allowed micromotion to be monitored in the
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same way as the previous short-term test methods. Once again, SRC samples showed
significantly lower fretting currents than the highly corroding metal-metal samples.
Additionally, the subsidence and micromotion observed throughout the test was comparable in
all sample groups, and by the completion of the test, there had been no more subsidence of the
heads in the SRC groups than the metal-metal samples, indicating that the amount of wear to the
surfaces of the SRCs was probably minimal. Pull off loads following the long-term test were
similar for SRC-PEEK and metal-metal samples, but SRC-PE samples had pull off loads of
about a third of the other groups. The SRC samples were examined and it was found that the
SRC-PEEK samples had a minimal amount of damage, which had primarily taken the form of
plastic deformation in the locations where the highly ridged trunnions had made contact. The
SRC-PE samples had appreciably more damage, with significant disruption of the material in
locations where the ridges of the trunnion had contacted, and on the opposite side of the film
where those ridges had pressed the film into the head’s surface. Despite this, the SRC-PE
gaskets maintained their integrity throughout testing and did not allow for the onset of fretting
corrosion in tapers with which they had been fitted. Results from these long term tests suggest
that SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE are promising materials for use as gaskets in the modular taper for
the purpose of preventing fretting corrosion.

9.2 Conclusions
In this thesis, efforts were made to better characterize the factors that affect fretting
corrosion and the nature in and degree to which they affect electrochemical and micromechanical
performance of modular tapers. The seating of modular tapers was examined, as the self-locking
feature of the tapers is a critical component in the assembly and proper function of the prosthesis.
Additionally, seating and impaction of heads has been suspected as a prime factor in the fretting
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corrosion behavior of THAs. In this case, the primary factor affecting the quality of the
engagement of the taper was the seating load and the moisture of the taper. Neither
material/design factors nor loading rate had significant impact on the taper engagement strength.
Many of these factors were investigated via incremental cyclic fretting corrosion test methods to
assess effects of their variation, including seating, on the electrochemical performance of
modular tapers. In this case, it was found that of the multitude of factors which have been
implicated as causes of MACC either clinically or in vitro, only seating load and head offset
distance had major effects on the fretting corrosion of the tapers tested. Other factors had
minimal or no effect on the fretting corrosion behavior of the tapers for the ranges tested.
Following the investigation of conventional metal-metal tapers and their corrosion
behavior, a materials design problem was undertaken to offer a new solution to the problem of
MACC. PEEK fibers were produced that had a range of material and structural properties, some
of which may be useful for applications outside the scope of this work. The ultimate goal in this
design problem was to realize a thin film self-reinforced composite material which could be used
as a gasket in the modular taper. SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE were produced, and both materials
had enhanced mechanical properties from their typical bulk isotropic states as a result of the hot
compaction of highly oriented fibers.
Through pin on disk and a series of cyclic fretting corrosion tests, it was clearly shown
that the use of SRC gaskets to insulate alloy surfaces in modular junctions and other simulated
crevice-like geometries resulted in significantly less corrosion than using metal-metal alone.
Importantly, it was also shown in the case of modular tapers that the use of SRC gaskets did not
have any significant differences in corrosion performance from a metal-metal taper which had
not experienced serious corrosion during the course of testing. That is, use of SRC gaskets
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serves to prevent the onset of corrosion, but in an instance where the modular taper might not
have experienced severe fretting corrosion, the use of SRC gaskets does not negatively impact
the outcome for that taper compared to a properly functioning metal-metal taper. This is an
important concept, as the integration of any new biomaterial into a system such as the one
proposed should not result in any deleterious effect, or negatively impact device performance as
compared to a “successful” instances of the device’s implementation. Indeed, this was found to
be the case with use of SRC-PEEK and SRC-PE gaskets in terms of their electrochemical
performance.
The mechanical performance of modular tapers lined with SRC-PEEK was found to be
nearly identical in terms of head subsidence, micromotion, and pull off mechanics following the
series of cyclic fretting corrosion tests undertaken. SRC-PE experienced a great deal of
subsidence during early short-term testing, and this was easily attributed to the observed slippage
of the head after seating. However, these results do raise concern as to the security of the taper
engagement immediately following seating with use of SRC-PE, and there is no question that the
sub-par engagement achieved in these cases may have negative implications for the long-term
success of a device utilizing SRC-PE. While it does not seem likely that there would be any
negative impact on the integrity of the gasket or its ability to effectively insulate the surfaces of
the taper, it is possible that external factors not considered such as torsional effects, join laxity,
or impingement of the neck could introduce serious risk of unintentional extraction of the head in
vivo. Based on these results, SRC-PEEK shows more promise as the ideal candidate for this
application.
Through the variety of studies presented in this thesis, a more clear understanding of the
design, surgical, and materials factors that affect seating mechanics, electrochemical and
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micromechanical performance of modern metal-metal modular tapers was presented. In
conjunction with this, a novel biomaterial was developed, characterized and performance tested
using newly developed test methods. SRC thin film gaskets are a promising candidate as a viable
option to significantly improve the performance of orthopedic devices in an area which has come
to the fore as one of the primary concerns in long-term success of modern joint replacements.
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10. Future Work
This thesis has demonstrated several new and important conclusions relating both to the
assessment of modular taper performance and to the design of new materials that can be easily
integrated into current designs to improve the corrosion behavior of modular tapers. While this
work improves our understanding of the electrochemical and tribological process occurring
during MACC, and shows conclusively that SRCs are a viable candidate as biomaterials to
improve corrosion performance in modular tapers, both of these major efforts have not come to
completion. Indeed, there are several major steps that should be taken to continue to advance
both of these areas.
With regard to the assessment of the material, design, and surgical factors affecting the
corrosion behavior or modular tapers, the work presented represents a strong initial effort toward
elucidating more clear correlations between variation in some of these parameters and their
effect on corrosion processes at the taper. For example, the seating behavior of modular heads
was characterized systematically for the first time, and instantaneous detail with regard to the
displacement of the head was recorded and analyzed. This test method captures a large amount
of data for a single test, but the experimental design was not optimized to distinguish between
certain design factors individually. No distinction could be made between material combination
and taper design effects, as these were not individually controlled. A better experimental design
would include a design of experiments test matrix that allowed for analysis of primary effects for
each of a number of variables, as well as digging deeper into secondary effects that might arise
when first sorting for one or another variable. That said, there are other improvements to the test
method itself that might yield more clinically relevant insight. Utilizing displacement
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measurement in a setup that truly achieves impact loading rates would show, for the first time,
how the head displaces during a simulated hammer blow. The ability to achieve this would be
dependent on the time resolution of the sensors used, and in this way may not be achievable
without advances in equipment.
The ICFC tests which studied the effects of the variation of seven different design,
material, and surgical factors yielded complex and detailed results, which revealed important
new insight as to the degree to which certain parameters affected fretting corrosion behavior of
modular tapers. This study was very effective in distinguishing primary and secondary
interactions for the experimental factors. However, as one sorts further down into deeper
interactions, the risks of false positives become greater. Because of this, factors which were
shown to have a primary or secondary effect on fretting corrosion response should be studied in
more isolated conditions. Studying the effects of seating conditions on fretting corrosion is one
area where this work can be expanded. A good understand of the seating mechanics of modular
tapers was presented early in this thesis, and progressing from simply seating and pulling off
heads as in this study would be useful. Seating, ICFC testing, and then pull off of heads would
allow for a more complete analysis of the design, material, and surgical factors that not only
affect seating, but how those seating variations directly result in differences in fretting corrosion
behavior and subsequent pull off mechanics. Other variations to this test include more in depth
analysis of frequency and voltage effects on the fretting corrosion behavior of metal-metal
tapers. These methods were introduced in Chapter 7 and applied toward the study of SRC
fretting corrosion behavior, but a comprehensive analysis of metal-metal tapers subjected to
these test methods would provide more complete understanding of how certain physiological and
supra-physiological conditions impact fretting corrosion in traditional modular tapers junctions.
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Relation of all of these test methods to long-term fretting corrosion behavior of metal-metal
tapers is critical. The short-term test methods certainly provide insight as to initial corrosion
performance, but it is not well-understood if these analyses can be directly correlated with
eventual long-term performance. The ability to connect behavior over million cycle corrosion
testing with performance observed for the same taper in short-term ICFC testing might allow for
short-term test methods to become a more credible means of predicting long-term behavior,
increasing throughput and efficiency for these important medical device test methods.
The demonstration of SRCs ability to prevent the onset of fretting corrosion in modular
tapers is one of the major contributions of this thesis. However, this work can and should be
expanded. For example, the studies presented used SRCs of two different materials, but each
was produced by a single set of process parameters during hot compaction. These process
parameters were arrived at through what essentially amounted to trial and error—preliminary
compaction work that helped identify what combination of time, temperature, and pressure
would yield a reasonably well-incorporated SRC film to be incorporated into pin on disk and
cyclic fretting corrosion testing. But, as clearly shown by others working in the area of SRCs,
there is actually a large window of parameter combinations that will result in the effective
sintering and bonding of fibers compacted in this way. It should also be understood that
different combinations of these parameters can and do lead to variations in the material and
structural characteristics of the resulting samples. These may relate to strength, modulus,
orientation, crystallinity, and other parameters which may ultimately influence performance in
the ultimate application of the material. Just because the combination of parameters used in this
thesis resulted in successful implementation of SRCs into the modular junction does not mean
that there may be a more optimal set of properties that are attainable and might lead to even
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better performance, or the ability to withstand even higher mechanical demands or longer
durations of use and testing. A systematic study that probes the outer reaches of the solution
space in terms of processing parameters and the effect of their variation of material properties
and performance in the modular taper should be considered.
Another important effort toward proving the real clinical potential of SRCs is
implementation in more complex kinematic simulations. Femoral heads of THAs are subject to
much more than the simple loading scheme applied in the electrochemical test methods
presented here. Torsion is a primary example of a more complex force that is constantly
experienced at the articulating surface that is not represented in these tests. The quality of the
taper engagement will play a significant role in determining the integrity of the femoral assembly
in the presence of more accurate kinematic scenarios, and given some of the concerns raised
regarding SRC-PE and its low engagement strength, these risks should be considered and
investigated.
The technology of hot compaction, while not a new concept, has experienced little
exploitation in the medical device world. The ability to successful produce SRC-PEEK is the
first known documentation of hot compaction of this material. Given the success of PEEK in
recent years in the orthopedic industry, the ability to enhance and tailor the properties of PEEK
in a new way may be an attractive prospect. Preliminary work, not presented in this thesis, was
undertaken to produce thicker specimens of SRC-PEEK that might be used as structural
materials in applications such as bi-lateral posterior spinal fusions. While this pursuit was
eventually put aside, it nonetheless may hold potential as a new material for orthopedic
applications elsewhere. Tailoring the modulus through manipulation of fiber properties (which
was well shown in Chapter 5) and the ability to do so without conductive materials such as
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carbon fiber may be an enticing prospect in orthopedic applications where stiffness similar to
bone are desired in some areas, but the potential for fretting corrosion through contact with
alloys components might be mitigated through the use of a completely non-conductive material.
Design and processing of SRC-PEEK in thicker structural geometries is an exciting variation to
the process and material presented here and should be pursued in the future.
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